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n o f R u d o l f S t e i n e r(1861 —1925). He descnbeditas"apathofknowledge, to guide the spiritual
in the human being to the spiritual in the universe".

The aitn of this Annual is to bring the outlook of Anthroposophy to bear
on questions and activities of evident relevance to the present, in a way which
may have lasting value. It was founded in 1949 by Charles Davy and Arnold
Freeman, who were its first editors.

The title derives from an old Persian legend, according to which King
Djemjdid received from his God, Ahura Mazdao, a golden blade with which
to fulfil his mission on Earth. It carried the heavenly forces of Ught into the
darkness of earthly substance, thus allowing its transformation. The legend
seems to point to the possibility that man, through wise and compassionate
work with the Earth, can one day regain on a new level what was lost when
the Age of Gold was supplanted by those of Silver, Bronze and Iron.
Technology could serve this aim; instead of endangering our planet's life it
could help to make the Earth a new Sun.
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Adam BiitlcsionEditor of The Golden Blade 1966 1989

A D A M B I T T L E S T O N
1 9 11 — 1 9 8 9

Work on the concept and content of this edition ofThe Golden Blade had
been virtually completed when, on the morning of 25th May, Adam Bittleston
died. He had long suffered from the effects of a leg injury, sustained in a fall
in the mid-seventies, and in recent years had been effectively bed-ridden. He
did not allow this to hinder his work of counselling, writing and editing which
he was continuing to do until the last few days before he died. His Work and
influence have been greatly valued, especially in the English-speaking world,
and many will wish to have a broader perspective on them than can be offered
by an obituary notice. We therefore propose to devote space in the next issue
to a look back over his life and work.

Adam Bittleston was bom in 1911 at Ockley, Surrey. At Oxford he took
a degree in Philosophy, Politics and Economics. Towards the end of his time
at Oxford he resolved to train for the priesthood of the Christian Community,
which he did in Stuttgart under Friedrich Rittelmeyer, Emil Bock, and other
notable teachers. He was ordained in 1935, and worked in Leeds, London and
Edinburgh. He mamed in 1937 Gisela Hermann, who has become widely
influential as a teacher of the art of puppetry, and had three children, who all
went into teaching when they grew up. In 1970 he moved to Forest Row,
Sussex, where he was involved not only in the training of priests but also in
the teaching and counselling of students at Emerson College in Forest Row.
He has written several books, including "Meditative Prayers for Today", "Our
Spiritual Companions", "The Spirit of the Circling Stars" and "Loneliness".

William Forward
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EDITORIAL NOTES
Inearliercivilizations—whoseworldviewwean-lpamin^t,^™™^ -.k-tolerance as we learn more about them there lived for miiion̂  ̂  increasing

events in the starry skies had their effectson life on earth Thusand wisdom wenthandinhandwithaslionomy Theastmnoml̂! f —i™ °and often admire the skiUs of their predecê^
B a b y l o n i a n s . N o o n e w o u l d d e n y t o d a y t h a t S u n "Earth but this is perceived and studied usine the onanritaf' ntetcise then- influence on
tlunkingoftodarTbequaUtativ̂ SlnoThaT?'̂ ^̂ ^embodied in the science of asPology has gradiLlv dimbdsĥ  hpoint where astrology is no longer recognized as a scteS™̂" i T""evolution of culture one can see that this has been necesŜ fma . of ̂
himself as a free individual to the Doint wherp hp ran o l « come to experience
faultUesnotinoarsta.s...butinSe*̂ ^̂Sŝ ÎC"'̂ '̂̂ ^seen theStarofBethlehem and have marveUedat̂unSnher""""",?®"'''®̂'̂'̂''®to imagine that they would have aUowed it to lead theTîn̂w T®"""'harbinger of tiiebirth of an individuahTv̂ °̂Ĵ.tof?he '̂^̂^
fortheEarth.Fnnnaworld-viewinwhichevS™ÊC'̂^̂^we have come to one in which earthly conditions â  evt̂ i ®̂ '"®̂ ''y'''®8tars,
frightening picture of a Space fdled with countless objectŝnk̂onrh® "hconsequences of their participation in a Big Bang only by the gravitational

Such a view is. however, no longer in accord win, wi...of things, however subjectively we judge, is after aU a mattef of e ®*'̂"0"08—«he qualitySun m the changing cycle of the seasons is also experienr̂ d of "heEarth, is the influence of the Moon in the ebb an̂ow o/tidw ̂  everyone on
g e n e r a l l y . " " " O ' ' e n t l " > m o n t h l y r h y t h m s

The extraordinary political events of 1989 "nio „U.S S.R., being followed by burgeoning democracy in m̂ ôf ̂ "̂P®'̂''oika" in thesatellite countnes, the open expression of the yearning for dem,̂  ® *'®'® ""ow" as theand the release of poUtical prisoners in South Africa to naî» " ̂'®™nmen Square
suggesttherekanebbandflowintheaffairsofmêtoSmmn'd tT''''̂ "8-theseapproMh to the nexus of influences within which v̂e stod ̂

Such a qualitative approach must come ^ f™®"which dialogue and interaction are the key activities ft ŵ fof '®®'™'»itUeston called in his last words as Editor of The Golden Bladl̂  " '''®'°8"® ̂dam

chî rharSrrto";:̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^ ®ars as
^ Moon, and 'the Sû  1"i"® ®;®f-®hanging movements ofwhose homes these are, we aro to ̂  Z ''® ®®"'®- "h® ''®»ga

In this issue John Meeks' commentary on the Stars of 1990challenges us to take on such
a dialogue out of our own experiences of naked-eye observation and what our cultural heritage
brings to us in the way of pictures and characters associated with the planets. Such a bringing
together of the outer and inner experience can be facilitated by what he describes as a star-
like activity we can undertake within ourselves. Having found a night-sky stillness within,
"To place a word, a thought-content, an image into the middle of this space, is medi-tation.
There it can radiate, as a star or sun, nourishing the life of the soul...".

By means of this creative activity we are at the same time living most intensely in the
present, free from the sensation of being determined by the past or excessively fascinated
with unknown events to come: "To be in the present means to work actively for the future on
the ground of the past, the ground of destiny. To be in the present is to be free".

There are yet other ways in which a dialogue with the Stars may be undertaken. Fcff
many years now agriculturists working with indications given by Rudolf Steins have taken
the movement of the Stars into account when planning their planting, weeding, propagating,
harvesting, etc. Bio-dynamic agriculture, whilst more labour-intensive, has demonstrated not
only that it is possible to produce good crop-yields without using chemical fertilizers and
pesticides, but also that the nutritive value of the foods produced under these conditions is
significantly greater. Increasingly, social economists are seeing that the highŜ costs ofbio-
dynamic farming methods are more than offset by the social benefits of:

1. Lower unemployment in rural areas;
2. Less expenditure on pollution control measures;
3. Food of higher nutritive value;
4. An ecologically balanced environment

1989 was also a year in which this was beginning to be officially recognized, not only
in Europe's largest farming nation, France, but also one of Europe's most difficult farming
environments — Norway. In February of 1989 a government report on blo-dynamic and
organic agriculture in Norway recommended:

1. State subsidies to those farmers wishing to convert to these methods;
2. Regular environmental subsidies to bio-dynamic/oiganic farm^;
3. Research and development grants for new projects in this area.

Subsequently a Norwegian county council funded the purchase of a large farm in prime
agricultural territory by a trust which placed it at the disposal of bio-dynamic farmers. One
can already begin to see how out of this dialogue with the Stars man is again quite literally
changing the face of the Earth — this time in a healing way.

This also has its implications for community forms — from the United States we hear
how the problem of distribution (which often accounts for ovct half the cost of the fhiit and
vegetables delivered) is being overcome by consumers dealing directly with the farmer of
their choice, contracting his production, so that he is no longer producing between the twin
risks of unpredictable climatic conditions and an equally unpredictable, mechanicallv
operating market The term "community-supported agriculture", though long in use has now
c o m e o f a g e . 'Such dialogue in freedom between Man and the Stars does, however, depend for its
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substance on the results of spiritual research. In this issue of The Golden Blade we
publish the translauon of a lecture, given on 5th May 1921 by Rudolf Steiner, in whichhe sets out the way in which fte human spirit relates to Sun, Moon and Stars in its passage
between one life on Eâ  and the neat This theme is taken up and developed further in tte
tl̂ t̂ures we replace mtranslarion here, given by Elizabeth Vreede on the subjectof Astrology to the Astronomy ̂d MathemaUcssectionoftheSchoolofSpiritualScience
Many wiUrecograze, expressed here in more scientific language, details from the grSmmguiauve ptctû  of the after-life handed down to us in the Egyptian Book of the iSdDante sInferao,theDream-songof01afAsteson,andothers meuead,

EachlifeonÊ carrieswithitconsequencesintothenextandbearswithinitthefruitsofprevioushves—thistoorepresentsanexusofinfluencesadestinvtnrhirh.h»lTT 1IS subject and to which a firee relationship must be striveii Amonv iIip r individual
factors that will influence each life, such as race creed innono ̂  form-givingof being male or female. What this reaUy meais for the develop̂nt of th'êe*̂IS being experienced and examined more consciously today perhaps than eŵteforthe greater degree of freedom available in many parts of the wrld with , fnin which one Uves out the masculine and feminL within ôe A CSv K® ""T

individual creativity at work within the complex network of constotaK̂ .THtT®'°̂
nauonaUty, religion...even temperament — both these cases are rhT ̂  ̂minded devotion to their calling, characterized by single-

A sense of caUing is not granted to everyone and one of tĥ  mnck ,1 isocial phenomena of the last two decades has been the havoc wr̂uX bt̂  Curbing
mainly among young people just at the time of Ufe when they S mhX®
expenenceasenseofcalling.JaapvanderHaar'sworkwithdmnLdiM 1̂ '̂̂thephenomenontousasacallinitself:acaU—bothtothednivaXf Jthem whose experience of addiction is less intense - to lecognLX̂ f̂as the undertaking by each individual of a path of inner develm̂.̂o f Tposition one is in and woiking to transform it can one attain Sthv̂nf ̂of forces to which one is subject today nealthy balance in the nexus
branch jhl-l̂ frir̂ p̂ rmtXSS^ r view Of afom and now is a constituent in the remarkable melting-pot of °"®
U.S.A., giving the greatest possible opportunity for the individnX̂fîvehicle in which to live out his destiny in freedom ̂  appropriate

US terrwtrial and celestial elements are interwoven And thethese diverse elements into harmon '̂ Can we bring

M A N ,
OFFSPRING OF THE WORLD OF STARS

Rudolf Steiner

The civilisation of the fourth Post-Atlantean epoch the period of the
development of the Mind Soul in humanity — was directed from the Greek
Mysteries. In other words: the indications upon which the cul̂  of the
human mind was based issued from the Mystery-Sanctuaries which existed
here and there in Asia Minor and Southern Europe. Now the secret of man's
connection with the Sun was an essential part of these MysterjKeachings.
From the book "Theosophy" we know that the Ego lights up within the
Intellectual or Mind Soul and enters into possession of its full, inner fence
during the age of Consciousness, or Spiritual Soul.

Now because the Ego of man was destined from a certain point of view
to be awakened during the age of the culture of the mind or intellect, it was
quite natural that the Mysteries of that age should have been concerned with
ihe secrets of the Sun and their connection with the human Ego. In the book
"Riddles of Philosophy" it is said that the Greek's life of thought consisted in
un actual perceiving of the outer world. The Greek's thought was at the same
time a perception, just as we today have a perception of colours or sounds. The
thoughts and conceptions of the Greek were not brought into being merely by
inner activity of the soul, but they were bom as it were from the objects
themselves. In this respect Goethe's thinking undoubtedly possessed qualities
in common with Greek thought. This is quite clear from his famous conver
sation with Schiller. Schiller stated that Goethe's conceptions were not
Perceptionŝ  but ideaSy and to this Goethe retorted that he actually saw his
ideas before him, that he perceived them objectively.

The life of thought in Greece was associated with a very definite inner
experience which arose when men looked at the world around them. They
regarded the substance of the ideas which thus lit up before them as being the
creation of the Sun. With the rising Sun they beheld the appearance in space
» Lecture given by Rudolf Steiner at Domach on 5th May 1921 Printed in

"AnthroposophicalQuarterly",volume20,number4,andreDrintedhvVinittv.rtv.;ooof the Anthroposophical Society in Great Britain pcnnission



OFFSPRING OF THE WORLD OF STARS

t̂he life of ideas, ̂dthis life of ideas passed away again with the setting Sun.en ave now quite lost the faculty of perceiving and experiencing spiritu-
îty m the world around them. When the Sun rises they see only the
SS tXm T ^ the world of ideas
i n t h e H a t h i e m a t s u n s e t . T h e y f e l t t h a t
thev 1 ̂  hie night they were bereft of the world of ideas. And whenthfcSf ''® hloe, but for the colour of which

1A r ^ boundar ies o f v is ib le space BevnnH th •worldof space the Greekdivined the existence of otl̂̂ /ŵ^̂^̂^̂of the thoughts of the Gods, which he connected withTsht ThJS
seemed to him to be concentrated in the living Sun and to withH

the further evolution of man's life of sourTtofacuhy of ta°'
perceptionfunctionedforacertainperiodoftime hn̂ h I ""̂ "̂ ly livingrepresentatives of the human race those who arin' . ®" ĥ® ®°st advanced
Greek Mysteries, began to
radiations from the Uving Sun in cosmic smcp P̂ êive the spiritualsalvation in the Mystery of Golgotha inasmuch aTi'̂  waning, and they saw
the Mystery of Golgotha made it possible for th ™Pulse coming from
theirownbeing.AndtheytriednowtoexperiencêfliLST®'̂®"̂''''̂ ''̂ '"into the events connected with the Mystery of Golgotha

Now the intellect alone can give us nôai 1.̂1..
come topassin the lifeofhumanity through
metamorphosis took place in man's lifeof soul fnH
whenwearestudyingthecourseofevolutionŴhohrT"'®̂°'Sottenera of the development of the Consciousness <!«> 1 • ®®"'tvinginthe
fifteenth century have in our inner intellectual ®'"®®tbe beginning of the
reflection ofthe spirituality which ne'rvaHeĤ î vr "̂ ' ® shadowy
Post-Atlantean period of civilisation Andthê  in the fourthfaculty of thesoulwhichwiirSeL̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  » a
understanding of the universe The si, h ™®"®®' °f ours a livingmodem culture has fetteied man to thê^̂  tTI characteristic of

when he allows himself ̂  0 for earthlymodern science. In our u « mmself to be influenced bv the claimc r.f
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connection with the Cosmos beyond the Earth — that is what we need above
all to make our own.

We take earthly life today as the basis of our ideas and concepts and build
up a conception of the Universe in line with the conditions of this earthly life.
But the picture of the Universe thus arising has been evolved by simply
transferring earthly conditions to the world beyond the Earth. By means of
spectro-analysis and other methods — admirable as they are in their way —a conception of the Sun has grown up which is really modelled wholly upon
earthly conditions. Everyone is familiar with the appearance of luminous,
incandescent gas, and this picture is then transferred to the Sun in the heavens.
But we must learn to think of the Sun in the light of Spiritual Science. The Sun
which the physicist believes to be a luminous body of gas out in cosmic space
IS spiritual through and through. The Sun receives the cosmic light and
radiates it to the Earth, but the Sun is not physical at all. It is spiritual in its
whole nature and being. The Greek was right when he felt that the Sun was
connected with the development of his Ego, for the development £f the Ego
IS associated with the intelligence and the faculty of forming ideas. The Greek
conceived the rays of the Sun to be the power which kindled and quickened
his Ego. His was still aware of the spirituality of the Cosmos, and to him the
Sun was a living being, related to the human Ego in an absolutely concrete
way. When a man says T' to himself, he experiences a force that is working
Within him, and the Greek, as he felt the working of this inner force, related
It to the Sun. The Greek said to himself: Sun and Ego are the outer and inner
aspects of one and the same being. The Sun out there in space is the Cosmic
Bgo. What lives within me is the human Ego.

As a matter of fact, this experience still comes to those who have a deeper
feeling for Nature. The experience is not nearly as vivid as it was in the daysof Greece, but for all that it is still possible to become aware of the spiritual
forces indwelling the rays of the Sun in springtime. There are people here and
there who feel that the Ego is imbued with a new vigour when the rays of the
Sun begin to shine down upon the Earth with greater strength. But this is a last
faint echo, an outward shell of an experience that is dying out altogether in the
abstract, shadowy intellectualism prevalent in every branch of civilised life
today. The task before us is to begin once again to realise and understand the
connection of the being of man with JMper-earthly existence
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to the EaiA from the Sun and from the Moon are entirely different in character
and function. In a cenain respect, Sun and Moon stand in polar antithesis The
forces streaming from the Sun enable the human being to become the bearer
of an Ego. We owe to the rays of the Sun the power which moulds the human
form into an image of die Ego. Ihe forces which determine the human fonn

of embryonic life, are the active forcesof the Sun. WhUe the embryo is developing in the mother's body, a great deal
more is happening than modem science dreams of. Modem science is of the
opinion thattheforcesallonginatefromthefertiUsedgerm.butthetmthisthatfoe hû  embryo meretyrests there in foe body of foe mother and is givenform by foe Sun forces, "̂ese Sun forces are. of course, associated wifo theMoon forces which are also working but in a different way. Tlie Moon forceswork above all in foe inner, metabolic processes. We may therefore sarfoeSun forces give form to foe human being from outside. The Moon forSs
radiate outwards from within foe metabolic process- thev areforces. This does not contradict foe fact that these Môn forces are wSSfor insmce. in foe shaping and moulding of foe human countenaTce Tif;
Moon forces stream out from a centre in foe metabolic system and wort
were by attraction upon the forming of the human fare Hifffeatures but there is an interplay between these MoonVorcesTdl?f ®
forces. The organism that is connected with nrocreation ic o u-forces. The whole being of man is invblVed in this way"in foe °
between foe forces of foe Sun and foe forces of foe Moon »"terplay

A distinction must be made, however betww n̂
workinfoeinnerprocessesofrnetabolisminman.andfoeforcMfoM̂®'̂ ^̂m foe metabolic processes itself. The Moon forces stream int J?
prôss but this metabolic process has forces of its own as weUearthlyforces. Thesubstancesandforces in foe vegetable andotherf̂^̂work in foe human being by virtue of their own inherent̂«hhero as Earth forces. Metabolism is primariranlSrofteEarth forces. If foe substances of foe foodstuffs weroZmf ? T
own forces within the human organism there would to unfold their
ây of foroes in man. The fact that these forces work withSte"̂  ̂renew and upbuild foe being of man is due not to tL c u tntermission to
Moon. The human being is shanTfroL , 'o foe
ftom without inwards by J" ^txin. and
through foe eye into foe head-organisatfon 'th receivedorganism as well, but for all that foel am «■ i thet "tey are still working from outside.
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And so on the one hand the development and evolution of the Ego
of man is dependent upon the forces of the Sun. Without the Sun, man could
not be an Ego being living on the Earth; on the other hand there could be no
such thing as propagation, there could be no human race without the Moon.
It is the Sun which places man as an individual on the Earth, and it is the Moon
that charms down the human race to Earth—the human race conceived here
as one whole. The human race as the physical product of the generations is a
product of the Moon forces which have worked in the generative process. As
an individuality, however, man is the product of the Sun forces.

If, therefore, we want to understand the human being and the human race
as a whole, we cannot do so by studying merely those conditions which obtain
on the Earth alone. The efforts of geologists to understand the being of man
by investigating the nature of the Earth are aU in vain. Man is not primarily a
creation of the Earth. He receives his shape and form from the Cosmos; he is
an off-spring of the world of the stars, above all of Sun and Moon. From the
Earth are derived only those forces which are contained in the substances of
the Earth. These forces work outside the human being and also within him
when they are introduced into his organism either through eating or drinking.
Eut within the organism they are received into the realm of forces of a super-
earthly nature.

The processes that take place within the human being are by no means
^ affair of the Earth alone. They are through and through an affair of the world
of stars. This is the kind of knowledge that we must struggle to reach once
m o r e .

Think of the human being as he stands there before us in his physical
body. This physical body takes in the foodstuffs from the outer world and the
forces of the foodstuffs continue to work within the body. But the physical
body is permeated by the astral body and in the astral body the Moon forces
are actively at work. The Sun forces too play into the astral body. The etheric
body is there in the middle, between physical and astral body.

When we study the forces of foodstuffs, we find that, to begin with, they
are active in the physical body and are then taken hold of by the astral body
in which the influence of Sun and Moon are working. But between the
physical body and astral body the etheric body is fulfilling its functions Theforces in foe etheric body come, not from foe Earth but from all directions of
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directions of cosmic space are also working in the human organism. The
forces contained in the foodstuffs themselves come from the Earth, but from
cosmic space the etheric forces stream in. These etheric forces also take hold
of the foodstuffs and work upon them in such a way that they become inwardly
responsive to light and also to warmth. We say, therefore: the human being is
part of the Earth because he has a physical body. His etheric body relates him
to the whole environment of the Earth. Through his astral body he is involved
in the weaving forces of Sun and Moon.

Now these influences of the Sun and Moon in the astral body are
modified and differentiated in a high degree as they work upon the 'upper'
man. By 'upper' man I mean, in this case, the part of the organism that is
encircled and permeated by the blood-stream which passed upwards from the
heart in the direction of the head. The 'lower' man, then, comprises the other
part of the organism — that part which lies belov/ the heart

Thus we have the upper part of man, including the head and everything
that is organically connected with the head. The formation of this part of the
orgamsm is dependent, mainly, upon the Sun's influences. Its most imponant
penod of development is during embryonic life. The Sun's influences work
upon the embryo in a very special way, but thbse influences continue to beKtive when the human being is bom and is living in the physical world
between birth and death. The astral influences working upon that part of thehuman organism which lies above the heart - speaking very rourfily for it
would be n̂essary to go into more precise detail if we were describtog the
blood circulanon these astral influences are then modified by the influ
enccs of Satum, Jupiter and Mars.

The planet Satum circles round the Sun and sends forces to the Earth
TOese forces of Satum work in the whole astral body of man but above
all m the part of the astral body which corresponds to the 'upper' man Thev
ŝam into the astral body, pervade it, and are the essential factor in bringingût a proper connection between the astral body and the physical bLymen, fwinsmnce, aman cannot sleep properly, that is to say, when his astrll
^ wiU not leave or come down again properly into his etheric and physicalOT m some other way is not rightly connected with the physical body
w o r d s , ' k I n o t h e rpromotes and is responsible f ̂  which, by way of the human head,
body to his etheric body and the proper relation of man's astralwh ich media te the connect ion forces tooconnection of the astral body to the Ego, because of
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Satum's lelation to the Sun. Satum's relation to the Sun is expressed in space
and time inasmuch as Satum accomplishes its orbit around the Sun in aperiod
of thirty years.

In the human being, the relationship of Satum to the Sun is expressed in
the connection of the Ego with the astral body and in the way in which the
astral body is membered into the whole human orgamsm. The connection of
Satum with the upper part of the astral body was regarded as a factor of great
importance in ancient times.In the Egypto-Chaldean period, three or four
thousand years before the Mystery of Golgotha, the Teachers and Sages of Ae
Mysteries judged a human being according to his relation to Satum - which
was revealed by the date and time of his birth. For these Sages knew quite well
that the position of S atum in the heavens at the time of man's birth enabled his
astral body either to function regularly or irregularly in his physical body.
Knowledge of these influences played a very important part in olden days. But
the onward progress of evolution is denoted precisely by the fact̂ at in our
age, which, as you know, began in the fifteenth century, we have to become
free of these forces and influences.

Please do not misunderstand me This does not mean that Satum is not
working in us nowadays. Naturally the Satum forces work in us, just as they
worked in the Ancients, but we must now leam to make ourselves free and
independent of them. And do you know how we can make ourselves free?
Nothing is worse than to give oneself over to the shadowy intellectualism of
our age. If we do that, the Satum forces mn riot within us and give rise to the
so-called nervous troubles that are so very prevalent in our time. When a man
suffers from * nerves' as we say, it is because his astral body is not properly
connected with his physical organisation. This lies at the basis of the morbid
nervous symptoms which are so common nowadays. Our striving should be
to unfold real vision, to attain Imagination. If man can achieve nothing better
than the fonning of abstract concepts and ideas, nervous symptoms are bound
to increase in severity, because this intellectual activity tends to alienate him
from the influences of Satum, which are still at work within his being. His
astral body will be tom away form his nerves, and he will be driven more and
more into a state of nervous tension and excitability. The nervous complaints
of our age must be recognised in their cosmic aspect, for they are caused by
an irregular working of the Satum forces.

Just as Satum works chiefly in the upper part of the astral body and in the
whole astral body inasmuch as the astral body is connected with the organism
as a whole through the nervous system, so is Jupiter active in thinking.
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When a man thinks, one part of his astral body is active. It is pre

eminently the Jupiter forces in the astral body which strengthen the
thinking faculty, and Jupiter is responsible for permeating the human brain
with astral forces.

2!°'! ̂ flusnces of Saturn continue throughout the whole of man'shfe. The begmnmg of a human Ufe may reaUy be said to consist of the first
t̂  ̂nods of ten yeâ  This is the peiiod of growth, for as a matter of factthe acttvity of the gto,̂  forces does not wholly cease until after the thirtieth
year And our whole hfe and our health depend on how our astral body has
developed dunng the thirty years. Saturn needs thirty years to complete its
orbit̂ound the Sun and this has its exact parallel in the life of man
.u P"®"'̂ v^^ '̂"''y° *̂̂ '̂̂ "8takesplaceessentiaUyduring
Sl̂ M SSr parallelism in the orbit of the

Just as Jupiter has to do with thinking, so has Mars to do with speech
Saturn: upper part of the astral body as a whole
Jupiter: thinking.
Mars : speech.

Mars works upon a stiU smaller part of the astral body than that witv, u- uJupiter is concerned in connection with the thS of mL̂  ̂development of the fomes which fmally express theîelves k "speSht
dependentupontheworkingofMarswithinourbeine ManleaJ!,! ! uftt.tsou„dsofspeechinaperiodwhichcormsponrappm"i«̂nme required by Mars to complete its orbit around the Sun

We see, then, that the development of faculties situate<i nri,v,o 1 • u
region of the human head is connected with the Saturn force* th! < « . . . M m t o ™ . , - n , t ™ , , t » = T * "work on within the astral body through the life of man TĥQ ̂ ®̂̂ êfore,

fcca, tt. Ego, S.™.,lively wiih the behaviour and functioning of the astral body in ihWiti, «.f.ciiy„fihi.idnganSwi,hd» fS.̂ ^ n"" ̂
end tie between the Earth . ̂  '''"P'ettets; which are neater the Earthon the other side of the Sun The fSaturn, Jupiter and Mars lie
connected with the Wng oJ man W^ l̂ c^wise8 ot man. We will take Metcuiy to begin with.
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Like the Moon, the centre, from which the Mercury forces work, lies in
the inner being of man, and it is only in connection with the forming of the
human countenance that Mercury works from outside. The Mercury forces
work in the part of the human organism that lies below the region of the heart
From there these Mercury forces stream into the human organism. The
working of the astral body in the breathing and circulatory functions of the
human organism is regulated by Mercury. Mercury acts as the intermediary
between the astral body and the rhythmic processes in the being of man. The
Mercury forces act as the intermediary between the astral body and the
rhythmic functions in the human organism. Because this is so, the Mercury
forces intervene, as do the Moon forces, in the metabolic processes as a whole,
but only in so far as the metabolic process is subject to rhythm and reacts in
turn upon the rhythmic functions.

We come next to Venus. Venus works pre-eminently in the etheric body
of man. The cosmic forces chiefly active in the etheric body, therefore, are
t h o s e o f V e n u s . ^

Then we come again to the Moon. The Moon forces in the human
organism work in polar antithesis to the Sun forces. From within outwards
the Moon forces lead substance over into the realm of the living and are
therefore connected with procreation. The Moon stimulates not only the inner,
reproductive processes of the organism, but the procreative process as well.
Thus we have:

Saturn: upper part of the astral body as a whole.
Jupiter: thinking.
M a r s : s p e e c h .
S u n : E g o .
Mercury: intermediary between the astral body and the rhythmic

functions in the organism.
Venus: activity of the etheric body.
Moon: stimulates reproduction.

You see now in what way processes in the human organism are dependent
upon the Cosmos. On the one side man is bound up with the earthly forces
through his physical body. And on the other side he is bound up with his whole
cosmic environment through the etheric body. The cosmic forces, however
work in different ways in his being as we have heard. This differentiation
originates in the astral body in which the forces of Saturn, Jupiter, Mars,
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Venus, Mercury, Moon arc contained. By way of the Ego, the Sun works in
man. Suppose that as the result of his earlier incarnations a man has within his
being forces which predestine hun to be a thinker in the earthly life upon which
he is entering. He prepares for his descent to the Earth and — since Jupiter
takes a definite time to complete his orbit—he will choose a moment for his
birth when the rays of Jupiter pour directly down upon him.

In this way the heavenly constellations provide conditions into which a
human being may be bom—conditions which are determined by his previous
earthly lives.

In the age of the Consciousness Soul, of course, it is the task of man
graduaUy to make himself free of these conditions. But he must free himself
from them in the right way.

In speaking of the Saturn influences, I said that it is a question of trying
to replace shadowy intellectualism by real Imagination. In the book "Knowl
edge of the Higher Worlds" indications are given which, if they are followedcan make us independent of the cosmic forces, although none the less these
cosmic forces continue to work in our being.

Man is bom on Earth into conditions determined by a constellation in the
heavens, buthe must equip himself with forces which make him independentof this constellation. It is to this kind of knowledge- a knowledge of man'sconnechon with Ae Cosmos beyond the Earth - that our civiliLtion mus
attain. Man must learn to realise that the forces of heredity described bv
môm science are notthe only forces at work in his organism. To imaginesuch a thmg, my dear friends, is the purest nonsense. It is pure nonsense tothink that Ae maternal organism contains those forces which are aS

K and so build up a heart, a liver and the other orgmsThere would be no heart m the human organism if the Sun did not build idntote organism of man, neither would there be a Uver if Venus did not plS
mto the organism. Âd so it is with each single organ. Their presence in
human organism is due to the working of cosmic forces

b e g i n w i t h a s i f ^ P P e a r s . t on i S i r a l s , ; ; ^ ! c ^ a e T h ^ « ' h ein the cosmic environment of the Emh 'o tbe forces working
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shape and form at a time when the Earth's forces were not yet working in their
full strength, but when cosmic forces were working in the Earth. The healing
forces contained in the minerals, above all in the metals, are connected with
the way in which these metals were formed within the Earth by the working
of cosmic forces.

In the first epoch of Post-Atlantean times, when the ancient Indian
civilisation was at its prime, man felt and knew himself to be a citizen of Ae
whole wide universe. Although he had not yet developed the forces which
modem humanity is so proud to possess, he was in the trae sense of the word,
MAN. By the time of the Chaldean epoch, however, man's attention had
already begun to be diverted from the Sun. He had become a kind of
amphibium—a creature who is thankful when the ray s of the Sun pour down
upon it, and when it need not always be confined to its dark burrows in xht
ground. But in our time one cannot say that man even resembles a creature like
the mole, for he is really much more like an earthworm who has eyes at most
for what has first been sent out into space from the Earth and comes back again
as rain. This is really all that men see in the way of forces from beŜ ond the
Earth. But this the earthworms also see! In his materialism today man has
become an earthworm. He must rise above this earth state, but he can only do
so by realising and knowing his connection with the Cosmos beyond the
Ear th .

Our task therefore, is to raise ourselves above the earthworm state into
which our civilisation has fallen, and bring a new spiritual life into being.
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THE OBSERVATION OF THE STARS
AS A PATH TO FREEDOM

KEY TO SYMBOLS USED IN THE DRAWINGS THE OBSERVATION OF THE STARS
AS A PATH TO FREEDOM

Constellaiions of the Zodiac
8 Mercuiy T Ram (Aries)
® « B u U ( T a u r u s )

® Twins (Gemini)
® Crab (Cancer)
SI Lion (Leo)

® I P V i i g i n ( V i r g o )
W N e p t u n e u s ,

Til Scorpion (Scorpio)
Archer (Sagittarius)

-S Goamsh (Capricom)
Waterman (Aquarius)

>< Fishes (Pisces)

The symbols (or more properly "sigiis") for ,he signs of the Zodiac are
always used to represent the beginning or 0» of ti,A areestablished by Ptolemy in the second century AD. These arrtL̂ îon̂^
traditional astrology, and do not correspond with the visible con!t
According to this system, the 0® of Aries coincMes exactW wîfthe Spring Equinox, that of Cancer with the Summer SolLe ttet ofTh
wifo the Autumn Equinox, and that of Capricom with the Wimer ̂  i ?This relationship is not affected by the so-called precession of the en̂  *In Other words, while the visible consteUations slow"Sn̂*with respect to the seasons of the year, the signs do not It will hi ̂  1°"

^
♦ For the Southern Hemisphere the opposite seasons prevail.

by John Meeks
Illustrations by Michael Brinch

"There are some who long for a home concealed behind these
remote blue spaces: a first love, parents, brothCTS and sisters, old
friends, fond memories of the past Others Hve in the expectation
of unknown splendours in the worldbeyond; they imagine a vivid
future to be hidden there, and reach out towards a new world.
There are but few who remain calm, in the face of this magnificent
round, and seek nothing more than to comprehend its Mhiess and
the richness of its inter-relationships. In regarding each detail,
they never forget the sparkling thread which weaves together tihe
many lights to a single, holy chandeliCT. To behold this living
adornment hovering over the depths of the night is their whole
fulfilment and bliss".

—Novalis, "Die Lehrlinge zu Sais"

In Novalis' fragment on the Egyptian mysteries of Isis, these words about
the stars are spoken during a conversation among the pupils. They bear
witness to a longing to lift the veil which conceals the true face, the true being
of the goddess. But the expectations are different. Some hope for the
restoration of a golden past, others seek refuge in an unknown future. Both
seek redemption from the painful reality of the present. Accordingly, they see
the world of appearances as an illusion which conceals the true realm of the
spirit, of eternity. Only a few find the peace and inner activity to enliven the
act of beholding, to invite the breath of eternity to enter the present moment.
They would understand Goethe *s admonition not to seek reality behind the
phenomena. And their willingness to awaken to the present means that they
have embarked on a path of freedom.

It is not difficult to identify the distractions which so powerfully draw us
away from the here and now. The awareness of failings and inadequacies of
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the past can weigh upon the soul as a paralysing burden, while the nostalgia
for what seems irretrievably lost can exercise the seductive power of a dieam.
Both can lead to resignation, to lethargy, to inactivity. A preoccupation with
the future can stir anxieties, fears, worries and the resdessness which accom
panies them. But it can also invite escape through the hope of greater orsmaller wonders and miracles to come. Salvation, perhaps, through a minor
intervention of the gods (winning the lottery) or through a great apocalypse,
a world-judgment to nght all wrongs.

The lethargy stemming from the past and the restlessness stirred by the
future meet in the everyday consciousness of the "present" Thev are the

shapes and transforms the organs of the embryo for thek future tâ  a h ,as the development of the living organism is guided by the ideal rir •" '
type of the species, the human being in his striving for freedom i« u'the ideals he has set for himself. In following his ideals he brinac
intothewomboftranquillitywhicharisesfromthenast AnHr.sought and achieved in his choice of ideals a true link to the ̂  he haswander before him like angelic beings, the iSent̂s ̂  thdiat his strivingwiU never cease. For one of the sedLofsrfth?;̂'"̂!!®
lUusion that we can one day attain our ideals and then "rest in nea
ideal IS a living being, whose development never ceases. "

Now the question could arise: Why should NovaUschoôti, ution of the stars to illustrate the awakening to the present"' Do w ̂  observa-our creative activity through the motherly substLce of S "ot»nfold
kingdo.j«ofnatore71sitnotthemotherly Jo'n̂Ŝ^̂physical bodies which gives us the possibility to transform the eartĥt''"̂^atthe stars, wearetransportedbeyondourselvesintoarSmwĥ  ̂®
be creative outwardly. But iust as th<. iA», u- where we cannot
conceived, bom and nourishedTnth!- f, O"" action isthe dark spaces atoundThfm c " ̂ T? k ̂ ^̂ rs and
understand the mysteries of creation gtitdes if we seek to
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surrounded by the darkness of night. Ourknowledge of astronomy tells us that
each star is a sun, a source not only of light, but of warmth and life. It is a pure
spring which can nourish and sustain, and yet it appears utterly concentrated
and contained. The stars are embedded in the surrounding darkness as in a
motherly womb. This darkness is permeated with the invisible light of the sun
and the stars, which only appears outwardly where it is received and mirrored
by a celestial body, such as a planet or moon. And so it should not surprise us
to learn that all those cultures of the myth-creating age which felt a closer
connection to the darkness of the firmament, pregnant with invisible energies,
should speak of a great goddess of the sky. The divine motherof the Egyptians,
the goddess Nuty is such a being, whose body is adomed with the stars, and
who gives birth to the sun, the moon and the planets. Those cultures, by
contrast, which felt more related to the visible manifestation of the light, spoke
of a male sky-divinity — so, for instance, the Greek god Uranos.

From the lecture by Rudolf Steiner included in this issue we learn that in
ancient times the sun was experienced in connection with the highef%idividu-
ality, the I AM. And just as the sun — the cosmic I AM — was regarded as
a source of light, love and life for the surrounding universe, so too the human
being, when he one day becomes the full bearer of the higher individuality,
will radiate these same forces like a sun, blessing and nourishing the beings
around him. An ideal, it would seem, whose full attainment must lie in a far
distant future. And yet from time to time, moments can be experienced which
offer a glimpse, an intimation of this potential. So, for example, when a deeper
insight shared with others in an atmosphere of loving interest becomes a
power of fructification, allowing latent possibilities to develop and blossom
forth. Thus the Arab proverb quoted by Emerson: "A fig tree, looking on a fig
tree, becometh fertile". One human being, through his wisdom, his love and
his actions, can awaken what is most individual, most unique in those around
him. And providing he does not abuse his gifts to exercise influence on the will
of others, he can truly be compared to a sun: to a source which nourishes all
beings selflessly, helping them to become what they truly are.

In such moments of grace it is possible to observe that the soul-forces are
intensely concentrated, as though to a fine, radiant point of light. Surroundingthis light is a quality we could compare to the motherly darkness of the night
sky. a ttanquillity which is tiie ground for all development, all initiative fri.the stiUness, the calm and the serenity which is equally the ground for ev̂
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meditation. To place a word, a thought-content, an image into the middle ofttas sp̂e, IS medt-tation. Theie it can radiate, as a star or sun. nourishing the
life of the soul, transforming and ennobling the sheaths

of thflilrtlforî of the motherly serenity, and the fatherly activityof the light as we meet them in the human souP

Jheforcesofthepast.theforceswhichhaveshapedhumandestinv canweigh upon the soul as a burden, or can awaken the longing for a loTt nSsT
Either way, as we have seen, they can lead toletharev
Through the activity of the higher individuality, the'legacy of thê r̂'the
forces of destiny, can become a motherlv eroimH , r me past, the
development into the future. And. as such thev arp' a for all
tranquilUty.Whenwewalkoverthesurfaceoftheearth v̂rfeTthof the ground beneath our feet. Without the resistance of thi a •
could never take a single step into the future. Yet what is thî"̂*̂  athe mineralized remains, the memory of a once living past? ■nl u'earth gives us confidence and peace, and each newll-, Resurface of the
freedom, grows within the motherly soil of the past the d 7'Similarly, the deeds we have performed in the na«̂  f
consequences for the earth and for humanity are thebut also the ground of peace - upon whicĥiur prereSfô'"""® "can grow. To begin to realize this, to begin to woX wl th f
individuaUty.is to transform the lethargy which paralvsetî"!. ''®̂'®''®'"of a motherly ground, a womb in which aU hiuhlr
e n g e n d e r e d . ^ p o s s i b i l i t i e s c a n b e

forces which come to meet us out of the futiirf̂ nar. ̂
acnvity, to a state of tense expectation. As long as we tavTnota guidmg ideal, the forces which thus arise are often cont̂d̂f'̂ ''"̂ "'̂ '̂
negaung each other, at times reinforcing each other to un̂^
activity. When, in an act of intuition an idea k n ̂ destructive
transformedbythehigherindividualityiiitoanideal itcTT""̂ 'andguidinglightwhichcanunitemorer«̂^̂ ^̂^to a single, harmonious strength. The Srsnê  nf
-̂sformedintoapuresoureeofcreaLTpo"draw our strength from the fascination with nnT still

no t ye t i n the p resen t . even ts to come, we a re

of the past, the ground of destinŷ  TrbeTn̂thê̂  the future on the ground
ly. lo be in the present is to be free.
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What are the factors which lure us away from the present when we look
at the stars? There are many, no doubt, for the human being is immensely
resourceful in finding escape-routes into the past and future. An example is the
thought of the vast distances which are said to separate us firom the stars. The
realization that the light of Sirius requires nine years to reach the earth, while
most of the bright stars in Orion are close to a thousand "light years" away,
can impose itself like a modem veil of Isis between ourselves and the
stars .The light which we see today is already antiquated, we are told; an
unbridgeable gulf separates us from the "present" of each star. The power of
this thought may owe much to the simple fact that few people today observe
the stars regularly, and with concentrated attention. And so there is little
possibility to weigh the ideas of popular science against immediate experi
e n c e .

But there is, all the same, an interesting and highly instructive parallel to
the problem of light-years in a more familiar realm of experience. If we
examine our lives, looking for moments when we were truly present with our
whole attention in the here and now, we may well remember a profound
artistic experience, inspired perhaps by a medieval cathedral, a painting by
Leonardo, a symphony by Beethoven. These works were all conceived and
created in a more or less distant past. Their creators have moved on to other
tasks. And yet, over the centuries, they have continued to call human beings
into the present. To be sure, the symphonies of Beethoven, the Last Supper of
Leonardo, have become all too familiar. And strangely, their familiarity
niakes them remote. When Beethoven wrote his great symphonies, they
exercised a power on human beings which we can hardly imagine today. For
some they offered something like an initiation. To others, let us say, to those
who did not stand up well to the tests of initiation, they were shocking,
unbearably dissonant, even "violent". Today they have become a part of our
"musical heritage". Once like radiant stars, pouring forth blessings in the
present, they are now destiny, a part of the motherly womb from which new
impulses are bom. At worst, they are "background music".

Yet now and again, perchance, we may succeed in listening as though we
had never heard the music before. It has ceased to be "background", wombit has moved into the centre of our consciousness as radiant, life-giving star
And the lapse of time since its creation nearly two centuries ago two
ill" years"—is no longer relevant. We have experienced eternity
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IftheknowledgeofUght-yearscaneasilyleadtoacertainresignationandpassivity - qualities we have come to recognize in their connection with thepast - there is another widely prevalent thought which tends to engender therestlessness of expectetion. It is the idea that the stars and planets exercise an
influence on human life and the life of the earth. To be sure, man is an imaeea hieioglyph of the universe; his Ufe is most intimately interwoven with It
rhythms of the cosmos. But the word "influence" suggests that the stars areactive agents which affect the more or less passive humâti"conviction of fatahsnc asnology that man is unfree thus lives on in Lon-
s c i o u s p h r a s e s a n d t h o u g h t - h a b i t s . u n c o n

And so it is natural enough that when people become aware of a s trikin e
celestialevent,suchasacloseconjunctionoftwobrightDlanets thevci-iHask: "How can I find a relation to it?" but rather* "Wĥ t h '• seldom
drawing back from the phenomena. From the siandpoini of the tcan be intensely curious about the cosmos. But curiLitv can̂!, f ̂  ""u
tothelureofsensationalism.Theformofenthusiasmwhifh nor even fascination, is not yet selfless. To become selflesQ cunosity,
and love for the phenomena. It requires that we transform tlf devotion
expectation into a power of awakening in the momem '̂ '̂l̂ssness of

For this reason, our monthly observations of the ctorc o a i
so much offer an interpretation as a oath Thi! ias to the celestial phlonTa.painters of Greece were as free in Sĝ rt̂ l'*Shakespeare in utilizing historical and literary sources ?
everytrueartistnottointerpret,buttobrinEl̂ intohis ' k- "a®is a myth in the course of a development. To discover tte Sn
development is to step into the present. turning point of this

...AS A PATH TO FREEDOM
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The New Star of1604 in the Serpent-Bearer. The nova is shown on the day of
its first recorded visibility, 9th October. Jupiter and Mars are shown in
conjunction, as they appeared on Michaelmas day, 29th September.

Mars and Venus

At the beginning of 1990 Mars can be found in the morning twilight at
the beginning of anew visibility period. Venus changes over from the evening
to the morning sky, while describing a loop between the Goat (Capricorn) and
the Archer (Sagittarius). From the end of January onwards the planets can be
observed together in the southeast before sunrise. Although they never meet
in conjunction, they are never far apart for the whole first half of the year In
the drawings from February to May their journey through the constellationc
of the zodiac can be followed in detail. me constellations
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The Redemption of Mars and the New Star of 1604

In the 1989 issue of The Golden Blade we considered some of the
problematical aspects of Mars as the god of war and strife. Even in ancient
Greece, when heroic deeds on the battlefield were still sung by the greatest
poets, and immortalized on the Parthenon friezes, he was often regarded with
manifest disapproval. All but an outcast among the Olympian gods on account
of his violent, passionate nature, we find him mistrusted and shunned by many
older astrologers as a bringer of misfortune and discord. The dual conscious
ness which underlay the awakening faculty of abstract thinking all too readily
saw the world in terms of the polarity of good and evil influences. And yet this
seemingly incorrigible, impulsive warrior is the guardian of the metal iron,
and as such the inspirer of strength, courage and the power of earthly deed.

These are qualities needed by all who would work to uplift and ennoble
the substances of the earth. And many whose lives are dedicated to peace and
healing for the earth would feel that their association with deeds of war is an
anachronism today which needs to be discarded once and for all.

In Botticelli's painting of Mars and Venus, which we reproduce again
this year, a great turning point in the spiritual history of man is brought to
expression. The war god has laid aside his armour, and has fallen into a deep
sleep so deep that even the triton-shell trumpet blown into his ear by a
playful young faun cannot awaken him. It is the sleep of initiation, and the
hierophant is the sober, wakeful goddess of love and of the arts. In every
initiation the neophyte must lay aside all garments and other encumbrances
which stem from the past. The armour of war is left behind as an empty shell.
But whenever a god abandons his temple to take on new tasks in world
evolution, his old place will be filled by other spirits who are not ready to
advance in the same way. Perhaps we could see the fauns in Botticelli's
painting as the forerunners of a whole host of such spirits who gleefully seize
their long-awaited chance to occupy the neglected and empty temple. To be
sure, they are as yet children, and cannot fill out the armour they have
inherited. The one who has put on the god's helmet is wearing it backwards
and is blind — fittingly enough, for it is he who is guiding the lance! But in
the course of time they will grow into their self-appointed task, nourished by
those who revere them and bring them offerings, mistaking them for the
rightful deity of the Ares temple.

And Mars himself? Into what new spaces has he entered through the
initiation of love, and where can we seek him today? We can approach an
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answer to this question by looking at a most wonderful and remarkable cosmic
event which took place some 19 years after the completion of Botticelli's
painting (1585).

On theevening of Michaelmas (29th September), 1604. Mars and Jupiter
stood in conjunction in the foot of the Serpent-Bearer between the Scoipion
and the Archer. Satum, the other outer planet, stood close by to the west, near
the reddish star Antares, the "heart" of the Scorpion. About ten days later, as
Mars had begun to move away to the east, with Jupiter following at a slower,
more stately pace, a new star or nova appeared nearly in the place of the
conjunction. From night to night it grew dramatically in brighmess, outshin
ing the three planets and dominating the evening s!̂. By the 1st November
it had reached a peak, shining with the brilliance of Venus, but with a more
lively, scintillating light, flashing in many jewel-like colours. As November
advanced, the star disappeared in the twilight as the sun approached from thewest. On November 26th, the sun and Satum passed close by the nova in a
tnple conjunction, Satum being between the star and the sun. Towards theendof December the star reappeared in the morning sky in the east, reminiscent
perhaps to many of the "star of Bethlehem" which appeared to the three Magim the east and guided them to the birthplace of Jesus in Bethlehem During tte
followmg year the star only slowly faded. Johannes Kepler, who devoted asmall book to the star,lastsighteditonOctober8th,1605,exactlyayear after
its first ̂ ppcHTdncc.

The appear̂ce of a nova of such brilliance and long duration is a rare
and deeply significant event. And indeed, its immediate proximity to such a
close gathering of planets makes it unparalleled in recorded history In the
.anguage of modem astrophysics, the star of 1604 is classified as a "supernova". Physically, it is generally understood as a cataclysmic event in which
a star, neanng the end of its normal development, gives forth in a matter of
months energy which it would normally have radiated over millions of vears
Such a star can shine for a brief time with the brilliance of a whole galaxy '
w h n i r " " " f h a s r e n o u n c e dwhole epochs of deyelopment in order to nourish the eyolution of other stars

inconceivable dimen-
are of suJh a 2 ® "ther worlds

NowitisamSlS'tr^l ® development,took place on Mars which f a"'hat in the same year of 1604 an eventMars which fundamentally transformed the planet's mission
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and influence. In a lecture on Christian Rosenkreutz given at Neuchatel (18th
December, 1912) Rudolf Steiner describes a crisis in human consciousness
during the period leading up to this event, which had its origin in the activities
of demonic beings who peopled the Mars sphere. In their descent through the
planetary spheres towards a new earthly incamation, countless human souls
became impregnated with the impulses of these beings. The aggressive and
discordant forces they carried with them to the earth resulted in a darkening
of the consciousness of the spirit A remedy was urgently needed if human
evolution was to proceed in a healthy way. And it is Christian Rosenkreutz,
as the spiritual guide of this evolution into the next period of history, who
sends the Gautama Buddha, with his impulse of love and compassion, from
the sphere of the earth to Mars. What results is the implantation of the seeds
of peace on the planet of war. But it is not the ancient static peace which esta
blished order in social life through the wisdom of cosmic laws. It is dynaimc
peace which leads through continual metamorphosis from harmony to ever
higher harmonies. For the power of discord can be so enhanced as to form the
musical portal to higher levels of consciousness. Buddha's deed is thus not an
imposition, but a true act of healing, which works with the forces alreadv
present, concentrating and re-directing them in the service of the whole.

The "faithless stewards" of the armour of Mars have abused the power
of iron to fashion a technology of war and of the boundless exploitation of the
earth and of humanity. There is little place for true heroism, or for individual
judgment and initiative in a war dominated by evermore powerful machines
and machine "intelligence". This is not to say that other forms of war are any
more justified today. The cancerous growth of the technologies of destruction
has been, prompted by the same inner aggressions and antipathies which are
the origin of all war in the modem world. They are but the outer garb of a fallen
Mars culture which is all the more desperate to perpetuate itself, now that its
justified mission is long fulfilled. And the exploitation of the natural environ
ment, which has largely been made possible on such a vast scale through the
power of iron, is but another side of the same warlike mentality, which pays
homage to forces and beings that have outlived their times.

The spiritual power of iron, which inspires courage for free, dynamic
peace, resides in the human blood. The substance which Mars casts awav
outwardly in Botticelli's picture is resurrected within, where it becomes the
physical bearer of the higher individuality. It is this inner power of iron which
may one day prove strong enough to reclaim its responsibility over the mission
o f i r o n m t h e o u t e r w o r l d . m i s s i o n
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A close concentration of planets in the morning sky

The illustrations show two moments in a multiple meeting of planets,
which include all those visible to the naked eye with the single exception of
Jupiter, and two of the three trans-Satumian planets, Uranus and Neptune. As
the month advances, Mercury moves away to the left, while Mars passes
through the group of distant planets. Two days after the first drawing, on 9th
February, Mars passes only 13' to the south of Uranus. On that morning the
two can easily be seen with the help of binoculars, the pale green of Uranus
contrasting with the orange-red of Mars. Three days after the second drawing,
Mars passes about V/f south of Neptune (February 17), and on the 28th, it
passes 1° south of Saturn.

/

Wednesday, 7th February, late morning twilightbefore sunrise. Northern hemisphere,
London, 51° 30' Latitude. Two hours earlier, at 5 a.m. (GMT) Saturn and Venus were in
equatorial conjunction. Five planets: Venus, Mercury, Saturn, Mars, Uranus and Neptune, are
gathered within 17° in the Archer (Sagittarius).
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The drawings show a striking difference in the planets' visibility in the
northern and southern hemispheres. Because of the relatively low angle of the
zodiac in the northem hemisphere, the planets only rise as the twilight
brightens, and will be quite difficult to see without the help of binoculars.
Observers in the southem hemisphere are ideally situated to follow these
events, as the planets can already be seen in the darker twilight.

Wednesday, 14th February, late morning twilight before sunrise. Southem hemisphere,
Auckland, New Zealand, 36° 52' Southem Latitude. At 6 p.m. the same evening, Venus and
Saium will again stand in equatorial conjunction. Mars and Mercury have both advanced
somewhat in their journey through the zodiac since the previous week. As Mercury moves
into the Goatfish, the planetary gathering slowly begins to expand.

What is a conjunction?

The dates of our two illustrations have been chosen to coincide with two
conjunctions of Venus and Saturn. They are in fact the final stages of a triple
conjunction which began on November 15th of last year. Now it is quite
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possible that one or another reader may be tempted to consult an ephemeris
to follow the events of February more closely. If it happens to be an ephemeris
intended for use by astrologers (rather than astronomers), nothing will be
found about such a conjunction in February. This apparent contradiction
arises for the simple reason that astronomers and astrologers use different
systems of co-ordinates to determine positions on the celestial sphere. The co
ordinates used by astronomers are described as "equatorial" — they are a
projection of earthly latitude and longitude into the cosmos. An equatorial
conjunction is attained in the moment when the line joining two planets forms

I a right angle with the celestial equator. This means that the planets will be
perpendicular to the horizon when they reach their highest point, or cul
mination, in the south. On the earth's equator, they will also rise (or set) at the
same time. The reason for this choice of co-ordinates is purely practical.
Astronomical telescopes are usually provided with a drive-mechanism which
compensates for the rotation of the sky. In order to locate a star or planet in the
small field of view, it is sufficient to set the instrument so that it-can only
swivel along the line of celestial "latitude" (called "declination") in question.
Astrologers, who do not face this practical problem, are interested in the
movement of the Sun, Moon and planets through the zodiac. Their calcula
tions are therefore based on the ecliptic, the path of the sun. For this reason,
conjunctions or other geometrical angles between planets as determined by
astrologers are often hours or even days apart from those calculated by
astronomers, the difference often being greatest when the planets are furthest
apart — as in the case of Venus and Saturn this month. The interesting and
unusual circumstance that their meeting only qualifies as a "conjunction"
when calculated equatorially, need not tempt us to ask which method is
"correct" and which "false". But it can widen our viewpoint and, above all,
encourage us to enter into the musical dynamics of the encounter, rather than
to depend on one or another method of calculation.

M A R C H 1 9 9 0

Venus has already moved away from Saturn, and is approaching the Goatfish
(Capricomus), while Mars still lingers in conjunction with Saturn. Mercury
can still be seen with difficulty at the end of twilight as it approaches nearer
to tixe Sun.

From 29th December 1989 to 8th February 1990 Venus was retrograde
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Venus, Saturn, Mars and Mercury in the morning sky. Southern hemisphere,
Sydney, Australia, 33° 5' Southern Latitude. Thursday, 1st March, late
morning twilight.

as it moved from the evening to the morning sky while crossing between the
earth and the sun. Even after becoming direct, Venus moves quite slowly for
some weeks, before resuming its usual moderately swift pace through the
zodiac. During this period Mars, usually slower than Venus, is able nearly to
overtake her. At their closest approach on about 7th March, they are less than
6° from conjunction, and nearly as close as Venus and Saturn during their
prolonged"equatoriaI" conjunction in February. Again the questioncan arise:
what is the nature and quality of a conjunction? How does a simple "overtak
ing" of one planet by another differ in musicality from a prolonged encounter
over weeks which may never fulfil the exact geometrical criteria for a
conjunction?
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Venus andMars with the waning crescent Moon in the morning sky. 23rd April
in late morning twilight. Northern hemisphere, London, 51° 30' Latitude. The
Moon is shown on its last morning of visibility before New Moon on 25th
April. Venus and Mars are still only 15° apart. Since the February scenes, they
have moved from the Archer through the Goatfish into the Waterman.

M AY 1 9 9 0

The Southern Constel lat ions

During the Renaissance, the rediscovery of the cultures and mysteries of
the ancient world gave many new impulses in the visual arts, in literature,
philosophy and social life. In the sciences, by contrast, aradical break with the
past was necessary in order to enter into a new, virginal relationship with
nature. At the same time as the painters and sculptors lived into a rich tapestry
of myth and imagination derived from the past, the great explorers were
sailing into uncharted seas, where an entirely new world awaited them. Not
only did the earth offer endless wonders — the stars of the southern hemi
sphere were new, and the southern arms of the Milky Way were even more
luminous and dense than its familiar northern expanses. To chart these stars
was a practical necessity for navigation, and the native mythologies of the
southern peoples were as yet unknown.

...AS A PATH TO FREEDOM
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Little need be said here of the prejudices which reduced these peoples

to "savages" in the eyes of most of the "civiUzed" adventurers. We can be
certain that many of them were guardians of rich and ancient spiritual
traditions — the keepers of a memory reaching further back than Rome,
Greece, or even Egypt.The constellations we have inherited from the age of navigation tell little
of Ae southern peoples Md their spirituality. But they testify to the wonder
and admiration aroused by tiie animals of the tropical regions. The scientific

t T fmd mterspêed among the tropical fauna (including• »,» 1 todian) were added for the most part by La Caille in theeighteenth century But viewed from a wider historical standpoint, this

world of the tropics, fraught with real and imagined terror. I f r
presence of mind. Without these the human soul would he in o ! !iof losing itself, of dissolving into the womb of iTftênamm '
piecistaL̂ mernitrrAeSand telescopes offeiediefuge into a kind of arScS'sSrrh
help to focus the consciousness away from the totaUtv to a ̂remarkable to reflect on the encounters with native neo i
Polynesians, who were able to navigate with -of instmments, out of their observation of the whole dom̂of̂rotation. It is unlikely, of course, that the EuropeSs tern ev
abilities, for they seldom cultivated meetings aLTxirrIn deprecatory words like "pagan" and"barbarian" thev br̂  '̂®®P®''
theenormousgulfofconsciousnesswhichseparateSmStr®'''̂^̂^It IS the gulf between a consciousness whL is wovTn t'"
wholeness of nature, but is not yet fully focussed anH i a- ̂consciousness which has grown accustomed to approachinĝtt̂'̂*̂'/"and ~specuy. as though from the security rSSe'' '
and rather"rte
tradition,ourSnto£r̂ ^ 6®"""® mythologicalButifwewouldtmul̂Stto reflect on the portals to ̂  domains, we would do wellportals to the ethenc world which are opening in our times.
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Devotion and awe are the foundation for all inner, spiritual development.
But without the corresponding faculties of wakefulness and clarity, they
cannot guide humanity safely over the threshold of the spiritual worlds. The
awareness of the spiritual traditions of the southern peoples can, perhaps,
accompany us for a part of the journey. But, ultimately, a renewal of our
relationship to the stars calls for a quite "virginal" seeing, and an awakening
to the moment not through the instrument which narrows the vision, but
through the higher individuality which widens it.

JUNE 1990
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Loop of Saturn in the Archer (Sagittarius). The drawing shows the
movement of S atum from 1 st April to 1 st December. The position of the planet
at mid-month is indicated by a star with rays. Saturn reaches its first standstill
on 4th May. It is retrograde for about 4̂ 2 months, until 23rd September. Its
opposition to the sun falls on the 14th July. On the previous day it comes into
opposition with Jupiter. The numbers on the loop correspond to the following
dates:

1) 1st April
2) 4th May (beginning of retrograde motion)
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3) 1st June
4) 1st July
5) 1st August
6) 1st September
7) 23rd September (beginning of direct motion)
8) 1st November
9) 1st December.

A triple opposition of Saturn and Jupiter in 1989190

Inastrologicaltraditiongreatimportanceisattachedtothecôof Sâ  and Jupiter, which foUow at intervals of roughly twenty years. Theyhave ff̂uenUy been related to Wstorical rhythms, to the sequence of longer

resuscitiiie a "gol(len age" of the past, is one-sidediv San̂  ■
renewing impulse of Jupiter. Saturn as the nlan J ̂ rnine, without thememory, is also the guardian of the finest fhiits of theVsrSnussion to ensure that the achievements of earUerepochL!̂^̂  r ̂
gifts and capacities for the future. Jupiter, the olanet̂ Ĥ
providence,hasthepossibmtytofructifythesegiftsoftheD«t'into the present, leading them through a rebirth or renai™

triple conjunc2!"torSĝ l̂ô ^ SSj" ̂
constellation of the Virvin <!nf-i,,. i • ®tmultaneously m the

a j . ^ * J L l l t l l V

pp.as-îr " ■'"'y 27th. 1923. Printed in The Golden Blade, 1988,
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Fishes, which Kepler presumed was the event known to us as the "Star of
Bethlehem". Their next conjunction will take place at the turn of the new
millenium, on 31 st May, 2000, not far from the Pleiades in the Bull (Taurus).
It will mark the end of Jupiter's passage through the twelve constellations of
the zodiac during the last twelve years of our century — a journey to which
we are devoting particular attention in our yearly observations.

Just as a conjunction represents a concentration of forces, a spatial
contraction which readily attracts our attention and interest, an opposition, as
a moment of greatest separation, is easily overlooked. It is the time when the
planets are directly opposite in the sky; when the one rises, the other sets, and
consequently it is seldom possible to see them simultaneously.

The three oppositions of Jupiter and Saturn take place on 10th
September and 14th November 1989, and 13th July 1990. The slow fluctua
tion of the two planets around the central axis of opposition continues for
nearly a year. The period from conjunction to opposition could be compared
to a great cosmic exhalation, in which the impulses gathered during their
heavenly council are carried out into the furthest reaches of the zodiac; while
the period following opposition has more the character of an inhalation, in
preparation for a new meeting. At the turning point of this breathing rhythm,
at opposition, the planets mirror to each other from afar what they have
experienced on their journey.

The last of the three oppositions, on 13th July, takes place at a time when
Jupiter is near the summit of the zodiac, while Saturn has descended to its
deepest reaches. We could well be reminded of the remaiicable mytii related
by Plutarch: that Zeus (Jupiter), after overthrowing his tyrant-father Chronos
(Saturn), cast him into an enchanted sleep in a cave on the island of Ogygia.
There Saturn slumbered in an atmosphere of peace and serenity, and every
resolve of Zeus conceming the destiny of humanity was made known to him
in his dreams. The walls of the cave were lined with gold, and a fragrance of
the finest incense rose up from it, spreading over the whole island. It is a most
telling image of the nature of the two planets as experienced by the Greeks.
Zeus high on the snowy summit of Mount Olympos, wielding the thunderbolt
where necessary to fructify the earth with the forces of the cosmos; Chronos
asleep in the womb of Mother Earth. Zeus a representative of a masculine
fatherly power, ordering the affairs of the world in accordance with divine
law; Saturn, once a wielder of similar powers, now pure recentivitv
representative of the motherly ground of the world, the ground of
which all true freedom is rooted. ^
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Total Solar Eclipse on 22nd July. Visibility; Southern Hnland, Northern 1
Sibena, Aleutian Islands, Northern Pacific (From: Fifty Year Canon of Solar
Mipses: 1986 - 2035 by Fred Espenak. Sky Publishing Corporation,
C a m b n d g e , M a s s . , 1 9 8 7 ) . ^

The towing stows the overall visibility of the ecUpse, both in its totd
Mdpamalpĥs.-rae tot̂"y zone" is a relatively narrow strip (about 200
shadow-cone from west to east over the earth. Five individual stages of itsmovement are indicated by small ellipses. Each ellipse representsTe ̂  e

a particularmoment. The movement of the shadow over the earth results from the
lnterplaybetweentheearth•srotationandtheMoon•.„.,̂  5of its orbit around the earth. In the present eclipse the shaT̂"'/u
and 20 minutes to sweep across the earth Tn cni tu 2 hours
first contacts the earth (Turku and Helsinld for Finland, where it
just as the sun is rising. Here the totality lasts for onlv".̂As the shadow moves swiftly across the earth it wanJ , ® half minutes,
of the day. In northeastern Siberia (the centr̂  eUins/'̂ ^ 'place at noon, and for observers in AeSnŜrtlttr?/ '\To t
andahalfminutes.Inmid-aftemoonitcrosse,.h» A? ®the earth in the eastern Pacific at sunset. Because Aêin the direction of the shadow's moveînt naîwŜ^

slighttŷ ĥ oSa;

twogreatloopsareboldlydrawn,whichtogetherfoSJZ 1of̂erght, or lemniscate. The western ijp delineISswhpse begins and ends at sunrise. It is LsecS bvf/
îmumeclipseatsunrise-.TheeasternloopiSneUer®

of;̂e.lipseatsunset,a„diŝ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂
throu?hr ri of which pass ipses in the drawing — show all places

where the eclipse has reached its maximum intensity at a particular time.
They are plotted at half-hour intervals.

The drawing brings to expression the complexity, but also the beauty and
harmony of the whole spatial-temporal process of the eclipse. The contemplation of this form can also help to attain a finer and subtler sense for the Earth
as an organism in the cosmos.

AUGUST 1990

Europe. A, rhei, Pfee,, 23 TO UX ".TTm
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, August, they are only 3 arc minutes apart, about one tenth the apparent
diameter of the moon. Observers in Central Asia (Afghanistan, Pakistan,
westem India) are well-placed to observe the closest approach in the morning
sky. At this time there is little doubt that these two brightest planets will appear
to merge together into a single point of light — a singularly rare event.

One of the most interesting and significant aspects of this conjunction is
its similarity to an almost identical meeting of the same planets in the year 3
B.C. On the same day of the year, August 12th, they could be seen in the

, morning sky in Babylon only about 6 or 7 arc minutes apart. They were at that
time in the constellation of the Lion, about 6° to the right (west) of the bright
star Regulus. They were 20° to the west of the sun, as compared with 21° in
1990. Again, it is almost certain that their approach was close enough to allow
them to merge into a single point of light.

The similarity of these two events might seem little more than a curiosity,
if each were not followed a year later by a far more complex meeting — a so-
called "triple conjunction", which again is almost identical in its sequence. It

^ is our intention to describe and to illustrate these events in the 1991 issue of
the Golden Blade in connection with the question of the Star of Bethlehem.
For the present, a brief survey of the single stages of this great "dance" can be
of value in placing the conjunction of 1990 into a wider context.

The first meeting in the year 2 B.C. took place on June 17th. At their
closest approach they were 4 arc minutes apart, again making this an
extremely rare event. In Babylon this melting together of the two planets could
be seen in the evening sky just before they set in the evening twilight. The
second conjunction on 25th August was invisible in the immediate proximity
of the sun. The third meeting, visible in the morning sky in the east, took place
on 13th October, with a separation of nearly two full degrees (four lunar
diameters) — a more usual or typical distance for planets in conjunction. In
1991 the three meetings take place nearly on the same dates of the year as in
2 B.C., the first being on 18th June (separation 1° 14"), the second (invisible)
on 27th August, and the third on 15th October (separation 2° 28').

S E P T E M B E R 1 9 9 0

Waxing crescent Moon in the evening sky at the hour of the equinox.
Wellington, New Zealand, 41° 17' Southern Latitude, on 23rd September at
18.58, Local Time. The position of Pluto is shown to the right of the Scales
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The September equinox falls at 6.58 U.T., which is 18.58 local time in
Wellington. At this moment the Sun is located exactly at the crossing point
between the Ecliptic (the Sun's path) and the Celestial Equator. It is the Spring
Equinox in the southem hemisphere and the Autumn Equinox in the northern
hemisphere. The appearance of the waxing crescent moon, which is ori
entated nearly horizontally, like a cup or barque, is characteristic for the spring
equinox in both hemispheres.

OCTOBER 1990

A veiy close conjunction of Venus and Mercury on Tuesday, 16th October at
5.47 U.T. The drawing shows the position of the pair as they would appear at
Madrid, a few minutes before sunrise. Being only 4° from the sun, their
meeting is not visible to the naked eye. In the circular field on the right they
ê shown as they would appear in a telescope, only 88 arc seconds apart(about one twentieth the diameter of the moon). I

A Mythological Perspective: Hermaphroditos

Venus andMars are often regarded as representatives of thefeminine and
masculinepnnciples as such-indeed, theirsigils (5-̂  ) are still widely usedto istingmsh the sexes. To be sure Venus (or Aphrodite) was revered as a
ĝdessofloveandfecundity.ButifMarsrepresentedmasculineprowesson Ithe battlefield, it was Heimes (Mercury) who was most ftequently associatedwiA the phallus ̂  a sĵbol of masculine virility. He was honoured in many
n U r l f ® w h i c h w e r e o f t e n !placed along rôsides or at the parting of ways. In this aspect, Hermes wasseen as the brother and spouse of Aphrodite. Their child, Hermaphroditos
was not androgynous from birth. A boy of exceptional beauty and grace hismrnher gave him into the care of the nymphs of Mount Ida TteoSriiS
life SnSŵfcontact with the mysteries of the water and of jA . If ' foster-parents at the age of fifteen, he began apilgrimage ,associated ̂ th Such Xcf mystery centres |nymphs or priestesses In the r guardianship of |Karia, where the nymph Salm^Tfell^p î dimaicis fell m love with him. He resisted her
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approaches, but not the element over which she presided. As he bathed in the
pure waters of the spring she embraced him, and their bodies fused together
a n d b e c a m e o n e . ®

The idea that in ancient times human beings were
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female and androgynous beings lived simultaneously on the earth The male
sex is described as having a solar origin, the female sex a teirestrial origin, and
the androgenous sex a lunar origin, "for the Moon partakes in the natuie of
bmh Sun and Earth". These remarkable beings are described as being
sphencal in shape and their movements rolling and circular. Uke those of the
planets. They are mote cosmic than earthly, and seem to preserve a living
memoryoftheonginalconditionofhumanity.beforethedivisionofthe sexesIn Hermaphrodims we meet a being who has reverted to this ancient
conditioninanatavishcway.Born^^of the sun. symbolized by the upright column. orHerma. But he is fascLted
by the water wiA its vanous feminine qualities; its receptivity its aS m

me«in»pl,osi!l>ihereteiiotnic„noblmtni
The close conjunction of Venus and Merciirvn»a »uto mind this remarkable being, a ddw wĈ  ̂^

condition, not his deeds—for after his transmutat̂Istream of evolution, and little or nothing is told of hi"s /
may also remind us that in a far fututTthe ĥm̂  bl̂
the masculine and feminine aspects of his bein?
state. Not. however, out of a dimming an androgynous
continuous fructification of his own life-stream with ®— t h e I A M . ^ r a y o f h i s i n n e r s u n

This distant goal of human evolution will certniniblurring, or even ignoring the boundaries between SeTTreel'̂̂ nrtion. as the source of aU creativity, can onlv take ml.! ! frucnfica-Md qualities are united without losing their identic T̂"
futureHeimaphroditos means to fructify the inner Y nJfuT * ®to unite the fetninine virtues of devotion recentivfr̂l ! r
with the masculine virtues of intuition, initiative and then
union is initiation and the waters u- ! 1, ! ® powerto shape. Theirof life, which have the power to!io"̂  • spring are the waters
eternal present. unsh. to bless, and to awaken into the
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Loop of Mars in the Bull (Taurus), between the Hyades and the Pleiades.

Mars becomes retrograde on 22nd October. On 27th November Mars is in
opposition to the Sun (indicated by star). At this time it rises at sunset, remains
visible ̂1 night and sets at sunrise. On 2nd January, 1991, it reaches its second
standstill immediately below the Pleiades, before resuming direct motion.

The wedged-shaped Hyades with the bright orange-yellow star Alde-
baran, and the well-known Seven Sisters, or the Pleiades, are two of the most
remarkable star clusters in the sky. Indeed, the word "cluster" seems to
describe their quality even better than the term "constellation", which usually
designates larger, less concentrated groupings. The fact that they both find
their place within a single constellation—the Bull—seems almost irrelevant,
for they are so singularly striking and beautiful, that it is difficult not to see
them as "individualities".

The architectural clarity of the Hyades is all the mote impressive through
the close proximity of the Pleiades. The Pleiades in particular have insnir̂ ft

. . . „ . . p . . .
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'he eye wanders to and fro.

s" SIT""'""geese. TTie clarity and order of their airanaem̂f . Ta kind of awakening. Almost equally disTaron??h'hf beholder into
path, we could regard them as the LiDnoîn , ' '
throughwhichtheSun.theMoonandtheJlS™, "h P°"̂ 't h e z o d i a c . P ^ t h e i r j o u m e y t h r o u g h

same portal. Jupiter,'thr̂'̂ ôfwisdomT̂""'f°"̂''̂ "̂''''®"̂
nê  the Hyades. Mars, whom we have chai;ctSrd inas the inspirer of dynamic peace, stood north . redeemed aspect
T h e t e t h e y c o u l d b e s e e n ' h e P l e i a d e s
most impressive configuration. "evening — a

into view on the eastern rim of the Sun̂Owr sunspots came
slowly drifted across the solar disc in the coiir<!P rT'"® fortnight the groupand again bright flares appeared in its neivhhr. u rotation. Again
these, on 10th March, was of arare type visible" Powerful ofon 12th March, energetic emissions of this and
where they induced vivid auroral displavs wwlh T®® '̂®"=hed the earth,
south as Central America and the Caribbeari island ̂  observed as far
Storms knocked out electricity throughout mnph ̂  J? ̂ "̂ada, geomagneticThis unprecedented intensity ofsXTrfv̂  .
omers. Even the sober editors of Sky and T i ̂  ̂  baffling to astron-be accused of sensationalism, induleed in̂hl'̂ t''̂  ĵ ho certainly cannot
Went Wild" (June, 1989, p. 590). Such pv ̂ '̂img: "When the SunMd even disconcerting, when only the phvsical̂?̂^
sider̂. But is it possible that energies of anotherto the earth and to humanity? All the nresent • offered
snnspot and flare activity will continue to he are that the

12 .'l»PWMv> of IM,,."! "?* .>p««d tor1»« ~ astronomers are now looking t ''*® ̂ stest ever obser-latterpartof 1989.IfwereeardfhpT ® towards 1990 or even the
®"®""8y. but as a great sustainer and ̂  ̂  source of

^ hfe for the beings Ofs to the earth at sut "ti'SiiS "au
nencally? How are the life-sheaths
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of our planet affected? What challenges and opportunities are given to
humanity?

If we can begin to live with questions of this kind, which can certainly
not be answered by logical or associative thinking, they can become guides,
and even ideals for our lives. A question is no less an idea than an answer, but
it is an idea in the inner gesture of a chalice. If we are not in a hurry to fill our
vessels prematurely, before the answer has ripened, the answer, when it
comes, may indeed have a quality of spiritual nourishment which we had
hardly deemed possible. It is the cosmic nourishment of the Grail.

For this reason, the thoughts which follow are presented largely in the
form of questions. They are not meant to be understood rhetorically, but to
stimulate, and to indicate a direction of research which may well prove
frui t fu l .

Is there a relationship between the activity of the Sun—understood now
in its etheric aspects—and the reappearance of the Sun-Logos, the Christ, in
the clouds" — the etheric realm of the earth? The question is frequently
posed: Has it already begun? As long as this question remains on a purely
intellectual level, we are unlikely to find an answer. For the Messianic
expectotion alone is not enough to assure recognition. The events surrounding
Christ s physical incarnation in Palestine demonstrated clearly that the
thinking — however clear and conscientious — and the attention to outersigns and symptoms do not suffice. The possibility of recognition lies far
eeper, and invariably involves the inner certainty of the heart, and the will to

transform on every level.
Today, in the age of fi*eedom, the will to transform must surely meanmore than the readiness to follow in the *Tootsteps" of Christ. At a time when

t e life of the earth is imperilled by the abuse of man*s growing autonomy, we
seem called upon to walk before Christ, to prepare the way for his incarnation
in the etheric spheres of the earth. To await a wonder, an act of heavenly grace
in passivity, however fervent, is not in harmony with our true calling.

The task of collaboration with the spiritual worlds to make possible andfruitful the "second coming" is a Michaelic task. Michael, as a helper on the
path to human freedom, is known to us as the Archangel of the Sun But
gûdian of the spiritual power of iron on the earth and in the cosmos ho'a close and intimate relation to the planet Mars. This relationi:hm '
clê  expression in the well-known images of MichLû̂^̂̂ ^̂̂^with a lance or sword of iron, with which he ovetoomes » a
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waves of energy streamed from the sun to theearth, thus bepns to appear m a wider context. It could well be experienced

L'^lv^mXlTp significance Lnot be

xSTSt:.'? ir• "n"?
Taim«,iiwasaeajingtheeiMiofalongvisibUitv̂ ori' ̂by Jupiter. Nowltls atlts brightest and as it ST far outshone
form of a loon if Hn aprc \ - traces out the harmonious1991) In the tridnlty of thermal TsTcmĉ^̂ ŵ"''®'representative of Inner courage and dynâ r̂  ?
transmit energies to the earth which were still In a iflt \®.
time of his meeting with Jupiter? ' a®ed-like state at the

Will to transform. O be Inspired by the flame
That envelops the thing you would crasn anH m u ■ i
c h a n g e . m a k e s i t e l u s i v e w i t hFor the designer-spirit who masters the realm of thi-«

Wait, something haitler fotewattts &ot̂L''T̂ ®̂Ala.abmttt hantttte, tlntXhr ?htal ̂
tao'Sg'"'" ^ » "n»i.e,. by

-sbei.elsbeî .at.rtSŜ a'Sb̂ SS""'"-- Ralner Maria Rllke, Sonnets to Orpheus. Part fl. 12
(Translation J. M.)

...AS A PATH TO FREEDOM

DECEMBER 1990

Doop of Jupiter in the Crab (Cancer) 1990191. For the southern heimsphere
the drawing should be turned upside-down.

Last winter (1989/90), Jupiter described a loop in the foot of the Twins,
near the June solstice point. At the time of its opposition to the sun on 27th
December 1989, it moved across the night sky in an arc similar to that of the
midsummer sun K Since completing that loop if has begun a path of descent
through the constellations, comparable to that of the sun from June toDecember. The individual stages of this descent ̂  take Jupiter through the
constellations which the sun traverses month by month. At its opposition

For the southern hemisphere, read: ''midwimer sun".
For the southern hemisphere, read "ascent".
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the sun on February 1st, 1991 (indicated by the large star with rays), Jupiter
will be near the faint star-cluster Praesepe, very close to the point occupied by
the sun at the opposite time of year (around July 1st).

The Crab is the faintest of all the constellations in the zodiac, and in its
ttâ tional ̂ tolemaic) form, also one of the smallest. On full moon nights itis virtually invisible, while on clear, dark nights the delicate cluster Praesepe
emerges into view like a pale cloud, enclosed by four dim stars which
demarcate the head and thorax of the Crab.

In the late Egyptian zodiac in the Temple atDenderah (dated around 100
D̂.) the place usually assumed by the Crab was occupied by a scarab beefle.The sĉab was taown to the Egyptians as one of the manifestations of the
Sun-ĝ  Ra. Under Ae name Chepre, the "eternally becoming, or evolving"god, the sacr̂  b̂tle was shown rolling the sun across the sky just as the

r d u n g a c r o s s t h eearA Withm these balls of dung the beeUes deposit their eggs so that each
suchballcouldbedtoughtofascontainingtheUsofuSÂ^̂^̂^̂^̂sunapproachesitshighestpointintheconstellationoftheCraborScarab thebeetles defend into their holes, carrying the life-bringing, fertilizing sub-
Stance of the manure into the depths of the earth Th,.̂  u u • , ̂power of Mfe and of renewal is a]?owê  to pe„r̂̂^̂when its surface is already parched by the physical sunlight ̂  '

BtitthemidsummersolsticewasalsotheheraldofnewUfe foronlvafeWdays later the waters of the Nile began to riw anHmaking possible a new season of fertiUty and ̂ wth. |
While the sacred scarab was understood a<! nn irvio„sun in the macrocosm, it corresponded to the inner sun —h « 'Te

nucrocosm of the human being. The same power which all ̂from the "grave" of the dung-U was sê^̂ f̂ hfe to arise i
hadits seatin the heart. Itis the power of etemtdE ̂ hicb

do not betray me before the Mao r i. o ®PPose me before the judges,
my body,... do not speaL v L ̂ P t̂, who is inspeak falsely of me m the presence of the god."

T H E L I F E B E T W E E N D E AT H A N D R E - B I RT H
IN THE LIGHT OF ASTROLOGY

Dr. Elizabeth Vreede

We will now endeavour, in connection with the November letter, to
picture the path of the human soul between death and a new birth in so far as
it takes its course through the world of the planets and the stars and back again
to the earth. What the soul experiences in this way in the preparation of its
Karma, and which it brings to expression in the germ of the new human body
— this lays the foundation of a true Astrology. We are naturaUy entirely
dependent upon the communications of the Spiritual Investigator, Rudolf
Steiner, for such an undertaking. All that he brought down in the course of
years from the Spiritual worlds by way of supersensible knowledge, forms a
science that shall be a guide in our search for an Astrology of the future.
Naturally only a very litde of this can come into consideration here.

The man who passes through the gate of death leaves his physical body
and lives on as we know for a few days linked with his etheric body. During
this time he is still connected with the physical world, but very especially with
the planetary constellation which was there in the moment of death. (In the
second letter this was briefly referred to). Just as the moment of birth
represents something like a fixation of the configuration of the starry heavens
at that very moment, upon which everything later is projected, so is the
moment of death likewise something which remains stationary for the further
life in the spiritual world. The constellation — principally that of the planets
which are present at that moment—is like a summing-up of the previous life,
of the karma out of the incarnation just ended. And while the human being
experiences in his etheric body the life-tableau, the retrospective pictures of
his past life, planetary forces in their combined workings echo on within him.
Itis something like, said Dr. Steiner, the swimming in embryonic water before
the birth of the physical man, only that the latter goes on for a longer time. The
forces, too, which work in the embryonic existence are also etheric (workingin the fluids), but they are interpenetrated with earth forces, even stronglv
defined by the portion of the earth where the embryonic life is undereoneThe constellation which is present at the time of death imprints itself "in
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the soul during the days of theretrospection and remains stationary for the first |
half of the after-death life. When the soul returns again to birth, it must in some
way or other adapt itself to this constellation, else the new life would not be
properly related to the earlier karma or to the cosmos. It strives therefore to
come back again with a constellation similar to the one under which it left the I
earth or at any rate to seek again an essential feature of the death constellation
for the new birth. We know, of course, that the aspect of the heavens at a
dêite m̂entis never repeated exactly as it was before. And just what the Isoul ĝs through tn the life between death and rebirth must induce it to seek |
out oAer constellations too which represent an expression for the new
ernbotoent of the karma which has meanwhile been worked out. Perhaps,'

d e l h Z ' " t o Iexample a soul has left 1 eal Stl̂onZlaStaZTppolŵ^ I

T . " » o fgen̂  be qmte a different one, mdeed this, as already said wUl imoress Us Smark in the embryonic time upon the nersnn .r u \ V ^ I

birth. Although it is naturally only with difficultv that ̂
made in connection with a death-horoscone and the r, ""̂ 'esngations can be |
ing birth, yet the possibiUty is
meansofDr.Steirrer'sKar̂ alicZr-llZZfh ̂ "̂ h cases bybeen stated andopen up new vistas for a hisLicl£ZZ'̂'̂''ZfWhat the soul next goes through after death t tH u°"
laidaside-ithasexpandedintoiLlM̂ p̂soul leaves the earth, one could even say too that it lea the j
intoTime. And indeed it does thatin aouitedefinl ̂P®oe and enters ,
onearththeEast is, as we know,that direction in whrcSlLZZequator) meets with the heavenly (zodiac) in a quiteŜĴ  ̂  T' Ithe celestial bodies have their place of rising there 1W h f

" b ' " " !
s o c i e t i e s o n e u s e s i n c e r t a i n o c c u l t
etemalEast—whenhehasdied̂eî^ So-and-So has entered into thenas died. We have there a symbol showing reality. The
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'Gate of Death', through which man leaves the physical plane in order to enter
the spiritual worlds, is to be found "in the geographical East". We are not
concerned with the fact that one can conceive the East relatively (for what is
East to one man Hes in the West for another), but we have to do with a quite
definite direction which coincides with that of the earth's rotation — for the
earth rotates from west to east. (We will return to this subject on another
occasion.) The rotation of the earth which takes place in complete uncon
sciousness for the four-membered human-nature immediately becomes a
conscious phenomenon in the first days after death.

So does man set himself free from the physical and then also from the
etheric and there follows the entry into the elementary world, into the Moon's
sphere. It is that sphere which has the Moon's orbit as its outermost bortters.
The soul gradually expands to the extent of this entire sphere. It comprehends
all that lies within the circle described by the Moon. It has now arrived in the
"Soul-land", which in its lower regions is identical with the Moon-sphere.
And there forthwith it moulds the action of its karma from the earth life which
has just expired. In the other-world of the Moon-sphere everything is
engraved as actual records in the Akashic Chronicle that we have earned out
on earth without completion. All that a man has undertaken to do, but has not
carried out, or in this carrying out he has come to a standstill, or what he ought
especially to have done by way of self-development but has omitt̂ —all this
engraves itself in the Moon-sphere in the life after death. In the other spheres,
too, as we shall shortly see, the faults and characteristics of men are likewise
engraved.

This fact again has a strong connection with the free-will allotted to man.
If the engraving did not take place in the ether world of the spheres, the errors
would express themselves directly in man's physical body. A lie, for instance,
would make him immediately blinded. This direct punishment of our sins is
taken from us by the good gods, so that we may do right in freedom. The force,
however, which otherwise would work in the physical, becomes as it were
stemmed up, engraves itself in the cosmic ether, and man first meets the
consequences of his deeds and especially of his imperfections in the life
between death and rebirth. There in the human soul, cleansed through the
vision of these consequences in the ether, they awaken the will of making go<xl
again, under the same conditions as those in which the deeds were performed— that is to say when once more one draws upon oneself a physical body
Indeed, there arises the longing to take again a physical body "the thirst forexistence", just threugh the experiencing of one's imperfections after death.
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Out of this longing the germ for the new earth life is formed and on again
reaching the Moon-sphere on the way to reincarnation advantage is taken of
the planetary constellation which is suited to it.

^ ^ t h u s i n s c r i h e d i nI S i r - ® ^ ( o t r a t h e r a n |OTSocial) nature. i.e., m connection with other human souls. Whereas the !

imperfections which, according to the lines laiddov̂  fSfêT̂St lot i
Srcr alio "h eliminated right up to the time of his death,inere can also, however, be what Dr 55teinpr r>Qiir.r4 t.i • .i M . , f c ™ H . d w S I ' x s s * :their magnitude, he had not been able to bring to reaZ f I
unfinished work of art, as Goethe's "Pandom" n ~u r'"Pandora" would not he inscribed in thTrashfc S f
corresponding to the astral body of Goethe — that h u "design but had only carried out a portion of it ̂  1 th far-reachingEarth and Moon" (Ucture, March 12th, 1913). ascribed between :

If there are records of such a kind in ahiinHQ„„do not remain hound to the karma of tL r , I''®"
them, and who could otherwise hardly find the ^
karmically in a future earth Ufe, but they becomê a I ̂  '
humanity. Dr. Steiner pointed this out in theAlthough this mighty spirit had carried out such vast d̂  °
immeasurablymorewaswhathehadnotyetbrouBhl, ̂  ' ]purposes or what had to remain imperfect throunh rt! r "*
time,orsimplythroughearthlyconditioTŝhItl̂^̂^̂^̂^intheethericworldseversitselffromhimandlvlsoulswholiveuponearthafterhiXrurebehind in incompletion remains in a certain f a genius leaveS;spheres, just in his imperfect or unfinished wSrere"! ̂"̂2continuous evolution. Something is lifted UDont̂ ftl i
fd is transposed from the sphere of necessL lift ®freedom. Instead of the unfinishprf ̂ aâ Ĥ armic destiny into that of.appearing as karmfin hi neZtlr̂ T̂  la Vinci!cosmos for those men who can receive Aem ® ̂

In the foregoing we havr. i freedom as inspirations. j
himselfmostclosely and which which affect mai» jare tnerefore likewise inscribed in the nearest I
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sphere, the etheric sphere between Earth and Moon. The very first period of
the after-death life runs its course much nearer to the earth than to the orbit of
the Moon, for those strongly bound to earth by desires, ambition, and so on.
Distances apparently spatial correspond in the spheres of the universe to the
gradual withdrawing of the soul from earthly relations, until in the real star-
world it performs those exalted deeds (working with the higher hierarchies)
which lead to the new human germ. The immense distances of the stars from
the earth of which modem science dreams — although the dream has a mathe
matical foundation—expresses in reality nothing more than the fact that the
men of the last few centuries were estranged from such lofty spiritual acti
vities. When on earth once more men come to understand the concrete tasks
of the human spirit, especially in the middle period of its life between death
and a new birth, then too will the heavenly worlds again appear nearer to man.

In the Mercury-sphere man undergoes other conditions. There he expe
riences what he has become as a moral being, or on the other hand in terrible
loneliness which was unmoral. Inscriptions arc made here too, although not
nearly so manifold as in the Moon-sphere. In the latter they were the
unfinished projects, the deeds of omission, all that, in so long as it reniains
unfinished, affects only the man himself — whereas in the Mercury-sphere is
inscribed what passes from man to man but has not arrived at the right
accomplishment— unfulfilled promises, for instance. In the Venus-sphere is
experienced all that unites man on earth in groups which have a spiritual link,as in religious communities. He who has been an atheist up to his death will
live in this sphere in utter solitude. Lack of understanding for the religious life
is engraved here and works karmically into the next life. We must now picture
to ourselves that the soul on its return journey to a new embodiment passes
again through the planetary spheres, and that the recordings which we have
made there work in the direction of forming our destiny, whetiier they take the
shape of a destiny which (apparently!) meets us from without, or whether they
^ woven into the new boily nature or soul qualities. What during earth lifeis stemmed up, which does not act as a moral force affecting the physical body,
and which then becomes inscribed in the universal ether now comes forward
as an impulse of destiny. Man cannot extinguish it, but must engrave it into
his own being.

Dr. Steiner has given an example of a man who had inscribed an
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appeared again on earth he had taken up into his karma the imperfection
engraved in the Moon-sphere, but Mars now stood in a definite aspect with the
Moon, for the spheres revolve and so various combinations of the planets
come about. So Mars would work with the Moon, for instance, through the
conjunction — one placed behind the other — and the man would seek
through his combative forces to overcome what remained within him as
imperfection from the Moon inscription.

"So the positions of the planets actually show what man has previously
engraved in those spheres, and when we read the spheres astronomically
even the physical spheres of the stars, it is a description of what we have
ourselves inscribed there. The planets only give the indications it is
what we ourselves have inscribed the stars do indeed work upon man; because
man passes through the spheres. His Mars qualities work upon his Moon
qualities and thereby comes about what can come about through theirinteraction there. So it is actually our moral legacy, deposited during our lî
between death and birth, which comes forth again as star constellations in
new life. That is the deeper basis of the constellation of the stars ̂
connection with human karma."

The planets beyond the Sun differ from the planets this side of the S
inasmuch as in the former it is more the perfections of man, the soul qual*
he has gained, which are inscribed to that they bestow something upon hi
forces for his new bodily nature, something important for his future k5 since it endows him with special faculties. From this aspect the pâ '̂

j through the Saturn-sphere is of especial significance. "
! Let us suppose a man has received spiritual concepts, such as th
I Spiritual Science, during the life. Then for him the passing through thesphere, which for most men remains in unconsciousness since thev̂ "̂

unable to inscribe anything there, will be of deep purport. Saturn, whohave already come to know as the planet of the spiritual-investigator"̂
transform the inscriptions of the man of spiritual tendencies into h
faculties in the next life, so that he will be gifted with spirituality by nat

] he will be bom as it were a man tuned to the things of the spirit. The n
I Christianity of a Raphael, for instance, his quite natural relation to the Ch"̂^I impulse is the disposition given him from the Saturn-sphere which ci forth for him again in a natural way out of his karma as John the Baptis
i of the manifold Saturn inscriptions of John the Baptist. ̂

It wiU also be understandable that vê  many souls cannot consci
enter the spheres of the outer planets, especMy of Jupiter and Saturn h' "^ause

they have nothing to inscribe corresponding to these spheres. In the Lectures
held at Penmaenmawr ("The Evolution of the World", lecture 10), Dr. Steiner
has explained that such souls, instead of experiencing these planets, only
become the spiritual inhabitants of the Planetoids, those small celestial bodies
which lie between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter and which looked upon
spiritually are colonies of Jupiter and Saturn. An example of not being able to
experience fully the Saturn-region is offered by the soul of Felix Balde in the
Fourth Mystery Drama ("The SouPs Awakening", Scene 6). He finds himself
there in the spiritual life which lies between his incarnation as Joseph Kiihne
(in "The Soul's Probation") and his coming incarnation as Felix Balde. The
time is pictures when Saturn pours out many coloured rays over the spirit
region. The soul of the future Felix Balde must wander in solitude repeating
only empty words of destiny out of his last earth life, for the spirituality of his
incarnation during the Middle Ages did not lead to "Cosmic Midnight in
wakefulness of soul". The soul of Joseph Kiihne can only remain awake as far
as the Sun period and even then only becomes freed from its solitude under
the enchantment of Lucifer.

We have not yet considered the passage through the Sun-sphere, which
is of such immense significance for the life between death and a new birth. Just
as everywhere else the Sun here is placed in a dividing and yet in a uniting
position between the inferior and the superior planets. Man lives there in the
heart of the solar system, himself become heart, and there is his relation, not
only to men and groups of men as in the Mercury and Venus-spheres, but to
the entire human race, is what pronounces judgment. And first and foremost
judgment is pronounced by the relation that he himself had gained on earth to
the Representative of humanity, to the Christ, and to Lucifer that spirit who
has encroached so powerfully upon the evolution of mankind.

It is during his life on earth that man must come to know the Christ
Impulse, for since the Mystery of Golgotha, the Christ dwells no more upon
the Sun. In the Sun-sphere a man can only have an understanding for all men,
through the fact that Christ died for all men, no matter of what race, or of what
religion; since such an understanding was lacking in Joseph Kiihne, he lived
in the Sun-sphere in dismal solitude until Lucifer became his deliverer ("The
Soul's Awakening", Scene 5). Lucifer is that spirit who guides the soul's
wanderings through the sphere of the outer planets; there he has his rightful
mission, but he can only work beneficially if Christ has first kindled the
consciousness. Just as the Christ — that is to say, what we have taken up of
the Christ Impulse—leads us through the lower planets up to the Sun-sphere,
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SO does Lucifer lead us, in so far as we can maintain our consciousness, up to
the Saturn-sphere, yes, even to the spheres of the stars.

Then comes that moment which has been called the Cosmic Midnight,
the middle of the life between death and a new birth, where the last earth life
and its results has been given over into the Cosmos in its entirety, when the
path of return to earth is trodden once more. An experience fraught with
deepest meaning for the soul who can go through it in wakefulness. We can
regard this Cosmic Midnight as passed through in the Saturn-sphere as we findit in Scene 6 of the Fourth Drama, or as in the Sun-sphere as it occurs in many
other passages of Dr. Steiner's works. In a certain sense the Sun-sphere
contains the other spheres within itself, so that man does not actually leave the
Sun-sphere even when he enters the Saturn period. For with the Sun-snhebegins the "Spirit-land" which also includes the spheres of the upper planetTwhere man has left behind as corpse the astral body of his last incarnation'
whereas the Mercury andVenus spheres representthehigherparts of theSoul'
world. How from that time forward the new earth Ufe is prepared how karma
shapes itself in connection with the world of the planets and stars this: ch.ii
b e t h e s u b j e c t o f t h e n e x t l e t t e r . '

n

The path of a human soul towards a new embodiment, which we mnow consider, leads quite especially into those regions which are imnoit"
for the observation of karma as it comes to expression in thf» u ̂

•n» -MWnigh, HO., ot B.i«oo.- H, „ „
soul turns away completely from the last incarnation and faces the
come. (In one of the glass windows of the Goetheanum, "the Birth" h°"̂
is represented above with a kind of Janus — twofold head one 'of which looks back to the earth-life that has passed, while thêothdown upon the new parents who are to prepare the body for the soul Ta n ̂
experiences of the last life are metamorphosed into qualities and f i •
the next incarnation. They must now be incorporated into what * ̂
spirit-seed of the new earth-life. We generally picture a seed â
small, tiny; — that, however, is only the physical seed. Thewhich must always be present if anything is to grow, is boun̂ "̂
Macrocosmos, is at first immensely large, as great as the Universe Tĥĥ
spirit has poured itself out as far as the Saturn-sphere and bevond ̂  r ̂the starry-world, indeed beyond the starry sphere and looks LrV
the world of the planets. It wanders through the Zodiac and t ®
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Beings of the Hierarchies who are active in the Zodiac, it builds the spirit-
seeds of the single organs and limbs of the human physical body. The Cosmic
Consonants, the pictures of the Zodiac, unite with the Cosmic Vowels which
resound there from the planets. The spirit-seed of the single organs and limbs
of the human physical body. The Cosmic Consonants, the pictures of the
Zodiac, unite with the Cosmic Vowels which resound there from the planets.
The spirit-seed is variously formed according to how each starry constellation
works in conjunction with the planets. The spirit-seed is variously formed
according to how each starry constellation works in conjunction with the
planets. While the human soul stays in the constellation of Aries the head is
perfected, but the *uprighmess' which distinguishes man from the animal is
likewise acquired. In Taurus, the throat, or the ̂ possibility of sound-creation,'
— again the human which is raised above the animal. (Cf. Cycle XXII, Man
in the Light of Philosophy, Theosophy, and Occultism", Lectures 5,6. We are
dealing here with the actual Constellations, not with the Signs. )

Here, too, the inscriptions made by man in the various spheres work as
actual factors in the upbuilding of the spirit-seed. The planets shine spiritually,
"from the other side", into the various Zodiacal spheres according to the way
they cany out their movements. The movements, which at the same time are
sounding in sphere-music, reveal to the human soul as Cosmic-Script and
Cosmic-Speech what it has done well and what ill. The movements in
themselves are naturally the same for all those human beings who pass
together through the experience of—let us say—Mars standing before Anes,
but the cosmic speech sounds different according as the spheres to which the
planets belong — Mars sphere, Venus sphere have been differently
prepared through the inscriptions which the human being has made there. (Cf.
London Lecture, November 19th, 1922; Goetheanum, VI. 50) These tones are
interwoven in the upbuilding of the future physical body: so this becomes an
expression of karma.All this happens under the guidance of spiritû  beings, man would
not be able to accomplish it alone. He is living in this period in the
cosmic condition of * substantiality' which once was common to the entire
w o r l d - o r d e r.

There are only Beings there, of the planetary and starry-worlds, among
them also Luciferic Beings of the most varied grades, and those Beings who
extend even beyond the Zodiac achieve the highest deeds in the Cosmos. But
now comes the time when the Beings begin to fade away from the conscious
ness of the human soul. Indeed the turning back towards birth means that the
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purely spiritual withdraws more and more from man, and that he is led more
and more towards his future sphere of work. The planetary world— so says
our Teacher—lays hold upon the incarnating man with its "weight'\ It is no
longer exclusively the upbuilding, organ-forming forces which specially
work at this stage, but rather what corresponds, understood spiritually, to
earthly gravity. Only earthly gravity stands as it were at the foot of the ladder
which leads down from the cosmic-moral, represented to us by the starry
world, down to the a-moral heaviness of the earth-nature. Indeed it is the
longing for this heaviness that seizes man when the world of spirit-beings
shuts itself out from him and the revelations of that world become ever darker
Just as in his life-time the sleeping man is always drawn back again to his
physical body, since he has a hunger for the heaviness of the physical plane
since he could not endure to live for evermore in the light of the spiritual world
— so too with the man between death and rebirth. Man longs for the well-
guarded solidness which at the same time renders possible the experience of
the freedom which the earth with its weight brings about for us.

This longing for weight streams out from Saturn, whose sphere the soul
must now again pass through. Jupiter when his sphere is traversed bestows
a certain joyousness upon this longing for weight so that man can con
template his new and perhaps difficult earthly tasks with even a feelingof joy. Mars gives a forceful, active grasp of the earthly tasks so that
man meets and takes hold of with courage what awaits him Venus
mingles with her "weighf' a loving acceptance of the earthly mission̂ t̂hforceful and joyful longing which has been bestowed by the other 1 ̂
Arrived on earth man experiences the gravity which he must first ov̂in standing upright and in walking. But this then becomes the foundŜ°°̂f
the experience of his freedom, inasmuch as it offers him an opposition °h * h
is only a ̂ natural' one, therefore leaving the soul free, within the ir
a p p o i n t e d t h r o u g h i t s k a r m a . ^

In this passage through the spheres back towards Earth, weconsider in which constellation the planet lies when man passes bŷf s
is in Leo, for instance, so that his influence is strengthened through th
in the Zodiac, then the "longing for heaviness" will be so modT ̂
bestow on man the gift of "meeting outer accidents of life cleverly" ̂
this be in other respects determined by the foregoing karma IfS '
that time in Capricorn or Aquarius he will make man weak one ̂
easily cast down by the outer events of life. These relations t̂  °
express ion la ter in the horoscope. ' come to

If up to now we have dwelt principally on general human characteristics
(with the exception of the above remarks about Saturn) we must now consider
what more closely concerns the individual then taking incarnation. He has a
quite definite karma to work out; he must be bom in quite definite conditions.
We come here to those provinces which on the one hand are guided by the
normally progressive beings of the Hierarchies, the good gods , but which
on the other handcouldnot be atall what they are without the Lucifer impulse.
This particularly applies to the nation, in which one is bom, whereby one also
speaks a definite tongue, and the family, the line of generation, and fmally the
parents who bestow on us the physical body and with this draw us at the same
time into the stream of heredity. Therein plays that human element which can
never be excluded from the incamation, which separates groups of men from
other groups, through nationality and speech; or as in the case of heredity,
constrains the soul to enter a body which can never be the full expression of
its being. It is aremarkable fact which the spiritual researcher relates to us, that
very early, just after the "Midnight Hour of Existence", when the spirit-seed
has not as yet begun at all to form, it is already settled in what part of the earth,
and in what nation a man will be bom. This decision has nothing to do yet with
the direct working of the folk-soul, who as an Archangel, belongs to the
Mercury Sphere. (We will retum to this later). But it is Lucifer who in the
higher spheres beyond the Sun must, as we have heard, play a great and alsoa rightful part in seeking out for man the nation to which he will belong. If a
man has taken the Christ into himself upon earth, he can assuredly preserve
in his soul what he has acquired, he need not lose the fruit of his life after death,
but as arule he can not yet, in the present-day stage determine his future karma
out of his own being. He must let himself be helped by Lucifer. That is a
rightful task of the Light-bearer.

Lucifer seeks out the nation for our next incamation and the decision
entails that various things must come to pass in that nation so that there may
also be the right environment—historic, political and so on, for the soul when
it is incamated there perhaps centuries later. Naturally, those souls come into
especial consideration who are destined through their karma to play an
important part for humanity through their nation or in their nation. One sees
therein, one might say, the hand of Lucifer at work. The battles, wars and
revolutions which must happen throughout the centuries so that a soul may
find its place prepared on earth, cannot happen without the activity of
Lucifer. In a certain sense all that goes to bring this about, is far removed
from the regular astral workings. Lucifer penetrates and mles therein.

A -
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Something similar is repeated in the choice which follows of the family
in which one will be bom. One cannot yet speak of definite parents, for those
who will be the parents are, as a rule, thus early in the return to earth, not yet
incarnated themselves, nor yet the second, third, fourth previous generations.
But a definite stream of inheritance is there, a "family tree", and this is worked
upon in a preparatory way. When one pictures that as well as for the actual
parents there must also be a preparation for the not yet bom grandparents and
great-grandparents, then one gets a picture of a whole weaving ruling world
of active forces which must be led and guided by whole hosts of beings who
belong to the Hierarchies, but who are supported by Lucifer in this. What one
can find drawn as a complicated, many-branched genealogical tree of an old
race, only gives a picture—brought to a state of rest, of this immense spiritual
activity which streams out over the centuries in order to make possible the
conditions for a single human life.

"If you imagine the greatest complexity that can arise here on earth it is
primitive and simple compared with the mighty web of cosmic greatness and
grandeur which is woven there, which is then pressed together, densified
through conception and birth, and which permeated with physical earth
material becomes the physical human body". (As above.)

Dr. Steiner once gave a concrete example of this working. When Luthwas to appear it had to be prepared for in the 8th, 9th century. Already tĥ
forces had to be directed to the people where he was to work. ̂

"Then again a time elapses. And next the question must be decided —
and it is an awe-inspiring activity, although one can only describe these th'
with ordinary words —- the question must be described what characte '
should the parents really have who are to actually bring forth the man !vf

o f o . . . * " « n t n a t i sto be bom at a definite place, at a definite time? That must all be settled al
long before... It had to be settled for Luther already in the 10th, 11th
what forefathers were to be his, in whose line he would be bom"
himself was bom as we know in the ISthCentuiy.Herewearelookinthe mighty activity which is required so that a single person can be iT*" •**
accordance with his karma.

When the nation and the line of generation have been chosen fothis way, the moment also comes later when the parents are chosen h"
link that at first is still of a soul and spirit-nature is formed with the' ̂  ̂
The human soul takes much more part itself in this than in the work'
the stream of heredity in general. Our parents we have actuallv ch
ourselves. That happens when after the passage through the Sun S h°'̂"
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prepares himself to tread the sphere of Venus. There he must clothe himself
afresh with an astral body. This astral body with lightning speed rushes
together from all sides, like iron shavings crowd round a magnet. It is an exact
expression of the karma which has meanwhile been worked out, and it has the
form — so Dr. Steiner described it—of a bell open beneath which exactly
mirrors the being of the soul in a thousand shades of colour. Such beU
formations shoot hither and thither in the astral world with immense speed
during a time whichis only measured by hours, and thus seek out the parental
pair within the framework, one might say, of the already previously decided
line of generation. Here the soul's link with the parents is now estabUshed. It
is just in the Venus-sphere, the sphere of work of the Archai, that the greater
or less connection of the man with his family is decided—the freedom of the
soul, or the dependence on the family. ..... , .

Here the lower planets begin to play a part in their direct relation to Sun
and Earth For a man will take a different position in his family if he meets the
planet Venus this side or the other side of the sun, as he passes through the
Venus-sphere If Venus is placed so that she sends her beams to earth—thatis to say, she shines either as morning or evening star - then he wiU ̂ome
a person who feels himself very much bound up with the farmly, or if Venus
is in conjunction with the Sun, especially in superior conjuncuon, then in his
progress he willbebutslightlyaffectedbytheplanet,he will not be verymuch
b o u n d u p w i t h t h e f a m i l y . u i t ,

Then there follows the passage through the Mercury sphere. There the
human being becomes bound to the nation to which he .̂>11
respective Archangel. There is no question here of the choice of the nation forthis has already happenedmuch earlier with the co-operanon of Lucifer, as we
said, andachoice would, moreover.no longer be possible, for the incamaungsoul has already previously in the Venus-sphere been connoted with adefinite pair — for the family belongs usually to a definite nanon. A
distinction must therefore be made between the choice or appomtment of the
nation and then of the family which has taken place at a certain earlier i«nod,
and the soul connection spoken of now, first with the p̂nts in the Venus-
sphere and then with the folk-soul in the Mercuiy-sphere. With this latter, too,
where the natiomsoul impulse is mediated through the respective Archangel,
the purely astronomical position of Mercury plays a r61e A man will find
greater or less connection during his life with the folk-soul according to the
position of Mercury in relation to Sun and Earth in the time of the passage
through the Mercury-sphere. Naturally all these relations are extraordinarily
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complicated and not to be grasped in a simple scheme. One need merely
think that according to the researches of Spiritual Science the planet Venus
is actually within the Mercury sphere and Mercury in the Venus-sphere in
order to see how here, too, the linking with nation and family is crossed and
blended in aremarkable manner. So, forinstance, Venus gives the capacity for
the particular earth-language: through Mercury as Folk-soul planet this
speech is directly determined. Mars, again, bestows speech in general, the
Universal Word, which indeed is changed through the power of Venus to the
human word.

For man himself this is the time when he can only perceive the increa
singly darkening revelations of the spiritual beings themselves. He has no
longer the direct encounter, they appear to him only in pictures. The con
sciousness of the spiritual world becomes ever more dimmed. The new
incarnation approaches ever nearer. To be sure, man lacks at this period
not only the physical body, but also the etheric body — he is a being of soul
and spirit, which ever draws itself more and more together. Smaller and
smaller becomes the created spirit-seed of the future physical body, and the
gaze of the soul is increasingly directed to the mighty task which lies before
it: — out of the spirit-seed to make a human being who shall undergo his
destiny on earth.

Most important things in this connection take place in the Moon-sphere
in which man now enters. Here the moment has arrived in which the etheric
body is organised into him. This event comes about from a feeling of
desertion, of forlomness. The spirit-seed, which has been built up through
long long periods of time, leaves the soul in the Moon-sphere. It seems all at
once to be no more there; the fruit of life and work since the Cosmic Midnight
seems lost. In reality this fruit has taken its way to the earth throu h
conception. So in rapid definite moments the etheric body is organised into tL
human being. This event is immensely significant just for the astral connec
tions. The etheric body is not fitted in of itself, as was the case with the astral
body, but it is formed out of the etheric forces in the whole planetary systemwith the help of supersensible beings. In this the spiritual inhabitants of the
Moon are especially active. The Moon, as we know, is a true mirror of the
Universe; it not only reflects the light of the Sun, but really collects all cosmicinfluences in itself. And the Moon-beings observe all that goes on in the
planetary system. They observe what man has experienced with SaturnJupiter, Mars and so on, and plan the etheric body accordingly. The ethericormative forces are drawn from the planets, the "moral ether", as well as the

four kinds of ether, above all, the light-ether, "the flowing light of the
Cosmos", with the exception of the Sunlight, which would work destruc
tively. It can only be included in the human etheric body in the form of moon
light, the light of the Sun rayed back from the Moon. And if no moonlight
shines, at New Moon, the whole remaining cosmos works upon the forming
of the etheric body. It is then that what Dr. Steiner called the "moral ether",
or the "inner side of the etheric body" is incorporated, while the outer side is
formed at Full Moon. (Lecture, April 21st, 1924.) What is present by way of
constellations, how the planets stand and their movements, this is observed by
the Moon-beings from their Moon standpoint, they read thence man's fate in
so far as it is to come to expression in an etheric body. There man actually
encounters his whole destiny as he had brought it with him in his previous
earth-life through death. But at the same time he meets it with all that he has
become himself in the meantime. The Moon-beings create the true balance
according to their cosmic observations. There they combine the previous life
with the future one through the etheric body and weave karma within the soul.

We will break off our considerations at this important point, in order to
continue them next time.

H I

The passage through the Moon-sphere which we were speaking of last
time is characterised at its beginning by an important event which takes place
sometime—oritmaybeashorttime—before the incorporation of theetheric
body. Again it is a question of a decision. After the decision as to parents and
people there comes, just at the passing into the Moon-sphere, the decision as
to the sex. Now for the first time the question is decided what the sex shall Ire
for the future incarnation which will be the one best suited to karmic
conditions. And here again the phases of the Moon play a role. In order to
become a man, the path to Earth, the passing by the Moon, must come about
when it is New Moon as seen from the Earth—that is to say, it is actually Full
Moon seen from the other side of the Moon. Not the Full Moon which sheds
its light on Earth is meant, but it is the other side, the side which is always
turned away from the Earth, which sends out into the universe the reflected
light of the Sun. Such light and the forces bound up with it shine towards the
human soul which is approaching the Moon at this time, since it wants to
accomplish its next Earth-life as man. For a woman it is the opposite. At the
time when the light of the Full Moon rays down on to Earth the soul draws near
the Moon which then turns its dark side towards it. For when here on Earth we
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have Full Moon, the Sun, as it were, shines over the Earth upon the orb of the
Moon turned towards the Earth, while the other side of the Moon is then
steeped in darkness.

So we have 14 daily phases from New Moon through the First Quarter
to Full Moon, etc., for the side turned away from the Earth just as we have for

Diagram L

the side visible to us. We can present it to ourselves so: If the Sun is thought
of in the direction of above, the Earth in the centre of the Moon's orbit, then
the Moon goes round it in one month. (Earth and Sun are here regarded as
stationary for their reciprocal movements do not now come into considera
tion.) We Earthmen always see but one side of the Moon; the far side remainsfor the most part always invisible, it is just to the descending soul that it
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presents itself. In this diagrammatic drawing, therefore, we must so picture it
that whoever is to become a man comes from "above" so that the illumined
side of the Moon shines towards him, while for the Earth it is New Moon. The
woman will approach the Moon from "below" according to the drawing, and
thereby be permeated by the forces which ray their workings into the universe
through the dark side of the Moon. On Earth it is then Full Moon time. We see
through these considerations how we enter more and more into relations of
space, which already have a connection with the Earth.

It was Kepler if we may allow ourselves a little historical digression
who first had the courage to set these Moon relationships quite concretely

before himself. Stimulated by the Copemican System, which he entirely
supported, he was obliged to perceive the Moon as a celestial body which
moved freely in space just as the Earth, but which in consequence of the
imperfect revolution upon its axis (it is dependent in this movement entirely
on the Earth) has something like a near and far side. The latter is distinguished
from the former in that it can never be shone on from the Earth, knows neither
"Full Earth" nor "New Earth", but only a 14-day period of unbroken sunshine,
alternating with a period of the same length of complete darkness. Charm
ingly, with rich imagination, and at the same time in fully scientific form,
Kepler has described these relationships in his "Moondream"—or rather has
let them be described by a Moon-demon who was conjured up by a wise
woman in Iceland, to the son of this woman, aformer student of Tycho Brahd.
It was a courageous act to make so clear to himself the astronomical relations
of the Moon sphere in all details. Later astronomers, buUding on this
description, have from time to time desired—bemoaning their fate—to havean Observatory upon the side of the Moon turned away from the Earth where
the disturbing conditions of our Earth environment cannot make themselves
felt, never clouded sky, 14 days long neither the disturbance of daylight nor
night light, but unbroken black darkness wherein only the planets and fixed
stars shine. One cannot refrain from thinking that such a Moon observatory,
whence one looks out into the wide world spaces, is really present in a spiritual
sense, and that the Moon Beings whom we spoke of last time are the observers
there. We find depicted by Kepler that which is encountered by the human soul
in passing through the Moon-sphere, we must, of course, only conceive the
actual relations more in a spiritual way. Even what was set out above. New
Moon here. Full Moon over there, etc. are light-ether and astral relations —
it is not a matter of the physical nature of the Moon.

So too, when one considers the human being in this stage one must keep
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in mind that it is first and foremost in question of soul and spirit relations, not
in the least of anything physical, as in the choice of nationality and the family.
Just as the man at this time, although he already has a connection with a folk-
spirit yet can in no way be looked upon as "German" or "English", so too the
sex is in the first place only characterised by what distinguishes man from
woman in the soul. This soul nature is then interwoven in the spirit seed of the
physical body whereby later, in the embryonic life, the physical differentia
tion towards sex is also expressed.

In the peculiar two-fold view of the Moon, with its contrasting phases
according as one observes the near or the far side, we can also see an indicationof the double-sexed nature of man, which as we know is male in the etheric
body when the physical body is female and vice versa. One must think that inthe sage now depicted the human being has not yet drawn to himself his
etheric body, he is still a being of soul and spirit.

Dr. Steiner has given yet further details about the work of the Moon
dunng man's descent. For instance, it can also happen that he who is to
ônie a man, and therefore is drawing near the Earth at New Moon(or Full Moon as seen fiom the Cosmos) still lemains above in the Moon-
ĥere fOT half a Mwn period) that is to say, waiting still for the next FullMoon before he betakes himself mto the Earth sphere. If he does this he willhave black ham and dark eyes.TTie woman who stiU waits for the next New

Moonphare(agamreckonedftomtheEarth)will have fair hair andblueevw
ThesecondĥoftheMoon-revolutionthereforebringsanotherdecision̂now one which is conn̂ êven less with the "whole man" than the decision
ofsex-itisamatterofthecolourofhairandeyes.NaturallyitisnotphysTcdhair that grows on man at this time, but what we can find of a soul naSthe <tek or light eyes and hair of the incarnated human being, that is creatIS
a s r u d i m e n t s m t h i s p e r i o d . c r e a t e d

We can now say that the new human being, so far prepared, leavins the
Moon-sphere enters into the Earth sphere, or what was called in earlier iC!the sub-lunar or the elementary world, and therewith earthly relations bevin
tohaveincreasinglyameaningfor him. True, we must still not consider tiiLfrom their physical aspect, but they display themselves from the cosmic-astral
or even from the elementary aspect. For the Earth the descent of the souk i.
somethmg like a fertilisation. It takes its place in the course of the year Jii«M the plant ŝs reach the Earth at a definite time of year, where they mus
fnî aii h ̂  maturing time, so must the human seed thespiritual archetype of the future human being likewise betake itself at a
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definite time into the aura of the Earth. It is the time which in our regions
corresponds to winter, from Christmas to the beginning of Spring—namely
that space of time in which Gabriel works as Cosmic Archangel. Thereby,
astronomically we have a definite relation given between Sun and Earth, no
longer directly to the Constellations or to their spiritual beings as is the case
in the more central time between death and a new birth. One can say : the
human germ makes the transition from astral to etheric, from the "Constella
tions" to the "Signs", For the beginning of winter means astronomically: the
Sun stands in relation to the Earth at the deepest point of its yearly path, it finds
itself in the division of its path, it finds itself in the division of its path which
has always been characterised by the "Sign of Capricorn . At the beginning
of spring the Sun crosses the Equator, day and night have equal length, it is the
"Sign of the Ram" — Aries. Solar-Earthly relations! It is not a matter of the
outer meteorology of the time of year, that first makes itself felt when man is
born, but of the astronomic-spiritual influences of the seasons, in this case of
the winter.

The final uniting of the spiritual human germ with the fiiictified ovum
in the mother can indeed take place in the course of the entire year, it
is lifted out of the course of the seasons, nevertheless, the uniting with the
Earth, the coming down to the Earth sphere, only happens during the three
months ment ioned.

There was a time in the evolution of mankind—at least among certain
peoples where there was the worship of Hertha or Nerthus in which the
fructification too could only take place in the time which immediately follows
the beginning of spring, the close of the period of the downward streaming
human souls. From the day of the Vernal Equinox (March 21st) to the
following Full Moon which to-day we call the Easter Full Moon lay the timeof generation for mankind. All that was regulated through the Mysteries,
mankind experienced this event in holy visions.The births followed therefore
only in the time of the Twelve Holy Nights or somewhat later. It was a mighty
change in humanity's evolution, when — about 3000 B.C. this cosmic
ordering was broken through and conception and therefore naturally also the
births, were spread over the whole year. The setting free of men from the old
dreamlike clairvoyance was purchased thereby. Nevertheless even to-day the
time when the Earth is fructified by the instreaming human seeds is only that
from winter to spring. Should the conception take place later in the year then
the souls must wait so long in the Earth's environment. And through this their
destiny takes on a different shade, the stronger or weaker connection which
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the man has with the Earth-world, according to whether he must wait a longer
or shorter time for the uniting of the spirit seed with the earthly seed which
proceeds from the parents.

With this description we have arrived again at the point where we broke
off last time, at the moment when the fruit of the most exalted spiritual
activity, the creation of the spirit seed, departs from the soul. This creation
arrives earlier on the Earth than man himself. It unites itself with the sub
stance of heredity which comes from the parents. The consequence of
this loss is as we know the incorporation of the etheric body. This event still
takes place entirely in the Moon-sphere, which in fact completely encircles
the Earth, and to a slight degree also interpenetrates it, although the human
soul already finds itself in the "Earth environment" in which the workings of
the planets are reflected in wondrous wise. It is just these planetary workings
which, as we have seen, are woven into the etheric body.

At this point still one more dramatic moment plays a part, a moment
which is the mirror of another event playing its part immediately after death
Just as then, before the etheric body is laid aside, the tableau of the preceding
life ensues, when in powerful, solemn pictures the whole life unrolls itself
once more before the watching soul, so does the soul foresee the coming life
at the moment when below on Earth the fructification takes place. Again the
Hfe shows itself in pictures, naturally not in all the details as can be done in the
case of the earthlife that has run its course, but the destiny which awaits man
in the next life reveals itself in its general configuration and contour Whereas
the life-tableau after death is received in a deeply earnest condition quite
undisturbed by personal feelings, the pre-vision makes a powerful a shatter
ing impression upon the soul by which it is possible to explain mLiy thingsin the earthlife by way of feelings and having a presentiment of destiny Dr
Steiner has indeed related in the passage where he refers to this prevision how
the soul through the sight of a difficult life that awaits it, receives a shock
draws back as it were from the embodiment and in this way the cause
originates by which the incarnation will be that of an idiot, or epileptic Thismformation lets us gaze deeply into the mighty workings of Karma, which in
its detail is assuredly not as a rule worked out by the incarnating soul or its
wishes, but by mighty Spirit Beings, for whom the Karma of man lies bare in.t
as an open book.

Here is plainly shown a parallel of the pre-natal life with the after-death
hfe, which we can also find in another connection. For instance, just as manafter the dissolving of the etheric body leaves the Earth in the direction of the
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East, SO in a certain connection does he return to Earth again in the direction
of the East.

The human being during the life in the spiritual world is, as we know,
himself become sphere, planetary sphere, celestial sphere, out of this he builds
his head. He is in reality head-organisation when he descends down to Earth,
and as regards the head we cannot speak of a definite direction; it comprehends
the whole sphere. This head is indeed the transformation, the metamorphosis
of the whole remaining organism of the foregoing Earth-life. One can say:
Man brings with him his head which has the tendency to spherical form out
of the spheres. The limbs and the whole metabolic man are acmally first built
up by the Earth itself at a later period, and attached to the head, as a matter of
fact during theembryonic time. Wehavealreadymentionedthatthe particular
district where the mother happens to be before the birth takes place has a great
influence upon just this lower man. The forces for it come from the centre of
the Earth and are differentiated by the different regions of the Earth. Yet there
lies as we know between the head system and that of thelowerbody,thechest
system — heart, lungs, blood-circulation. These chest organs are neither
brought from the sphere of the farthest spaces of the cosmos, nor first built up
on the Earth, but they come as our Teacher expressed it, out of the half-sphere,
they are a hemisphere whose central point for ordinary eây geometncal
relations is at infinite distance, but Ues in the direction of the East.

^ y ) r \ . e ^ e .

Diagram II.
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■̂ ere we see again emerge the concept of the East, which in soremarkable a way binds together a spiritual concept with a geographical
Mtronomical one. The East is for the whole Earth a definite direction and at
the same time for a defmite place on the Earth is a direction which in a waylores Itself on the honzon. It seems to go from there funher into the endless
indefinite but it is in this direction that the Sun daily makes his appearance andthe sto and planets nre. In this direction the dead disappear into the spiritual
world, leavmg the thiee dimensional space behind; from this direction mancomes m so far as he bears within him the rhythmic system, in so far as he
cames his destmy with him in his breast — his "beat of heart and lung" Wefind to sipificMce again of the Eastern direction in the birth horoscope in
which precisely to East point—so-called ascendant, is regarded as to most
important point in to whole horoscope. "cuasmemost
ti, J*!! hrnnan being at this stage is present in yet a different way as atĥfold bemg. On to one side we haye to soul itself, which clothed in theethenc bt̂y, stands directly before its re-union with the lost spirit-seed TMsspint-seed is there as a second entity and works as to stimuErcreatompulre in to oyum, the substance of which thrown into chaos tteS ,h!fhicttficanon accords admission to tocosmic forces of the spirit-serd t h!oyum Itself works the third element, to substance of heredity which riylnWthe p̂nts and forefathers comes from to whole stream of generS 2which aĝn the soul from to spiritual world is cosmically unitS L
stream of heredity too, comes originally out of the spiritual world '

Diagram III.
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The union of the soul or the ego with the fructified seed then very soon
comes about. This happens in the third or fourth week of the embryonic
development. Only in the case of great initiates there is a connection already
at an earlier stage—the seedright at the beginning is taken hold of by the ego,
so that nothing happens without the co-working of the spirit itself. It is not
possible for us to describe the quiet wonderful development in embryonic life
which runs its course according to the laws of the cosmos. We refer for that
to the articles by Dr. Konig in "Natura". The laws of the old Moon existence
live in what builds itself up there. The soul itself experiences in wondrous
pictures, which, however, fall like dreams from the consciousness—the work
of the etheric body, of the astral body and of the ego in the construction of the
new physical body.

We have followed the human soul on its way — merely sketchily and
incompletely as was not possible otherwise, how going through death it entersthe spirimal world, wanders through the heavenly spaces and lives through
them in order to return again at last to Earth. It was a description correspond
ing to the time which lies after the Mystery of Golgotha. If one wishes to
describe the pre-Christian times much must be represented differently. That
has already been indicated in the description of the Sun sphere. The Christ
lives no more in the Sun sphere. His throne stands empty, the throne of Lucifer
towers mightily on high. Indeed the human soul can find Christ since the
Mystery of Golgotha on Earth itself. The Christ lives in the aura of the Earth,
he meets the soul in the moment of death, but one can also say that souls meet
with the Christ in birth. When they embody themselves they make themselves
at home in that world which is nearest to the Christ as He lives among us to
day. The Earth is just that world where the tidings of the Christ ĉ  penetrate
to human souls. They do not need any more to prepare themselves in Mystery-
places to seek for the Sun-God in the Sun sphere. The Christ is with us always
until the end of world. Unmeasured significance accrues to the Earth-life
which is so short in relation to the life between deatii and rebirth, but which
in spite of that creates the conditions for the whole spiritual existence. One can
understand much onesidedness in the historical development of Christian
humanity which proceeds from the idea of inculcating in man the unique
significance of the Earth life, which moreover was regarded at that time as a
non-recurring event. This sowing, so one can say, has had a rich crop. We live
in a time when the Earth is taken to be real and important as never before. Yet
for the most part that is not on account of the Christ. And so we see that after
all it was again only out of Mystery wisdom that humanity of our time could
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be taught why the Earth must be for us full of meaning, a holy place. That the
Earth is the body of the Christ who has come down to us from Heaven, that
in bread and in all the things of Earth we must find springing forth the Christ
force which penetrates and indwells the whole Earth-Body—this is what the
great Teacher had to reveal to us, who has also bestowed upon us the
knowledge of Death and Rebirth. So we look to the Good Friday of Holy
Week when there was prepared : "in Christ we die"; we look to the Elaster
Sunday of the Resurrection where the Event took place which has sancti
fied the body of the Earth for the human soul, which has given the Earth her
meaning, so that the soul returns ever and again through birth in order to find
the Christ, in order to be able to take the Christ force with it into the spiritual
world when the hour of death shall strike once more.

THE BRIDGE OF THE GREEN SNAKE

by Almut Bockemuhl

Should we ever arrive at the stage when, in social Ufe, all human beings
—whethermale or female—reach total equality, this wouldbe due to the fact
that each one of us is given two kinds of tasks: on the one hand self-reaUzatioii
through giving concrete shape to our inner life; on the other hand helpful
service to our fellow human beings. It is no longer right to attribute on
principle the creative and the nurturing tasks W different people, but for some
time still there wUl be those who are more active in the one or the other realm.

The achievements through which ourpersonaUty becomes visible to the
world are like fully-grown plants. They have materialized into a picture. But
like the plant which appears as a representation of its development, and
therefore of its past, so man's aeations also point to the past. They are aconctoom very ̂  talent from long ago- may be from apast Ufe -
comes to a conclusion, to a completion.

On the contrary, the other kinds of work, the serving and nurtunng deedsfor the benefit ofXs. have a
whether the work brings some profit for me. whether I enjoy t. whether I getsomethingoutofit.w4therIcanreaUze myself in it andreceivêogmuon.The individuality takes the second place in these tasks. Was ®
day which will be used again straightaway, mopping . . . . .dirtied in no time, putting chUdren to bed night after night. ̂̂ 8 for Ae
who might never recover - all these are actî ties mthe worldasawhole.Forcenturies it was mainly women whocamedÂ^
patiently. In doing so. they made their wUlpower available to the world in aselfless way. Many technical and mechanical tasks belong sdso in is realm- even wwk on the assembly line; everything whose result d̂s not give
satisfaction, everything that is so detached from one s personality that one
c a n n o t i d e n t i f y w i t h i t . . . . . r • • j . • .

These tasks are like seeds which will only come to fruinon and matunty
in the future. Being carried out again and again with perseverance and
conscientiousness, they engender a maturity of the will which can be found in
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older mothers of many children and in workmen, but which is hard to put into
words. In all religious orders the monks and nuns were given such menial tasks
to do, alongside their inner work.

In his lectures on the "Karma of Vocation", Rudolf Steinerpoints out that
the fact that Jacob Bohme wrote mystical books had its origin in the distant
past, brought something to a conclusion. But the fact that he was a shoemaker,
working for his fellow human beings, was a germ for something that would
only come into effect in the far future, in later incarnations. Rudolf Steiner
says :

"A remarkable truth lies hidden here. That which on earth we
often value so Uttle — we value it little because it is the starting-
point of what we shall only value in the future. It is natural for men
to be far more intimately connected, in their inner being, with the
past. Therefore they are often far less fond of what is now a
beginning than of what comes over to them from the past.".We are much more conscious of the past, and vety little of the future One

can say that in everything related to the future, man is sleeping
foj. understandable that our evaluation of people is not always right,

"The highest deeds are always an end, the most insignificant
task is always a beginning.".
When one studies European fairytales and would like to decipher the

message they cany still for people in our time, the central figure of the
simpleton, the boy who sits in the ashes, or the poor little Cinderella stands
out. Many people only acknowledge this unwillingly

In feministcircles fairytales have become discredited just because of the
Qnderella figure. It looked too much like an attempt to fit women into a
certain role from childhood onwards. In America the expression "Cinderella
Complex" was created to label women who cannot free themselves from
servi tude.

Some women might have this problem, but the expression shows a lack
of knowledge of fairytales. There are various stories — mainly from Russia
and Scandinavia — where it is the man who sits in the ashes and does the
menial tasks.

Cinderella is a figure who distinguishes herself from her sisters mainlv
tiirough her sense of the growing, the budding. She does not ask her father for
tteasîs, jewellery or clothes (no salary rise or success). She only asks for ahumble hazel rod, which she plants and daily tends. And so it grows into a tiee.
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"Cinderella went to it three times a day, wept and prayed, andeach time a Uttle
white birdcameflyingonto the tree. If she utteredawish the Uttle birddropped
her what she had wished for.".

Thus in an actively serving but also a patiently contemplative Ufe, one
buildsarelation to the"Uttlewhitebirds".the doves. WemayseeinitaquaUty
of the soul which andereUa develops. Later she uses ittodistmguish the good
seeds which will germinate from the bad ones which are not fertile any mme.
She prepares for the future. This is why she seems so modest and her sisters
don't like her. In her we can clearly see "how something that receives very
Uttle appreciation on the earth, is only acknowledged̂ âuse it is the starting
point for something that wiU be valued in the future". ,

Cinderella also knows that the question is to find a balance between two
opposite spheres of existence. She manages to put an end to her 'success' at
its climax and return to the ashes. She masters the principle of balance, she '
achieves the mastery of Ufe-rhythms. This seems to be the pre-condinon to her
r i s e t o r o y a l d i g n i t y i n t h e e n d . ^ „ u

andereUa symboUzes one side of the femmme bemg. But there is
another side, an opposite pole. It is the 'Princess on the glass mountain', the
'King's daughter of the golden roof, the 'Princess from the casde of the
golden sun', the 'fairest of the fair', or however else she may be ĉed. Here
we have a feminine figure who distinguishes herself through her special
beauty and many a prince sets forth to conquer her. These bemp are as
detached as Cinderella is down-to-earth. They live in an maccessible distant
realm, on an island in the ocean, or on the 'glass tnountain'. OAer irountains
might be hard to climb; the glass mountain cannot be chmbed at all.These princesses have to wait until they are conquered, they cannot
contribute much towards it. They are pure symbols, symboUcally reptesen̂
radiant spirituaUty, detached from any willpower. Hence their ŝ p̂assiv-
ity. They are untouchable, but desirable; the virginal quaUty of wisdom.These two prototypes are to be found in every woman; she can feel them
in herself. The wisdom described above shows itself in the filing of women
that they have known for a long time what men are striving for. But this
knowledge is often difficult to grasp. If we want to get it in our grip, we slide
away like on the glass mountain. It floats above the earth and causes women
generally to be closer to the spiritual than men. On the other hand they are
often more practical. The Qnderella side of them keeps them more down to
earth and they do not easily lose their common sense.

From this point of view it is very revealing to read how John Stuart
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Mill characterizes his friend, Harriet Taylor. He writes:
"Alike in the highest regions of speculation and in the smaller

practical concerns of daily life, her mind was the same
perfect instrument, piercing to the very heart and marrow of the
matter; always seizing the essential idea or principle."

He describes her contribution to his writing in the following way:
"What was abstract and purely scientific was generally mine;

the properly human element came from her: in all that concerned
the application of philosophy to the exigencies of human society
and progress, I was her pupil, alike in boldness of speculation and
cautiousness of practical judgment. For, on the one hand, she was
much more courageous and far-sighted than without her I should
have been, in anticipations of an order of things to come, in which
many of the limited generalizations now so often confounded with
universal principles will cease to be applicable."

"But while she thus rendered me bolder in speculation on
human affairs, her practical turn of mind, and her almost unerring,
estimate of practical obstacles, repressed in me all tendencies that
were really visionary. Her mind invested all ideas in a concrete
shape, and formed itself a conception of how they would actually
work: and her knowledge of the existing feelings and conduct of
mankind was so seldom at fault, that the weak point in any
unworkable suggestion seldom escaped her."
In this characterization the possibilities and qualities of specifically

feminine thinking are portrayed in a very appropriate way. When Margarete
Mitscherlich argues that "the future is feminine or it does not exist", this
cannot mean that as many women as possible should get into leading
positions. If they do so by retaining the current masculine way of thinking wewill not get any further. This is clear from several examples. The point is that
feminine thinking, feminine spirituality, must penetrate our culture more and
more, otherwise one will soon not be able to speak of culture any more

Many people feel this need, and it has resulted in the recent formation ofa ̂spiritual women's movement' in America and also in Europe. Unfortu
nately people are a bit in the dark about what 'feminine spirituality' really is.It seems to me an easy way out if we just believe that by referring to Eastern
power̂"̂  should revive the old natural feminine centres of healing and

I This is, however, what is striven for, even if it is given a scientific gloss
il
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and adapted to modem times. When we read that we should "gain understand
ing also by way of intuition, symbolism, even by magic, and no more simply
in a rational-analytical manner", this is a mystification. It will not have a
lasting impact. Neither will we make any progress by appealing directly to
feelings, to feminine heart forces. Feelings cannot be made to order. Here
lurks the danger of sentimentality.

We should much rather connect with a mentality like Harriet Taylor's,
who combined in a rare, harmonious way "daring speculation" with "sound
common sense". What gave her the capacity to bridge these two extremes?
Harriet Taylor was a child of the 19th century, which had very different
qualities to ours. She therefore possessed a sense of morality which gave her
a secure foundation. Mill writes:

"Her intellectual gifts did but minister to a moral character at
once the noblest and the best balanced which I have ever met with
in life. Her unselfishness was not that of a taught system of duties,
but of a heart which thoroughly identified itself with the feelings of
others, and often went to excess in consideration for them by
imaginatively investing their feelings with the intensity of its own.
The passion of justice might have been thought to be her strongest
feeling, but for her boundless generosity, and a lovingness ever
ready to pour itself forth upon any or all human beings who were
capable of giving the smallest feeling in return."
It was thanks to the foundation of this "moral character" that she became

neither a fanatic nor a dry social reformer. Much as we may admire it, we don t
have access any more to the disposition of soul it implies. We have to find
another bridge for our century, and maybe we can once more look for help in
a fairytale picture.

Goethe, too, wrote a fairytale, one of the few literary fairytales whose
symbolic imagery can match that of folk tales. This is true also of the way in
which it points to the future. Its theme is the harmonization of two human
faculties, represented by figures in which we can again recognize the two
feminine prototypes which we already observed in Cinderella and the princess
in the glass mountain.

Of course, every 'picture' which is worthy of the name can be seen from
a variety of aspects. We are, however, quite entitled to choose a particular
view according to our needs.

In Goethe's fairytale the two main feminine characters are called the
green snake and the fair lily. They live in two realms separated by a
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river. This river can be crossed only under very special circumstances.
With his fairytale Goethe wanted to represent something which Schiller

had treated philosophically in his letters on the aesthetic education of man.
There he speaks of two opposing human impulses the "material" and the
"formative" impulse: one could also say, the sensual and the spiritual
principles. There is a wide gap between them, and it is time that a link be found.

The green snake in Goethe's fairytale corresponds to the material drive.
It is completely bound up with the material, sense-perceptible, world: it creeps
through the rocky chasms; it caresses the mineral world. As a snake it lives inthe horizontal and can only partiaUy erect itself, but it can wind its whole body
ôund things and sense their being. This picture can represent a soul qualitylike elementary love or the mother instinct.

Thefairlilyontheotherbankoftheriverisanobleandpurevirgin,livingin a big garden with wonderful trees. But the plants in this garden bear neither
flower nor fruit, and the maid is unapproachable like the princess on the glass
mountain. She seems to be under a curse, for every living being which she
touches is killed. If we see in her the "form" impulse, i.e. the purely spiritual
principle, we understand that anything sensual is repelled by her, because thesensual and the spiritual have to be seen as two mutually exclusive principles
For the beautiful lily her untouchability is very painful, especially after the
young man who loves her falls dead to the ground in a desperate attempt to
e m b r a c e h e r . ^

Both worlds on either side of the river are lacking something. How can
they be brought into connection with each other?After many years of intense smdy of Goethe's fairytale, Rudolf Steiner
made it the basis of his fust mystery drama "The Portal of Initiation". He has
so to say, updated the fairy tale and transposed it into another art-form But the
characters and the action correspond so closely that each can help untotand
the other.

In the fust draft of his drama Steiner even kept the names from Goethe's
fairytale. There are two characters, caUed snake andlily. In later versions thev
receiv̂  individual names: the lily is now called "Maria", the snake, "the otherMaria". No doubt Steiner wants to suggest that it is a question of two nf
the same being.

Maria is a woman who, in her spiritual development, is far above the
people of her surroundings. Yet there is a painful mystery in her life- thepeople whom she specially loves and is loved by - her friend JohannesThomasius and her fosterchUd — cannot blossom in her presence but
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Stagnate in their development. She feels completely united with the cosmos
and the truth, but she realizes that she finds it more and more impossible to
work in the material realm, that the tie which weaves together spirit and matter
is getting thinner and thinner. She knows it must not tear completely.

Rudolf Steiner portrays this as an anticipation in Maria's destiny of
something that humanity as a whole is experiencing in the epoch which began
with the 20th century. Millions will feel — so he says — what Maria is
perceiving painfully as an abyss between her and other people, but they will
not realize what it is about: namely the birthpains of a new epoch, in which old
human capacities have to be lost because new forces have to be bom.

We have here more than a psychological problem. The capacity of
modem man is being called upon to be increasingly open to impressions from
the spiritual world, even without spirimal training. This is indeed becoming
more frequent today, especially among younger people.

The loosening of the spiritual member which makes this possible is the
result of an abstract thinking which has long been practised in our culture.
'Abstraction' means being drawn away from, i.e. in the process of abstracting
the spiritual is drawn away from the material. This can lead to a mpture of the
link between spirit and matter or, in other words, to abstract thinkmg finding
access to reality. Such thinking can be accused of being masculine . In reality
we are all in the grip of it, men or women. The task of the present is to see the
danger that lurks in it and to prevent it consciously. In Rudolf Steiner s drama
Maria is a representative of present humanity, and she is experiencing
consciously what in many people is only a vague feeling. We have here a
predicament for which it it not easy to find a remedy. According to Goethe s
fairytale, help must at first come from another side. The princess on the glass
mountain must wait until somebody climbs it, and the beautiful lily must wait
for the bridge to be built from the other bank. For this bridging sonwthing is
needed that has a central significance in the fauytale: the sacrifice of the snake.
The "other Maria", who corresponds in Steiner's drama to the green snake, is
a woman who has lived through motherhood fully. Her warmth of heart gave
her the strength to bring up her children as capable human beings, even when
she had to do it on her own since early death robbed her of her life companion.
She carries on working and caring, and she receives new vitality through a
spiritual world view which she allows to work on her with religious intensity.
She is called "Maria's lower sister", who serves the reflection of the spiritual
in the physical. In one scene of the elemental world she enters as a shining
snake-like figure who describes her own actions in the following words:
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I make my way through rocky depths
and wish to clothe in human words
the rock's own will;
I sense earth being,
and wish to think within the human head
the earth's own thinking.
I drink pure living airs,
and the air's powers I transform
into human feeling.

The way in which she addresses rocks, earth and air here make it clear
that we are dealing with a force that is elemental, i.e. instinctive in man in the
best sense of the word. The other Maria works out of a motherly instinct,
caring, helping and assisting people, something that is denied Maria outright

Rudolf Steiner addresses mainly the social side of the problem in a way
which is at first unusual and surprising to us: if each of the two women wishes
to stay as she is, she not only hinders her own development but also the other's.
Each must make a sacrifice in order to allow further development.

Tobegin with, the sacrificeof the other Maria is required again closely
following the action of Goethe's fairytale. If she decides to strive consciously
for clear concepts and not only absorb the spiritual in the feeling realm as
something strengthening, then she enables her higher sister to become active
in the material realm. Only by adding the light of consciousness to the warmth
of her love can she give warmth to Maria's loving light and so prepare the way
to earth.

How can this happen? In Goethe's fairytale the green snake swallows the
golden coins which the will-o'-the-wisps throw to it In those will-o'-the-
wisps we can see the representatives of intellectual thought. Intellect isbriUiant and agile. It chums out thoughts like stamped coins, and does not care
about what happens to them afterwards. The snake eats the coins and digests
them. They melt in its body and make it glow from within.

Intellectual thoughts receive another quality when they are 'digested'-
they can then fill areas with light which have so far been lying in the dark, in
the instincts, like the snake that brings light into the rocky cracks. When clear
thinking penetrates the instinctive soul-life, then 'the time has come'. This is
a keyword in Goethe's fairytale.

An instinct which is enlightened by thinking is no longer an instinct. It
I IS transformed into luminous power of thought. The snake sacrifices itself, i.e.It ceases to exist as a snake and crumbles into a heap of shining diamonds.
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We now get to a very interesting point. It is an acute problem that the
natural mother instinct is becoming ever weaker and is about to disappear i
altogether. It is crumbling like the green snake. Does it simply disappear into ;,
nothingness? The snake doesn't. The product of its decay are diamonds. In
Goethe's fairytale much depends on the fact that these diamonds are not left
behind as rubbish, but are carefully gathered up and thrown into the river. Out
of them arises then a majestic bridge which forms the connection between the
two separate kingdoms.

If the precious stones are left lying behind, the sacrifice of the snake j'
would be in vain. For centuries people would have poured their instinctive
creativity into the world's development to no purpose. The power of instinct
would still break down, without becoming transformed, and the bridge to the ] ■
spiritual world would not be built.

What does this mean? We should not let the remnants of motherly love
seep away, we should notignore the transformed product which is penetrated |
by intelligence, but include it in the stream of life. We need the snake's power |but the snake must be metamorphosed, not re-animated. Then it can help j
overcome the abstractedness of our culture.

The abstract hostility to life of our world can be reconnected with real |
necessities if enough women know that they need to use the diamonds of their j
specifically feminine qualities to build the bridge which links the spmtual and
t h e m a t e r i a l k i n g d o m s . . ,

And so we come to the other aspect of the matter. The fair lily has to set
out over the bridge which the sacrifice of the snake built, in order to penetrate
truly into the realm of worldly life. It has to leave its paradisal garden to go and ,
meet the snake.

The garden of the beautiful lily is the realm of the purely spmtual. No
earthly fruit ripens there. The realm of pure thought cannot be immediately
fertilized for earthly existence.

Let us for the sake of simplicity consider a concrete example: when we
realize that our learning is not dictated any more by our instincts e.g. how
to act as mother of a child — then we turn to books for help. There we find
things explained in an inteUectual way, which might be completely right.
They make sense to us and we want to put them into practice.

Sooner or later we will notice that this is a fhiitless undertaking.
The child in the book is not our child. Mark you: it is certainly necessary
to penetrate life questions with thinking and to take advice. But when
it comes to action, we must forget the lessons and set out to the realm
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of the green snake to learn to see in its light.

Only if we watch our child closely will we notice what it needs. There are
consequences to be drawn from this. To face the snake means: to be guided
by what we perceive as an objective necessity, and not by 'instructions for use'
nor by personal feelings of pleasiue or displeasiue.

In his second mystery play "The Trial of the Soul", Rudolf Steiner
juxtaposes the sacrifices of the two Marias. We are being shown how Maria
—in spite, or maybejust because, of her outstanding spiritual qualities—was
not fiee of "intellectual vanity" and "self-admiration". She applies these
words to herself, when she judges herself severely. She had a great and eood
influence on her friend the painter Johannes Thomasius. But she had to realize
Aatihis influence gave heracertain satisfaction and tied him down. He loved
this bondage, and he was hurt when he felt her growing reticence She
jrevertheless brought herself to hold back and to moderate her need forôgnition, however fine aM subtle it may have been. There was no call forôîard dissolution of friendship, only for an inwardly more tSmm
Maria: In future I will not interpret

too quickly knowledge from the spirit realm-
I will regard it as a power
for my soul's foiming — not as a direction
through which I can be spared the trouble
to leam in life itself the aims for action

Not even the "knowledge from the spirit realm"' in thi, • .
reaUzationofherkarmicfeelingofsolidaritywithherfriend mi.QnT ® ®

The two quatities. represented by the 'one' and the 'other' Mari, kfust to be developed separately in turn, and then to unite into the human'S
himself. One path leads out of dull unconscious vitality into bright wakinfconsciousness. The other path goes from the realm of pure spWtuS"!
thought, which IS, however, hostile to life, over the bridge into concLe

All human beings, men and women alike, are called unon tn

thereby contnbute towards a salutaiy future.

SOME QUESTIONS CONCERNING
RAINER MARIA RILKE

by R. Lissau

I am often puzzled by the fact that Rilke met Rudolf Steiner without
being able to appreciate him, while, according to an oral tradition, possibly
unreliable, Rudolf Steiner spoke of Rilke in a rather derogatory manner.

This alone would not worry me overmuch were it not for the fact that
Rilke gave lyrical expression of incomparable beauty to insights which he and
Steiner hadreachedindependently of each other. These insights concern some
of the most far-reaching questions — for instance the meaning of the second
half of the evolution of mankind and of our planet—but also apparent details
like the phenomenon of human breath or the quality of money lent out on
interest. Had Rilke found his spiritual teacher in Steiner as did his contempo
rary Christian Morgenstem, readers could easily decry his statements as
t̂hose of an anthroposophist' and dismiss thereby their unportance. As it is,

Rilke is one of the greatest testimonies to Steiner's conviction that ours is an
age of light in which new insights from beyond the threshold find their way
into the hearts and minds of many people.

Rilke died one year after Rudolf Steiner, but was younger than he by
fourteen years. But there are interesting parallels. Both were Gennan-
speaking Austrians who chose to incarnate in a Slav environment. Sterner
explains to his Russian audience in Helsinki why this fact was so important
for him and his work. Should Rilke have chosen a similar incarnation for the
same reasons, to make himself more sensitive and transparent to intimations
from beyond the Threshold?

The family environment which Rilke chose caused him great sufpOTng,
but it might also have had very positive consequences for the extraordinary
sensitivity of the mature poet. Father liked to trace his descent to the lower
ranks of the Carinthian nobility. He himself was narrow-minded and pedantic
with few cultural aspirations. At first, he wanted his son to become an officer
in the army, but the experiences in the military academy all but destroyed the
sensitive youngster. After this, father suggested that his son become a bank
clerk for him a soul-destroying and humiliating occupation. Mother, on the
other hand, had influenced her little boy already much earlier. She had wanted
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a baby daughter, and when a boy arrived she put him into girl's clothes and
gave him dolls toplay with. Inher way,she must havefoundsolaceforarather
meaningless life in her strong commitment to the Roman chuich, but herdevotion was of such sentimentality that her son was filled with a deep
aversion to anything the Western churches of his day had to offer. The
question arises — and the present writer lacks the resources to answer it—whether we do not detect in the boy a terrible tension in the well-meaning
attentions of his parents: the cold pedantry of the father and the emotionalism
andsentimentaUtyofthemother, with the hopeofabalancedestroyed throughthe aversion to Christianity which the hoy developed.

And yet: while the aversion to institutionalized Western Christianity
remained strong, we shall meet in the mature Rilke experiences which a
student of Steiner's Christian message can only feel to be deeply Christian
Perhaps the cultural tensions of the family home rendered his soul painfullyand deeply responsive tocontemporary spiritual intimations and experiences
Or could it be that Rilke entered this life with strong memories of pre-natal
experiences which, bom as he was 25 years before the end of the Kali Yueahe was unable consciously to connect with the clearly-formulated statements
ofSteiner?Question afterquestionlButthe very natureofthesequestions tellsus much, not only about Rilke, but, more importantly still, about the nature of
our century and the forces that wish to inspire men of this age

There are somepoetswhoby the age oftwentyhavewritten their greatest
poetry. Rilke is not among them. His poetry is not so much that of a man of
genius—as Mozart was in the realm of music—but of a man of this centurv
who went through a remarkable series of inner experiences which deenenedand transformed thecoreofhis being. Afewfeaturesofthisdevelopment̂were
the intense dynamic of the transformation, the gradual ascent, the unswerving
direction towards the climax in February 1922, and the early death four yearx
later in the firm conviction that what he was meant to say he had indeed said
The unswerving direction of his development is the more mysterious as it was
not premeditated nor consciously achieved, yet underlying it there was an
immenseeffort. It wasapath of ever-increasingdiscipline, and of ever-deeper
penetration of the world of the senses and the internalization of the imnres-
sions of these senses.

The first step in the process came soon after the turn of the century when
he accompanied his Russian friend Lou Andreas-Salome on two joumevs to
er native country. Outstanding among his impressions were the Russian

monks, their discipUne and devotion, inwardness and fulfilment. The memory
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of these experiences lived on and resulted in Dos Stundenbuch Hie Book
of Hours — a substantial volume of poetiy in which the life of the monk is
explored. Had he stopped here he would have been considered a major
German poet, sensitive, contemplative, delicately shaping sounds, words and
images. But he did not stop and his next experience showed him that the
dedicated and disciplined life of the monks was also possible within the
confines of twentieth-century Paris. HebecameRodin's secretary andleamed
from him that the true and responsible artist needs for his woik as much
discipline and commitment as any monk, but Uves, contrary to the monk, the
life of a modem European, related to the world of the senses.

Face to face with Rodin's way of working Rilke reaUzed what for him
remained the trae task of the poet: to school and discipline himself to
experience the world of the senses soprofoundly that he can say or sing it InRilke's language this means that the poet can liberate objects, both in the
world of natural creation as weU as man-made things. They turn into
utterances of the human word in its most accomplished form and thereby are
released from material existence and presented to their ongin. This is, of
course, the same task as the one Steiner outlined for the second half of the
earth's evolution, the age of Christian transformation of the natural and of the
s o c i a l w o r l d s . ^ j . i « r v M

Rilke was well aware of the importance of the step he had taken. While
his early volumes of poetry had somewhat self-indulgent titles, now that he
had embarked on the objective task of transformation he chose and ob̂ctive
title for his new work: New Poems. A couple of years laterthey were followed
by New Poems - Part Two. The most celebrated of these poems concerns a
panther kept in a narrow cage. For months Rilke wouli cor̂shine, spend half an hour each day gazing at this animal in the Jarto (tes
Plantes and, in the end, distil the fruit of his disciplined visuid and rneditati ve
exercise in three times four lines. They say nothing about him who gazed,
everything about the object of his gazing: *

1 His glance, so tired from traversing the cage's
repeated railings, can hold nothing more.
He feels as if there were a thousand cages
and no more world thereafter than before.

For our German-speaking readers, those poems given a numeric sequence appear in the
original at the end of this article on pages 92 and 93,

I
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The padding of the strong and supple paces,
within the tiniest circle circumscribed,
is like a dance of force about a basis
on which a mighty will stands stupefied.
And only now and then a noiseless lifting
of the eye's curtain, till an image dart,
go through the limbs' intensive silence drifting
and cease for ever in the heart.

A poem like this is the ripe fruit ofmeditation practised regularly Before
the end of his life Rilke realized that the act of meditative — Goethean —
gazing could be paralleled also in other sense experiences. For instance intasting. He would attempt to articulate the taste of an orange, as in his poem
Mysac. D. H. Lawrence was to articulate the taste of an apple. Rilke in his
poem, suggests also a second way in which the taste of the orange miaht he

Stay...this is good...But already it's flown.
...Murmurs of music, a footing, a humming: -
Maidens, so warm, so mute, are you coming
to dance the taste of the fruit we have known?
Dance the orange. Who can forget it,
Ae way it would drown in itself, - how, too
it would struggle against its sweetness. And yet it's
been yours. Been deliciously changed into you.
Dance the orange. The landscape, create it
warm from yourselves, till its airs be enfolding
again the splendour they ripened! Loose,
flowingly, fragrance on fragrance! Relate itall to the peel, so chastely withholding,
all to the joyfully plentiful juice.

This extension of the inner penetration of sense experiences w«
perhaps, the smallest gain of Rilke's further development. He moved on Twovolumes of New Poems had appeared when, in January 1912, he had an
experience which was to influence profoundly the rest of his life. He was

•̂sôgeisoffteEuropeanorMoroccanvariety.perhapsaSicilianblood orangeHe would not have known the sweet and sighdy bland taste of overseas nran;,.̂  '
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staying in the castle of Duino which belonged to the Thum und Taxis fannly.The princess, his patron and hostess, and her other guests had left One
morning Rilke was walking in the beautiful paik of the castle which falls
precipitously 200 feet into the Adriatic. The moming post had brought a
business letter and he worried about the reply. A strong southerly gale was
blowing. He suddenly stoppe4 for out of the wind a voice called to him:

Who, if I cried, would hear me among the angelic orders?
He took out his notebook which, like Beethoven, he always canied with

him A few more Unes followed. He realized that he stood at the beginning of
his greatest work. Yet he went back to his room and wrote his reply to the
business letter.BytheeveningtheF/rytiSfegy was finished. TheSecomfE/egy
followedsoon after. Afewfitagments were also written down indicative of the
large proportions of the work he had now undertaken. The next two years saw
only die completion of the Third Elegy, while the rest of the work hardly
progrê ên̂mentofhisinitialexperience in the gale he realized not only
that the work begun would be the culmination of his poetic acuvity, but also
that it had given an entirely new direction to his creative impulse. In Paris he
had learned to articulate ('sing') the essence of the objects of his beholding,
animals and flowers as well as man-made objects created by cr̂tsmen and
artists. Now he mmed to those intimations of the non-physical, the supersensible worldof which he had been aware—the dead, the âls, his oira etern̂
Self. Two years .after Duino he wrote apoem Wendmg (Turmng) which ends
in the lines:

2 Work of sight is achieved,
now for some heart-workon all those pictures, those prisoned creatures withm you!
You conquered them; but do not know Aem as yet
Behold, O man within, the maiden within you.
creature won from a thousand natures, creature
only just won, but never,
as yet, belov'd.

This then, was his new task, but the outbreak of war affected him to such
an extentthat the work of completingitcouldnotevenbethoughtof. The years
of the war were the nadir of Rilke's life. He had no nationalistic feelings. He
appreciatedBurope's cultural diversity from Spain to Russia, his friends were
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fighting on both sides of the divide. His only endeavour was to survive. With
the end of hostilities came two offers of hospitality from Swiss friends The
Chateau de Muzot proved the ideal and final domicile. It is an ancient keep
siding in an heroic landscape. Wide views to the South reveal some of thehighest Alpine peaks. Road and rail Ue deep down in the Rhone valley out of
sight of the orchards and vineyards of Muzot spreading out over an extensive
plateau. Here Rilke Uved, the only inhabitant of the keep. A local woman didAe necessary housework. No post. Three friends only knew his whereabouts.
He consciously kept any outer demands away from himself, his life was a
disciplined preparation for the mystery of communion. If inspiration were to
come it should find him ready and prepared.
r . u ^ ' 2 2 , t e n y e a r s a f t e r t h e i n c e p t i o nof tiie Elegies. For some time Rilke had felt he was approaching a period of
ŝnc creation, when the letter of a bereaved mother and an engraving ofĈheus in a shop window set his mind aflame. In four days he wrote a cycleof twenty-six sonnets wthout having to correct a single word, sent them to the
mother, and two days laterposted one more sonnet in exchange for one whichnow was not considered good enough. On the same evening work on the
Elegies was resum̂, and two days later they seemed complete with thejubilantNmrli. But the endhad not yet come. After another two days he wrot̂the Tenth Elê, which leads us beyond death into a world where there is no
n̂ger any difference between what so far had been external and intemdêdayslateranotherelegyfollowedtoreplacetheformerF,/rl,,andduriS±e next five days there ŵ  written twenty-nine more sonnets, the SeZd

Part of the Sonnets to Orpheus. All this poetic activity was confined to less
than three weeks, a climax of intense creation, unparalleled perhaps in
l i t e r a t u r e , t h o u g h n o t i n m u s i c . ^

Rilke differentiated between these two creations, the Duino Eleeies and
the Sonnets to Orpheus: the Elegies were the climax of his Ufe's work the
Sonnets a by-product, almost a trifle. His critics donot agree. For them the'two
works are variations on the same theme, the one in a major, the other in a minor
key. Rilke characterized the different moods of the two works as praise andlament. The common theme is the fleeting nature of the human being on earth
and his transcendence into a spiritual sphere, mysterious in its essence but
realized by some people of exceptional destiny at certain moments of their
l i v e s *

Rilke felt he had gone to the limits of his being, he had completed hiswork. Now his Complete Works could be published and he could begin to
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resume living. Conespondencestarted again. Once more he went on is travels,
particularly to Paris. Now and then a new poem was written, a group of them
in French. He died at the end of 1926, apparently ftom grazing his finger on
a rose bush. His simple, austere grave is adjacent to the church of Raron, a
village to the west of Muzot. Its situation, on the brow of a gentle hill which
offers a view of what we have already called an heroic land
scape must make it one of the most impressive places of burial in Europe.

We remarked that some poems of the middle penoi—Book of Hours to
New Poems — are the result of a disciplined act of meditation. In his late

1912 _ 1926 not afew poems are meditations in themselves. We
shall look at two of the Sonnets H and 29 of Part Two. The first
describes a particularly revolting way of shooting birds. In the caves of the
Karst near Duino, whiterock-doves arefound. A servant ftightens these blind
birds out of the caves where the sportsmen stand waiting to shoot tiiem. Even
J B Leishman Rilke's sensitive translator, is at a loss to appreciate the
apparent conclusion of the poem in the last line but two. He has, however,
overlooked the importance of the two times three fuU stops which divide this
poem First there is a description of the facts. The full stops indicate a period
of meditation, as a result of which Rilke appreciates the great lesson of the
Bhagavad Gita. But then the poet, in a second meditauve act, internalizes the
act of killing and dying.

3 Many a rule of death rose with deliberate rightness,
onwardly-conquering man, during your hunting p̂ t:better than trap or net known to me, fluttenng ̂hiteneM,
you they were wont to hang down in the cavernous Karst
Gently letting you in, as were you a tokenrSilisLg peak But then: vassal would twitch at your thong.
Night would cast from the caves pallid handfuls of broken-
fliehted doves to the light-

Not even that, though was wrong.
Far from the gazer remain every emotion but glâess,
not from the hunter alone, fathering, watchful and keen,
that which his suns have matured.
Killing is merely one form of our wandering sadness...
Pure in the spirit serene
's all we ourselves have endured.
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The outer situation is bearable only after it has been unreservedly
accepted as Rilke's own.

The second sonnet, the last of the work, shows that internalization is the
essence of meditation, as Rudolf Frieling once pointed out, referring in
particular to the final two lines. In this poem Rilke addresses himself he is
the fiiend of the many dead (der vielen Fernen) — and encourages himself
to go to the utmost of the meditative experience. Then, when the point is
reached where the experience becomes unbearable, transformation (Ver-
wandlung) must take place and the meditant becomes what would have
threatened him had it continued to stay outside. The following three lines
express the fiill dynamic power of meditation, its magical, meaningful
lightening up of our sense impressions, while the last three lines conclude the
meditation, linking the meditant once more to the physical plane of existence.

4 Silent friend of those far from us, feeling
how your breath is still enlarging space,
fill the sombre belfry with your pealing.
What consumes you now is growing apace

stronger than the feeding strength it borrows.
Be, as Change will have you, shade or shine.
Which has grieved you most of all your sorrows?
Tum, if drinking's bitter, into wine.

Be, in this immeasurable night,
at your senses' cross-ways magic cunning,
be the sense of their mysterious tryst.

And, should earthliness forget you quite,
murmur to the quiet earth: Fm running.
Tell the running water: I exist.

Readers who wish to explore further Rilke's meditative expeiiences and
who have access to the German originals are advised to study, in particular
Es winkt zur Fahlungfast aus alien Dingen, a poem which to my knowledee
has not been satisfactorily translated.

So much, then, for the mood, practice and discipline of Rilke's medita
tion. What were the results of his searching endeavour? Steiner sees man's
earthly task against the backgroundof the Christian gospel: Fall, Incarnation,
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Resurrection. Rilke's childhood experiences prevented him from accepting
these dramatic events in all their profundity. But nevertheless, he too knew
that man — and not the poet only—faces the task of releasing the whole of
creation from the bonds of matter, of internalizing, articulating and spiritual
izing the whole of the created world. This activity includes not only the God-
created, but also, the man-made world, artefacts, works of art and works of
craftsmen andartisans.Like the ZenBuddhist,Rilke is shatteredby the unique
'suchness' of things. He experiences them with religious intensity and begins
the work of transformation.

5 Are we, perhaps, here just for saying: House,
Bridge, Fountain, Fate, Jug, OUve tree. Window, —
possibly: PiUar, Tower?...but for saying, remember,
oh, for such saying as never the things themselves
hoped so intensely to be

6 Praise this world to the Angel, not the unteUable: you
can't impress him with the splendour you've felt; in the cosmos
where he more feelingly feels you're only a tyro. So show him
some simple thing, remoulded by age after age,
till it lives in our hands and eyes as a part of ourselves.
Tell him things. He'll stand more astonished: as you did
beside the roper in Rome or the potter in Egypt.

Rilke is emphatic that the Angel of whom he is sp̂g has nothing in
common with the angels of conventional Catholicism. Hishierarchical beings who have already accompUshed the task of tr̂sformtion
which we earthly beings are just beginning to face up to. Angels ̂  not ̂
only discamate beings whom Rilke experiences; he iswith the dead, both as a generality as well as with many mdividual dead. Some
of his outstanding poems are requiems and, as we have swiiĵdieSon/tersowe
theirorigin partly to the early deathofaDutch girl whom Rilke hadnevermet̂One of the passages where Rilke is most intimately concerned with die deM
is the second half of the First Elegy. There he follows the early departed
beyond the Threshold. Again, it seems that Rilke's awe of the majesty of
hierarchical beings and his intimate concern with the dead are the finits of a
meditative Ufe, possibly also some real spiritual experiences.

So Rilke lives in a world which does not know the strict division of here
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and yonder. Like Steiner he lives in the One World. All earthly beings and
objects partake in the Weltinnenraum, the cosmic inner space. It is the place
where transformation (Wandlung) is appropriate and a human being lives
rightly if he wills this transformation (Wolle die Wandlung). It is the place
which abounds in true, we feel tempted to say *karmic\ relationships:

Hail, the spirit able to unite!
For we truly live our lives in symbol,
and with tiny paces move our nimble
clocks beside our real day and night.
Still we somehow act in true relation,
we that find ourselves we know not where.
Distant station feels for distant station —
what seemed empty space could bear...

In this world man occupies a unique place. A transcendent task is laid on
us, though we, knowing the existence of death are, in a way, the most transient
creatures o f a l l .

7 o h w h y
have to be human, and, shunning Destiny,
long for Destiny?...

Not because happiness really
exists, that premature profit of imminent loss.
Not out of curiosity, not just to practise the heart,
that could still be there in laurel...
But because being here amounts to so much, because all
this Here and Now, so fleeting, seems to require us and strangely
concems us. Us the most fleeting of all. Just once,
everything, only for once. Once and no more. And we, too,
once. And never again. But this
having been once, though only once,
having been once on earth — can it ever be cancelled?

Rilke had a unique awareness of the spiritual dimension of the human
being, an awareness which is the more convincing as it is not based onttaditional Western thought nor influenced by Eastern occult schools. It arose
in him out of the realities of his biography. Had he been able to leam from
Steiner his own experiences would have been largely validated, but also
changed in two areas. Steiner would have been able to show him that a spiritual
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Christianity is worlds removed from that sickly form with which Rilke came
in contact in his youth. Steiner would have shown Rilke that the latter's
deepest intimations, the importance of man for the earth and all her creatures,
and the consequent task of transformation, was indeed most profoundly
Christian Is it foolish to think that this new vista would have released deeply
buried sources of joy in the poet, would have affected the balance between
L a m e n t a n d P r a i s e ? , ^

Butanevengreaterchangewouldhaveresultedffomarecognitionofour
repeated earth lives. Rilke's perception of the transience of our earthlyexistence-including, of course, the impermanentnaP̂  of ourpsychologi-
cal oersonality—is an absolute pre-requisite of any kindof esotenc develop
ment. This is emphasized by Rudolf Steiner in the verse ̂ven at thefoundation of the Anthroposophical Society of toat Bnt̂, I look into the
darkness. Such an awareness would have further strengthened, m Rilke s
perception of the world, the element of Praise aĝst that of Lament̂  ,But enough of what might have been. At the moment when ̂Ike s
Doetical creation achieved its climax the element of Praise burst forth m the
L«e«autonomously.spontaneouslyand,forhin.sêtotaUyunexpectedly.He himself had developed in the direction of utter affûnon.

Md now a last question to all who love Rilke: which of us would Idee todo without the tentaL. groping, preliminary nature of his statements tmd
without the mood of tenderness.
mostspiritualinsights?SomeofthishemighthavelosthadhefôdmRudolfSteiner the teacher who might have given htm greater .

Icannotletthis opportunity pass withoutexpressingmŷ titude to. andapprecraroUB.lSshman'stranslationsofRilke.Heĥthe most delicate and exquisite poetry can be expressed J
which for those who read Rilke in German, is transparent to Ae values.rtyistdmusicoftheoriginalasweUasfaithfullypr̂^̂^̂^with all its intended ambiguities, suggestions and affirmauo .
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D E R PA N T H E R

Im Jardin des Plantes, Paris

Sein Blick ist vom Voriibergehn der Stabe
so mad geworden, dass er nichts mehr halt.
Ihm ist, als ob es tausend Stabe gabe
und hinter tausend Staben keine Welt.

Der weiche Gang geschmeidig starker Schritte,
der sich im allerkleinsten Kreise dreht,
ist wie ein Tanz von Kraft um eine Mitte,
in der betaubt ein grosser Wille steht
Nur manchmal schiebt der Vorhang der Pupille
sich lautlos auf —. Dann geht ein Bild hinein,
geht durch der Glieder angespannte Stille
und hdrt im Herzen auf zu sein.

W E N D U N G

Werk des Gesichts ist getan,
t u e n u n H e r z - W e r k
an den Bildem in dir, jenen gefangenen; denn du
û rw t̂igtest sie: aber nun kennst du sie nichtSiehe, innerer Mann, dein inneres Madchen,
dieses errungene aus
tausend Naturen, dieses
erst nur errungene, nie
noch geliebte GeschOpf.

Manche, des Todes, entstand nihig geordnete Regel
weiterbezwingender Mensch, seit du im Jagen behanst:mehr doch als Falle und Netz, weiss ich dich, Streifen

vonSegel,den man hmuntergehanp in den hdhligen Karst
Leise liess man dich ein, als warst du ein Zeichen

Freiden zu feiem. Doch dann: rang dich am Rande der
Knecht,— und, aus den Hdhlen, die Nacht warf eie HandvoII

1 J r i , ^ . X . , b l e i c h e ntaumelnden Tauben ins Licht..
Aber auch das ist im Recht.

Fern von dem Schauenden sei jeglicher Hauch des
Bedauems,nicht nur vom Jager allein, der, was sich zeitig erweist

wachsam und handelnd vollzieht

Tdten ist eine Gestalt unseres wandernden Trauerns
Rem ist im heiteren Geist,
was an uns selber geschieht.
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Stiller Freund der vielen Femen, fiihle,
wie dein Atem noch den Raum vermehrL
Im Gebaik der finstem GlockenstOhle
lass dich lauten. Das, was an dir zehrt,
wird ein Starkes uber dieser Nahnmg.
Geh in der Verwandlung aus und ein.
Was ist deine leidendste Erfahrung?
Ist dir Trinken bto, w^de Wein.
Sei in dieser Nacht aus tlbermass
Zauberkraft am Kreuzweg deiner Sinne,
ihrer seltsamen Begegnung Sinn.

Und wenn dich das Irdische vergass,
zu der stillen Erde sag: Ich rinne.
Zu dem raschen Wasser sprich: Ich bm.
...Sind wir vielleicht hier, um zu sagen: Haus,
Briicke, Brunnen, Tor, Krug, Obstbaum, Fenster,
hOchstens: Saul, Turm... aber zu sagen. verstehs,
oh zu sagen so, wie selber die Dmge niemals
innig meinten zu sein....
Preise dem Engel die Welt, nicht die unsSgliche, ihm
kannst du nicht grosstun mit herrUch Erfuhlt̂ ;imWeltal l ,
wo er fuhlender fOhlt, bist du ein Neuling. Drum zeig
ihm das Einfache, das, von Geschlecht zu Geschlechtem

gestaltet,
als ein Unsriges lebt, neben det Hand und im Blick.
Sae ihm die Dinge. Er wird staunender stehn; wie du^ s t a n d e s t

bei dem Seiler in Rom, oder beim TOpfer am Nil
DIE NEUNTE ELEGIE

. w a r u m d a n n . , .
Menschliches mussen — und, Schicksal vermeidend,
sich sehnen nach Schicksal?...

Oh, nicht, v/ei\G\ilck ist,
dieser voreilige VtMteil eines nahen Verlusts.
Nicht aus Neugier, oder zur Ubung des Herzens,
das auch im Lorbeer wdre.,.

Aber weil Hiersein viel ist, und weil uns scheinbar
alles das Hiesige braucht, dieses Schwindende,ĵ
seltsam uns angehL Uns, die Schwindendsten. Em Mai
jedes, nur ein Mai. Ein Mai und nichtmehr. Und wir auchein Mai. Nie wieder. Aber dieses
ein Mai gewesen zu sein, wenn auch nur ein Mai:
irdisch gewesen zu sein, scheint nicht widemifbar.
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THE TASKS AND DEEDS
IN THE LIFE OF WILLIAM MANN

by Roswitha Spence

Augustus William von Kaufmann was born six months into the twentieth
century on June 6th, 1900, in Solotwina, a small village at the foot of the
Carpathian mountains — then part of Austria and soon to belong to the South
of Poland. His British father, but of German ancestry, was bom in Australia
and was, at the turn of the century, director of some oil fields in Galicia
(Eastern Europe). Georg von Kaufmann was very much a Victorian father
with all the discipline and autocracy that implied; added to this was an
ungoverned temper, making him a parent to be feared and respected. Of his
first marriage to an English lady, three children were bom — Katy, George,
and one who died in infancy. The eldest, Katy, was to become a nurse and
welfare officer through both world wars in the slums of London and was
in fact one of the original pioneers of the National Health Service. George
studied science and was to meet and work closely with Rudolf Steiner,
translating on Steiner's English lecture tours and developing the work of
Projective Geo-metry. Augustus William was bom of his father's second
marriage to a German lady named Elsa Franz, a clergyman's daughter, and
was the adored, and probably spoilt, baby of the family!

Augustus William was, from infancy, affectionately called "Muchi" and
this name he carried for three quarters of his life, until his 60th birthday, when
he decided it was time to be called by his Christian name. He felt "Augustus"
to be too ponderous for him, so he asked all but his wife to call him "William"
and, to help them along, charged one penny each time a friend or colleague
lapsed. It is astonishing how quickly the transition was accomplished! This
little detail in William's life is remarkably indicative of his personality; taking
hold of a given situation and, with decisive clarity, transforming it into a free
cho ice .

When William reminisced about his early childhood a great glow of
wamith would suffuse his whole being, with an adoration for his mother, a
devotion for the Carpathian mountains, for his treasured horses and, quite
particularly, for the Polish peasants. This love for everything Polish was to
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endure his whole life, visible in all the Polish peasant crafts scattered around
his room and home, and in the immediate way he would speak in Polish to any
native of that land. This love of the peasant sustained in him, perhaps, the
peasant in himself, which enabled him to reach and love the simplicity
of heart in others.

The other theme of reminiscence was totaUy opposite for William and
fiUed him with sorrow and pain whenever he spoke of his years at Mill' ffill
boarding school (London). During these years he became the victim of every
cruelty known to the schoolboy ofthose times, untilitreachedsuchacrisis that
he became seriously Ul and his father was called from Poland to collect him
Just before leaving ̂  Hill, WiUiam was to have a strange premonition and
said to his school feUows "such behaviour leads to war". Onlv months later
came the outbreak of World War I. ^

WUlto was to cotnplete his schooling in Bavaria (Southern Germany)on a lakeside suirounded by beautiful mountains, and these years were £
conttast, incredibly happy for him. However, with the outbreak of war'his
Bnnsh passport had to be replaced with a German one

It is possibly during these years that his deep love of namre was first ableto be realized, and led him to then spend two ye'ars working on a W Otl:of his tasks there was to nurse a herd of cows through foot and mouth disease
and oriy a very few died - cows were very special for him thereafter'

Now twenty-one years old, William chose to study agriculture at the
University of Munich for three years, taking his degree in mA Td h s
d u n n g t h i s t i m e — i n 1 9 2 2 — t h a t h i s b m t h e r ^ u - '

of Rudolf Steiner̂d had on different occasions spoken with William aẐ
Anteoposophy.Thebrotherssharedadeepandsensitivefrîounheirhvesandwhenlaterhe himself came to Anthroposophy,theirwidlfydifferen approaches to their work seemed to reach across andLompasZ
int̂ble range of knowledge. But at WilUam's first and only meeting wiARudolf Sterner, he was to embarrass his brother by promptly falling aslLni Ttwas with M impish grin and twinkling eye that, many years later! he would
ôunt this event to his students, and also have a great stnile of understandingfor Aose who fell sleep in his own lectures: "I am glad that I can help them to
lugher expenences" he said on more than one occasion! William joined the
Anthroposophical Society in 1925. joined the

degree, WiUiam was then to try his hand at hisfather s profession, spending five months on an oil rig in Texas, USA. It was
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one of the most exciting adventures that he would recount to children and
friends. He would have his audience sitting on the edge of their chairs, witii
shining eyes and bated breath, listening to descriptions of the hazards of
machinery,desertandrattlesnakes. So vivid were the pictures he conjured that
each one would feel as though they had been there too. The imaginativeness
of story tellingwas togrow and becomericher throughout WiUiam'slife, with
an ever-greater degree of pedagogical quality, so that through the unfolding
of the tale the listeners' hearts and minds would be stretched to infinite
horizons and "return to earth" deeply enriched.

The decisive moment in his life came in 1926 when Captain W. O. Field
visited the family home in Poland as George's guest Captain Field, or
W O F as he was known, was a teacher at "The New School", in Streatham,
London — later to become "Michael Hall" — and the coUeagues there had
commissioned Captain Field to findateacher for the German language. Thus
William was invited to join the faculty and commit his abundant creative
enthusiasm to the task of teaching—a task he was to identify with ever more
d e e p l y f o r t h e s i x t y y e a r s t o c o m e . j _ iOne difficulty had to be overcome before he was able to live and work
again in England and that was his German passport Much pulling of strings
through friends of friends was to be necessary before Wimam was grmtedBritish nationality. This incident on the face of it seems insî ificant and yet
he, in his whole being, was so ftee of any particular nation̂ty, so at tonw mdifferent languages, that he was essentially a "European , and any kmd of
boundary or passport inevitably clipped his wings.William was at all times a lively, outgoing and incredibly ener̂tic man
and in those early years he made strong and lasting impressions on wi
whom he came in contact, notably one playwright by the î e of oil
Mackenzie. WilUam had a great love of music and was himself
pianist and flautist, and it was WiUiam the pianist who mtriped RonaWMackenzie sufficiently to write a play about him called Musical Chairs .
This play was to run its West End season with a talented young acttw nmed
John Gielguid playing the lead. But this incident was to emtoraŝilham
painfully and make him so uncomfortable that it never featured in his
reminiscences. It was the work of Tbe New School that absorbed his time and
interest and was to lay the foundations of a unique and lasting signature of
what a teaching vocation could be. . • j -i-t

It was to teach the German language that WUham was invited to The
New School, but very soon other subjects were added, such as Woodwork,
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Religion, black and white drawing, choir singing, and then, later. History of
Art. But his energy extended far beyond the classroom, taking responsibility
for the social and environmental life of the school. The memories of "those
early Streatham days" still live vividly in the hearts of those who were
part of the making. Jesse Darrel recalls: "I was amazed at his 'all-
roundness'; he took endless trouble to meet what was asked of him and
brought science, art and religion to any task he undertook, but everything hadto be rooted in Anthroposophy". Huncis Edmunds said: "He was always
The Teacher and was unswerving in his sense of truth". Francis also lecounts
with amusement how some children asked him: "Why is it that when
Mr. von Kaufmann comes into the room there's absolute silence and attention
and when you come in there's bedlam?". William demanded complete
authority and was unable to compromise at any level—a very positive quality
on the one hand, but one that had its shadow side in that it excluded him from
many things, and also excluded the chUdren who were unable to live up to his
high standards.Before meeting the work of Rudolf Steiner, WiUiam's zest and energy
sprang out of an eager response to all that Ufe had to offer him but as his
studies of Anthroposophy deepened more and more, he would strive for
greater clarity and consciousness in his actions. It was as though everv
morning, on waking up, he would view the tasks of the day ahead md leadv
himself to biing all he could towards each detail, but in freedom and
decisiveness. William had, as ayoung man, already chosen for himself a very
disciplined path of schooling which was to become not only a deenlv
ingrained habit, butalsoavery real life-line in the difficulties that destiny vvas
to bring.

It was in the small details of daily life that his personality was most
yibrant — for example, in the meticulous way he would diess and the
deliberate choice of colour for his crayat, depending on which subject he was
to teach that day. The children loyed it, and still remember with joy how they
were allowed to put in a request for "the purple one tomoirow"! Or if making
a little sign for the milkman to know the number of pints for the day, the whole
"gadget" had to be aesthetic as well as practical and durable." To make
beautiful and useful items was a source of delight and challenge to William
throughout his life, giying enormous pleasure to those fortunate enough to
receive them as gifts.

It is remarkable the extent to which William's personality permeates
the memories of those who recall their connections with him. No memories
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appear bluned or yague - on the contrary, they spring to mind with
astonishing clarity and yiyidness. Although he was to take on two classesfor the latter years of their lower schooUng, he was never to be class teacher
for the full eight years, and the lasting memories shared by those who were
there relate much more to specific events in the various sub̂tste taught.
For example in the teaching of German, Martin Askew recalls: s
technique of teaching German was exceUenq when givmg one word hewould give the whole family of words related, like the nouns an̂erbs. etc
so that the pupil would learn much more than just one word; and all
the Doems he taught us we learned for life". William laid the foundanons ofthe Lrman language in his pupils so that when, later, they perhaps travel
toGermany,theynotonlyhadthelanguagetoconversem,butwerealsoableoconnect̂thtLGerrimnculture.HehadagreatloveforGermanhterature,Srticularly Goethe and Schiller, and this he was able to pass on to theEen.Wmiamalsohadaparticulartechmqueforhisteachinĝ^̂" towing where time and again he was able to take to childmn through

distinct stages: to first, where all to crudities of êy af l«6en«Sd7ushthrough,tosecondrevealeddeeplonel.ness,andthêZSwithgLtnewidealism.Asanartist,heneverpushedhischiltonto en™ed Lm to try harder; his black and white work was strongmd ĉ^ painting, too, he would bring to children to a real hying incolour" experience, that would sustain them for life. He was a natural artist.
Ĥowever for some children the break time was the favourite ttoe: thereWilliam wouldanswerendless questions aboutanyAinĝdeyêtô^̂

Wills recalls: "He gave us tooppormmty to tâ  to hir̂
gardfcn set an example of to value of 'beinĝ ,̂Lm. One question we asked was about war. His reply was. The real problem" ''Sto SSmto tore District and

h i . » < .
h u m o u r m a d e e v e r y o n e i n h i s c o m p a n y i c o * j ^ .iTack in colourful abundance: "William loved to dnve fast m an openSiomcSitwastofirsttimelhadevertmvelledayseventym̂^"SwS my bicycle to him, but the tyre was not good enough for him, so heto buv a new one". "We were reading corracs on the top of to

h i ™ o f f h i . » P - . P h . I l h l h

copper tops on to each post to stop the rain rotting the wood". "We went to
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Whipsnade Zoo where his interest in everything taught me how to look at an
elephant . "He used to play silly games like rolling himself into a carpet, or
singing light-hearted songs". "I met William by chance on a railway stationand was immediately invited to supper on that same day, where he introduced
me to ̂Knowledge of the Higher Worlds'. Without hesitating he knew how to
help younger people to that which they were seeking".

Among the colleagues at The New School were Arthur and Jane Sheenwho had a young lady from Germany to help in the home called Liselotte
bhlen. Liselotte was a euiythmist and Bothmer gymnast and had spent most
of her school years at the original Waldorf School in Stuttgart, Germany,
where she also met Rudolf Steiner. However, Liselotte's work with theSheens was to be of short duration, as William very soon recognized

T'' 1929, they weremairied-WilliamandRosS , ̂  ~ ̂  Chri'lopher. and then a daughter,Roswitha. Like inostnewly-marriedcouples theirfirsthome was an attic flat,but sMn they bmlt a semi-detached house with Jesse and Dorothy Dancl and
S rfr Cl^stopher. Little did theytoink that they were to be neighbours for life in three different settings
Owning a new home opened up all sorts of new challenges for Williain'sabuntot creative energy. He designed and built much of the furniture
brought tapestnes and artifacts from his beloved Poland and landscaped thegarden completewithpondforthechildrentopaddlein;togethertheyLateda world of beauty m which the goodness, truth and joyous laughterof a home
could grow in health and strength. But his architectural sWlls were stillwmewhat green! He discovered a wonderful unused space in the roof idJdfor a workshop, "except there's this wretched beam in the way I know S
cut It out... I wonder why the saw keeps getting stuck?...". A few davs later
all the ceilings were discovered to be sagging, so the builders had to be called
in, and with much scratching of heads and lifting of eyebrows, they explainedthe principles of physics in roof structures and pioceeded to jack up and bolt
each beam back into place. One might imagine this little adventure would
caution him in any further escapades, but not a bit of it. On the contrarv it
seemed to launch him on to a career of taking charge of all things practical
at the school, designing and building and working very closelv with

Whitmareh, whom he engaged for the responsibility of maintenance.William sgalesoflaughterabouthis 'Loft Workshop' were to resound many
m̂y umes throughout his life, but he always learned his lessl v̂Jthoroughly and no imstakes were ever repeated. He also had an eagle eye for
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precision, he could spot a horizontal wood slat half an inch out of true the
length of a wall. William demanded absolute exacmess, tidyness and prompt
ness ftom himself and also from all who worked for him, and for those whose
standards perhaps had other priorities, he was a difficult man to work for,
greatly respected but also feared.

His love and respect for Mr. Whitmarsh was very strong and over the
many years in Streatham, Minehead and Forest Row, they worked oncountless projects together. Mr. Whitmarsh recalls, of the early Streatham
days: "Mr. Mann bought a paint spraying machine — he loved modem
technology — to be able to spray the classroom walls different shades of
colour Onecolourwouldhave been enoughforanyoneelse,buthe had to mix
seven It had to be exactly right. Where it mattered there was no compromise".
On another occasion WilUamdecidedthataMidsummerFestival should have
a grand St. John's fire. But where to get the wood in the middle of the town?
—then Mr Whitmarsh saw that the trees in the street were being pruned. They
now had the wood, but how to tight the fire? "We need twelve torches, Mr.
Whitmarsh" so out of candle stubs and brown paper the first torches were
made and thus not only was there amagnificentMidsummerFestival, but also
a founding of what was to become a school tradition still alive to this day.

In those early years of The New School many of the deeds of the
colleagues were to become the life and soul substance upon wluch ̂chaelHall now stands, and William's contribution to that is also visible. Perhaps
most significant is the religious life of the school in the religion lessons andthe Sunday services. Within a year of joining the school, he wen to Stuttgart,
Germany, and met with Dr. H. Hahn in order to learn of the whole îulse of
teachingreligionintheWaldorfSchoolmovementandtobnngAetêback
tofoundtheSundayrhythmofthe"children's",the"youthservices for the three different age groups of the children. Dorothy M̂,Jesse Dairel and later, Francis Edmunds, joined him in this vî  work, as
lifespring for the being of school. Here again, the memones of those whoexpeLnLthoseservicesarestrongandvividforsomeitwasawê^̂^̂^̂^̂even heavy, forothers the awe filled them with reverence. Con̂  Siuon Snell
recalls: "I remember him standing in front of the altar in sober black, very
'held' Especially the offering service, it was a deep expenence . Elizabeth
Edmunds remembers: "He spoke the words so clearly, evepr wwd went deep.
His language was so beautiful". In the relîon lessons also, Willtam made
deep and lasting impressions so that the subjects he spoke of, such as the lifeof Îspar Hauser and others, became fundamental knowledge for life.
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Christianity and religion were the most central and powerful forces thatUved in William and guided and influenced all that he did throughout his long
Ufe. He never once experienced religious doubt and his leveience for the
Divine and Spiritual was total and utterly dedicated. Francis Edmunds said of
him: "You could experience his selfless devotion when he spoke the services
for the school; at the altar he was completely The Child. That was also his
unquestioning attitude to Anthroposophy". This devodon to the religious inall things, was to grow ever stronger, permeating all that he undertook in his
research of art, m his practical application and above all, in his way of teaching
every subject he took responsibility for.The darkening clouds of world destiny were gathering towards the
advent of World War H, when it became evident that a move out of London
was essennal. Through family connections of Jane Sheen a property in
Minehead, Somerset, was chosen and the whole school moved in late Aumst1939, only days before the outbreak of war. Some four years previouslyFrancis Edmunds had felt TTie New School needed a true name and was the
one inspired to suggest "Michael Hall". So it was as Michael Hall that the
Khool foundits new home, aptly, in St. Michael's Road behindSt. Michael's
the Bnstol Channel and Wales to the north and, to the south, the open wild
country of Exmoor; so remote that for many of the chUdren tife entire
expenence of war was just the word alone.Where Ae Streatharn years were ones of pioneering, the Minehead years
were ones of deepening , just as the post-war years in Forest Row were to
become the years of truly grounding and establishing the life of Waldorfeducation in Brit̂ , together with the other Steiner schools around the
country. And so began a new phase in the life of the school and all thoseconnected to it It was also at this time that William, George and Kate von
Kaufmann(̂ linEnglandwithBritishpassports)neededtoshedtheirGermanname to avoid being 'housed at His Majesty's pleasure'. Kate chose F.oiin
George became George Adams and WilUam kept the last syllable of Lk
surname and has since always been known as William Mann.

MichaelHall'snewly-acquiredpropertyinMineheadopenedupawholenew world of possibilities for him, and presented him with the first maior
challenge of his architectural abilities. TTie adjacent bam had living Quartersat one end for the Darrels and at the other a grain loft that he converted for his
own family. The space between had several loose boxes for horses "an idealspace for the school Hall". The cmation of the Hall in MinehTiS fU™
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the most nrominent memory of WiUiam, as being a real 'Deed' and 'Gift' tothe whole cultural life of the school. Mr. Whitmarsh recalls: "Mr Mann ŵ
the only driving force there and he would get on with it and see it done, anderit Lugh''. Jesse Datrel observed how "He was very sensmve for?heatre" and Elizabeth Edmunds: "The creation of the stoge was not onlymaS but perfect and it led him on to further deeds" Ctestopher Ntonpracncm o p _ willpower on the practical side, wrangUng

n!l,Lntelectricity and thedarkeveningsathomefeltvery cosy withSC C SSS— of M.»» "bole ™Oil lamps, am . . ^ ujc greatest adventure here was to build a

f r " • "■reSned'-wTgotaccumulatorjars-nineofthemS Aladdin lâP glasses, a copper plate at the base of each one. Inside,four Alaamn tamp e ̂  barrel-shaped tube of copper connected to a
moving up and d , , nf water with a little salt. The nearer the tube
pulley, the whole light. We made the whole lighting
srsss"sr,b..„b.b,.«,,b..Tbo.»w...v»^
Eurythmy that Liselotte arm ̂  trained, but also in many Eurythmywith the children or the a u WUliam played a very important
performances that were then take tnusic. Music was
a central love of his, playitig ̂  evening in the home, he
his wife and for the school _ japy songs by Schubert, and later
wouldaccompanyLiselô  ssing g,when ® y Magic Flute. Bruckner, and quite particularly
resound m the home. Moz^ sM ^ and William
RichaidWagner'sParsifd-̂ ^̂ ^̂
Zr̂Ss hfalso conducted the choir with great gusto and enthusiasm,awakemng ̂ ovê to also took place on the
new stage, and although William was to play an imposing "God" and a lusty
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shepherd "Gallus", his love of theatre leaned more towards the architectural
side and here it was possible for his love of wood to be given expression, in
both panelling and carving. At the far end of the Hall under the Mann family's
flat was an ideal space for a woodwork room and he spent many hours theie,
beyond those of the woodwork lessons he gave. Elizabeth Edmunds tecalls:
"William's hands were extraordinarily large andable, they were so character
istic of him, the way he touched substance. He inspired us". Francis Edmunds
observed: "In the woodwork he did with the children, his meticulous way led
them through early exercises to be able to arrive later at a craft in shaping
simple or more complex objects, like benches or letter boxes. William becamean example for other teachers". Christopher Mann remembers: "He was very
thorough! When sandinganything, no white or rough spots were allowed evenafter repeated wetting, and when two forms were to be symmetrical they had
to be exact. He was very nit-picky!". The children who were unskilled or
unable to make any effort were the ones who suffered from William's
impatience; he could be very sarcastic, which could hurt deeply. His love ofwood led him also to study its nature and the distinctiveness of one variety
ftom another, so that he was able to point out to the children the bark and leaf
fomation of the tree that was of the same kind they weie carving in class.
When, on one occasion, for the whole community, 100 lbs of marmalade was
cooked out in the open in a large copper bowl, only birch wood was used as
It bum̂  hottest and best. Bob Wills remembers: "He always expected a little
more than we could do. When 1 thought I'd finished something, he would say
'Oh, no. It has to be finished properly'! He also taught us how to treat tools-
we were never allowed to be sloppy. William's standards were very high and
his personality made one try and achieve high standards".

William was always schooling his standards in his own work — for
example, in his creating of the Lectem, familiar to many. This Lectern is a
good example of how he brought craft, art and reverence for the spiritual into
one deed. In the designing he penetrated deeply into what was asked for in the
way of form: What was it to lecture? To speak the true word? As well as standbehind it in human proportion of height and width. Mr. Whitmarsh recalls-
"Mr. Mann got an ash tree and cut it into three inch planks and, just as he'd
seen it done at the Goetheanum in Domach, each layer had to be cut and planedand glued together with lino glue, then clamped with a car jack. He took many
weekends carving it, to have it ready for a conference". It has been used in
countless Michael Hall conferences ever since.

With the ending of World War II, it was felt that Michael Hall should
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move back, if not into London, then within easy acĉs, as school was
originally founded as a London school. CecU Harŵ  and Wilbamweroassr̂gnedthetaskoffindingtherightpropertyandeventuaUydr̂ŷa stately mansion with barracks &om wartime use, surrounded by a teaû
park inasleepylittlevillage,calledForestRow,thiriymilessou&ofLondon.TM in 1945, Michael Hall uprooted itself again and undertook the move toits third and present home at Kidbrooke Park. The mansion an ̂hLtdforthe children. The Clock House and other conges on fee ̂pmytoSdLteachers and thehfaniiUes and the huts wiAvêUt̂̂ ^̂^
became cosy classrooms, some of which still stand t̂ŷOne of these hu«became cosy c andLiselotte into a snug httle bungalow for their
wasconvertedy of staff and schoolhadbeenveryfortunate with the
SslLorsLdseaofMinehead and very accustomed tofeeUngatĥ^îramrtZtheyhadnewterritorytoexploreandverysoontookpossessioninnature,now ^ , ^find.Williamalsoverysoonfoundof every nookan y of riding) and took groups of children
to some hoKcs (he Ashdown Forest had to offer, even making
further afidd to permission to 'trespass' their
SSritfoT—rdofhorsescommû^̂^

SstSSv"?n«SweUedupinWill«̂^̂A new surge o pemanent home of Michael HaU Mr.what was felt to be ^ ^ ^ ^ let's get
Whitmarsh can still hear him say. w^g 6 converted into
going", and he got everyone was pulled downLaboratory and Physics classrooms, jjrected by him, and when one
tomakewayforaGymnasiumdesîedaMd̂,̂^̂. ̂of the classrom huts was damage y assembly Hall. William's
altogether as it would te a good space ^
experiences with the Minehead h panelling of the interior,organize his team to a more complex and̂auuM p̂ellmg
he worked closely with

£ rchUdr:n love to cUmb, was growing deep roots, and
"""'MhoSe many years of working with Michael Hall and Anto-posoJlSTwilliam's outward activities were balancedby an active inwardness
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in his studies and esoteric lesearch. More and more, his personality was
orming into a quality of inner certainty and outer competence, carried by a
TOmendous fire of enthusiasm that took some people with it, but left others
biuiŝ  even 'singed'. Michael Hall had many remarkable and strongin VI ualities among the teachers and staff, each with unique and vital
âttvecapadties,sothatthetaskofcoUeagueshipwastestedonmanylevels.But Wdliam s destiny was to test him to a far greater degree during the first

whni "f A ?" ̂  Kidbrooke—indeed test and mould the life of thewhole famly. Already, before the war, Liselotte had suffered a difficult illness

tTflv 2̂ ' 5"'overtook her repeatedly, rendering Liselotte unablefnr̂ n ,, ® children and very often needing to go to hospital
Willi^ an?' incredibly hard for Liselotte andFrancis Edmunds says of that
S hSt „i' t««<=her, as ever again he made his resolve.SriS T T 'y®P̂«hetic understanding of others came to ther̂raat IS why at Aat tune he earned great love fi-om the smdents. There wasa real ̂sfotmanon m WiUiam during those years that stands out as a

mklbl'thFH °f Dostoievsky's tedemption throughas me tamer. TOe gender side of him was remarkable. Each time Liselotte was111 he would win through the troubles. TTieir sacrifice, on both sides becamea golden vessel in the end". Many ftiends came forward to help dSng thT̂
years includmgWtiham'smother.whowasatlastabletoleaveGermmd

It was perhaps in these years where his determination to be creative anHftee m the face of ̂ficult odds became most manifest, particularly in me
sinaU events of daily life m me home. For example, there were occasions
when Liselotte was especially in need of cheering, and William would
spin Ae most amazing stories, about little classroom events, what a child didor said, pictures of nature, pure fantasy or nonsense. If the sun was shining on
a Sunday morning, a picnic would suddenly be created and the whole fâlv
bundled into the car for a day by the sea, Liselotte wrapped in blankets andMsseted. Cleanmg me house became a weekly rimal of adventure, polishing

tears. But WiUiam was a man of extremes and just as the energy and joy
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would take hold, so also would he suffer times of deep anguish, where
his fire would be quenched and nothing could make him smile. As though the
whole sorrow of mankind weighed on his heart, he was unable to find a
balance or quality of equiUbrium. These shadows would overtake him.
particutelywhenhisownhealthfailedhim.Theyeaisof anxiety andŝ ĝ e
lefttheirmark, and were to temper his moods andactions for therestofhis life.

As a father William was both wonderful and difficult; difficult because
his way was best, his judgement right, his discipUne absolute; won&rful
because his love, warmth and encouraging support were never m doubUus
interest in everything so alive it could almost seem lie evasion .
moments in the home were few and far between and if one should ̂ybe
threaten it would be banished by: "Wita", (their daughter's mckname) stopInLgandletitcookyoushouldknowhowatoolworksteforeusmgiLloXes carefully and see where each piece belongs and what it is for, thento piece "Come on Wita, let's make a lamp for Mum. We'llputittogetheragam Sryou do Ae stem, and I'U do the base",
T ) u t s o m e w o o d o n t n e l a m e , y u u 'S lew table lamp would grace the home that Saturday evemng. WilliamIs vl quick and agile and would love to n̂  and bt̂d togs îth
rcWton,andlater, when,asanadult,Christophercame to teach hiswould 1̂1 he could to help in every way, becoming a real friend andTolaeue As a friend too, as Francis Edmunds descnbes: "He was a loyal
trust established. For his friends he was
said: "Whenever 1 had a practical
thoughttoitthenbringmeenormOTshê.Lm̂hflH a verv uniaue finendship with Carl, tnerc wa;ieerit̂,hIouldturntoCarlforanytog.TJeirĉ^̂^̂^nearly always be out of WilUam's preparations f 3 .Anthroposophical studies they shared a veô  d̂pcoM̂ n̂̂ t̂ ĝ^̂preparation'wasWilliam'sconstantstnvmgandhiswayof̂fo glich had to be done into that which he wanted to do - with his family, his
"elolfentolre «am's striving was undoubtetUy his penetration of AnthioDOSophy, its Christian foundation, and how this brought
eStlmenttohiswLestudyofthehistoryofartHowartthreughAeâ^?II"a manifestation of the evolution of consciousness and n̂nd. Int̂e plwar years his studies were bounded by the books available, but withI eing of the war, when the possibilities of travel opened again, he began
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his quest for art treasures in the original, searching further afleld in Europe,
especially Italy. William had a passion for travel, in fact he had little abilityto sit still and for others in his company he could be felt to be restless, even
exhausting, but nevertheless his enthusiasm, especially for art, carried many
mong with him. And so began his regular trips to Italy nearly every school
hohday.In the early years he took his family,thecarhalfloaded with camping
gev Md the other half all photographic equipment (in those days very
primtive and cutnbersome). Their destination—one or other major city of art
g enes and architectural splendour, taking in as many churches as possibleon the way. At each stop he would search out the man "in charge' and ask for
permission to photograph and his unique quality of determination, clothed in
genuine charm just about always succeeded. Then would come the setting upof camp in somenearby beauty spot-ithadtobeidyllic and was chosen with
the utmost care — followed by the unpacking of the elaborate equipment.
Liselotte was usually allowed to admire the work of art for as lone as she
stand for a moment totally still, deeply moved and filled with wonder, befote
organizing his photo team of teenage son and daughter to their posts Therewere no automanc devices on the camera, so it fell to Roswitha to ctawl on thefloor and measure the distance from picture to camera (she grew to know the
flô  much better than the pictures!), while Christopher unravelled thelengthy cables for die special lighting, then each would climb onto some
preĉousperchtoholdthelamps steady whileWiUiamtookthephotôrHundreds andhundiedsof̂orks were tobephotographedalloverĈ^̂^
My, Swîrland, Spam, Germany, Belgium — even Egypt, and in eachsituation the practical obsucles were different, needing all the diplomacy and
ingenuity possible. On one occasion in Ravenna (Italy), the Giotto ftescoswere so high that, to avoid distortion of angle, William was permitted to use
weven fl̂""̂** scaffolding tower on tiny wheels, wobbling crazily on the

Back home again in the long winter evenings the whole family would sitat theu- round table and make endless slides: the first would stick black tane
on to maskallbutthe picture, the next wouldclean the glassperfectly, the third
put the picture between glass and clamp them together and the fourth stick the
m wT' of their team mates would put a white labelMseS^in^f J" ® collection began to be1 ^ h easy, and was to eventuallyreach around three thousand slides, many of them not reproduced anywhere
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else. Some works of art were not accessible in the original and therefore had
to be photographed from a book, for which he built a special camera hoist and
table in his loft. Each picture chosen for the sUde coUection was of particular
significance for him; forwhat he perceivedinitin his joy of discovery and for
what he could bring to his students to awaken them to ever-new revelations
through art. EUzabeth Edmunds recalls:"Hebroughtusatremendous amount
of depth First the experience of the darkened room and then the quaHty of the
art on the screen and being led through that - it was an experience of being
led through evolution"

With the slide collection more or less complete and his knowledge of
where to find what, William's regular trips to Italy took on rn̂  the nature of
a guided tour, first with friends and then with the Michael Hall students of
clLs 12 — a June/July journey he was to undertake for sixteen consecutive
vêsHehadagteatlovefortheteenagertLindaNunhoferobsê^̂an incredible capacity with teenagers. He nev« got fed up witii their ̂g
silliness; eachone was new andWiUiamgavethemhis whole attention When
he took the classes to Italy and then came back, each class woidd end up by
being 'the best' class; each new group and simation was best each time, all the
teenagers' joys and enthusiasms were new and wonderful. William neverbecarne bias/'. But it is also true that he was sometimes earned away by InsS enthusiasm to sharing deeper truths with the teenagers promaturely,Lch could become quite a problem for them. The regularity of these class
12 trips to Italy also estabUshed fiiendships with the youth hostels, resaura-
galleries etc were apparently very tolerant of him: each time he seemed toto say than they did, judging by the amount of
tourists they lost to William! a tr. Amf^rira to ffiveIt was during the 1950's that he was first invited to Am̂ca m ̂ye
History of Art lectures on both the east and west
across the great continent. In fact, he was m pve
America and on one occasion also to teach History o . ,
KSmberton,Pennsylvania. These journeys inevitably challenged the lecturing
capacities of William and helped to gradually change the emphasis in his
tasks. He was still very involved with the new developments of buildings andmaintenance very active in the social and cultural life of the school and"oSued wift tĥ  Sunday services and teaching of religion lessons -evenro having his grandchildren present in his classes. But many of the otfier
subjwts that he had taught as a younger man - such as black and white
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drawing, choir, woodwork, and even German — were taken over by new
colleagues, enabling him to concentrate his attention on teaching History
of Art to the classes 9 and History of Architecture to classes 12, followed by
the Italy Art Tour. William was also being invited more and more to give
lectures on History of Art outside the confines of Michael Hall in
Tunbridge Wells, London, Edinburgh...in fact most major cities and Anthro-
posophical communities of Great Britain. He developed a quite particular
style of lecturing as he grew older; using fewer and fewer pictures, he would
take the time to go much deeper into details and the esoteric mysteries to be
found herein. He would bring immense determination to his lectures, even
when his heal± troubled him. Peggy Askew noticed: "Howeverfrail he would
be to begin with, the moment William came to speak about art all his vitality
would come back and he would look healthy and strong again". His love of
architecture also led him to study the whole artistic impulse of Rudolph
Steiner's first and second Goetheanum, so that he not only drew and modelled
the many forms but also gave courses and lectures on many different aspects
of those great buildings.

ArchitTCture and building, both practical and beautiful, never ceased tobe of vital interest to bim, so that when it came to building a bouse for
themselves boA William and Liselotte spent hours and hours on every little
detail of its design and process of building. Liselotte too was always intensely
creative andpractical so that their house became not so much a 'dream' house
as a very 'awake* artistic and practical space for them to live in every aspect
that was important to them. It was astonishing how the smallest details would
be given the utmost attention: a shelf in the kitchen exactly the right length for
that which was to stand upon it—the window just there so that this particular
cupboard could stand against that waU — the Hght switches placed at this
height because that s how tall we are. The devotion of friendship that Charles
Austen, as architect, was able to give William andLiselotte in his patience and
loyalty was remaikable, and when ultimately it was ready for them to move
in, the space was already a home, permeated through and through with their
consciousness. And once moved in, it was still not finished in that William'slove of 'gadgets' would time and again see him in the workshop making
shelves for this and lights for that, in the endless joy of home improvement,
and each time he would have an impish grin of delighted achievement like a
chrld with a new toy.

Somewhere along the line William 'officially' retired from the school,ut rt was a great family joke because not only was the word 'retirement' a
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contradiction in terms when appUed to him, but it seemed that firom then on
his work increased, only his precarious health holding him back. It was
astonishing how much he was able to pack into one day; the steady habits of
years enabled him to do with very litde sleep provided he got his 'forty winks'
after lunch So his day would begin between 5.00 and 6.00 a.m. with
meditations andstudy and then he wouldcookthebreakfastandbe social wi&
Liselotte Then back at his desk he would work for several hours preparing his
next lecmre or whatever the current task might be. Next he would leap out of
his chair to telephone, see someone, or to make something-most likely nip
down to the village to shop, and everywhere he went he would meet and ̂
to people, always interested in their latest news, always actively involved m
what was going on around him. Or he might be bursting with some newdiscovery L he had made. Francis Edmunds recalls: "Williarn was untinngt his st̂dy of Anthroposophy. his workin art. Every new tnrth diat came to
him he longed to share with others immediately. The 'child lived in him
eternally". In the afternoon there would be more work at his desk, someone
to tea or meetings, consultations, smdy groups, etc. After supp« a concertTm play, lecture, home slide show, or whatever was on: andSseire Lid be there, seldom missing any event, and to end the day hewS mdy some more, often to weU beyond midnight In spite of so muchZsfant Sity, William no longer gave one the same expenence of
attentive listening ability. Without any stress, he was pto
orderly fashion, he was able to live, work and mstmoment in whatever he was doing. Regrets of f
nature, memories were to be enjoyed. It was theimportance for William and his committment to that future was bo

tion' - Sn?STf the pmsent moment in such a way that it made the

SLvLoyearsuntilhisdeath. ReneEvans was a member of that groupAscribed how "WUliam was very much the group leader, hismesencetS much precluded any 'chattiness', until the latter years when heSally enLraged others to open up and it became more vocal all round .
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Another famous group was for young wives and mothers, meeting

thejTquestions and everyday struggles on a very human level. He wasalso part of several other groups that met in a weekly rhythm and for
each he would come prepared. One particular study group that was deeply
appieciated was the annual "Manifestations of Kaima" for Emerson CollegeFoundation Year students. His life-long smdies of Anthroposophy and
thisT̂Ĵr"̂  individual people, gave him remarkable insights into
anrt =.« transferred the centre of his workand attention to Emerson College: still Uving in the grounds of Michael Halland deeply interested m all its developments, he nevertheless felt a very real
comectton with the adult students and gave the last thirteen years of his lifeto their questions and inner struggles. In old age he became very gentle histo Still fuU of youthful exuberance, but more in warmth and̂oTonger so
abrasivêHis hedth more frail than ever, he nevertheless was unstintingZ JieX •'elP others in whatever way he could, his total interest

qtite astonishing. Studentsould marvel at the wealth of warmth and love streaming through his.merest m them, so that they felt truly safe to unbutden LSesTf
hrfn f ' '®°'"hig that out of his wisdom he would bring themhelp and new directions. In the regular History of Art lectureŝ  n̂
worldsofunsuspectedbeautywouldunfoldforthestudents,andalthSSĥaUwereabletoreceivehiswayof speaking, formostparticpantstiŜ^̂^

It IS mteresting tot during the last years of his life William took it uponhirnself to be particularly ̂tive in the life of the Biodynamic Farm at S
Hatch, Shaiptome — as though, coming full circle, his agricultural studiesin the early 1920s were reaUy able to flower and bear fhiit. As a member of
St. Anthony s Trust, he was very active, not only in bringing to the attention
of the wider conimunity the importance of Bio-dynamic produce, but also
helping the people working the farm to deeper understanding of what theirtask involved. Hardly a week would go by without him visiting tore testo
the tnany study times he would spend with them. Bob Wills described how

something he could be utterly relied upon".William never losthis sense ofhumour.indeedas hegrewolder hisgusts
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of laughter would seem to resound ever more louffly as though, with greater
insight into spiritual wisdom, his appreciation of to fun and joy of earthly life
was "nht.nz-.-H He would take immense pleasure in to most simple little
events, whether easter egg hunting with his grandchildren, or finding just to
right pair of shoes that Liselotte wanted. On his 80th birthday he asked Bob
Wills if he could borrow his little boat to row around his pond, and for quite
alongspell William was deUghtedlycontenttosplasharoundand give himself
a real treat before joining the family for to festivities. His sense of fun was
very infectious and quite unpredictable, so tot the most senous moment of
research or conversation could be instantly transformed into hilanty. His
spontaneity too was never dimmed, whether to instantly mp down to to
idllage to purchase a pot of cream for Liselotte's cooking, to go to sô  sud-denljdiscoveredconcert, or to attend tophonecalls or problems just broughtto his attention. In whatever he did, William's movements would te clear,
decisive, and very formed, and his mood of soul whoUy centred m that d̂

William was bom withagiftforlanguages and totally athomemEnglish
andGerman,sothattoartoftranslationpresent̂noproblemtt,ĥSĉ ^̂children in his German lesson would be astonished how he wodd look at the
textinonelanguage andsayitoutloudintheother,'reading'atalmostn̂
meed In the sixW years of his adult life of studying Anthroposophy, hebLame very familiar with many Rudolph Steiner texts in
inevitably, evenmally came to translating in wntten
was beautiful, and his shelves fiUed with passages, notesfrom his studies, but he never wiUingly put his ô  "hoû^̂ Ŝ topublication. Rather wouldhebeinspired to translattavêor̂tê^̂RudolphSteinerwhenaparticularonecametomindfOTap̂
...a M.nd. H. ™.ld givefor the correct imagery but also to the sounds an r finally andbe of equal importance in OĴĴ®;̂h?mightliketoha
beautifully written out, he would think of others wno mg /too,soheLuld visit his mendBobWiUstousehispltot̂p.̂^̂^̂^
in the office loved him, especially when
notice board, which he usually did". Working with WiUi®
ontranslations,itwasanastonishingexperience,notonyof«aftingĜSs nto English, but also the art of creating a quahty of EnglishnessZZ he senLce and still being faithful to f ongmal: he would giveTrltoss cL to the smallest detail. His command of the breadth of language
and culture of both the German and the English was extensive.
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TlTOughout their 57 years of marriage William's deep love for Liselottewas abiding and steadfast, he respected her judgement; utterly and greatly
revered her sense of the artistic and her depth of wisdom. Their studies on
Anthroposophy together were constant and over many years covered an
amazing number of Rudolph Steiner's books and lectures, as well as otherauthors and their works. One would read aloud to the other in the evening—
while she mended or he crafted something, their hands would seldom be idle
— and so they wove a fabric of communication with each other that was rare
Md precious. A gift of that collaboration was perhaps the last deed to which
Wilhamgave his strength: their translation of Rudolph Steiner's Soul Calendar verses. Together, on most days, they would work on the verse of that
p̂cular week, and then the next and the next throughout the whole year, andthen mprove it the next time each verse would come along. They were to

working together in this way until the very last dayWilham s Ufe. It was again the 1st of Advent, December, 1986, and
WilĥandLiselotte's57thAdventtogetherinmamage:Liselotte describedtow they both wMted to come up to Emerson College for the festival, but that
Wilham was not feeling too well, so he sat in their living room and worked on
the overall tr̂slaoon of the verses. One particular word still bothered him as

though it werealastdeed and gift of his hfe forces, and when at last he found the word he sought
a great sigh breathed out of him. William died later that night. '

It was the late Adam Bittleston who invited me to write about the life of
Wilharn Mann. Ad̂  s gentle strength and encouragement smoothed away
evê  obstacle that 1 presented, untU 1 asked the basic question "Why ■>" Adarnreplied that the theme forthe 1989 Golden Blade was "Destiny andFreedom"

^ wonderful example of how a human being can takeholdof then-tosnnyandtransformitintofreedom.Forexample, "When CecU
Harwoto and William decided on Kidbrooke Park for Michael Hall destiny
worked through them, the destiny of the children, of the school and of Forest
Row; when William decided to work at Emerson College it was much more
r̂ee choice, as personal creativity and a culmination of all his life's work".Then AdM went on to say: "His deep relationship to the work of the spirit of
esotenc Chnstianity in Christian art became an educating and inspiring
expenence for pupUs and students. It left the hearer wonderfully ftee".
tĥ  î v if 7'ransfomied to freedom, the act of teaching remains atmelevel of information orinstruction. William undoubtedlytook this step andame the true teacher; he gave his whole being to the task of nurturing that
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which can grow and develop in the human soul. His life was a dedication to
The Child, not only the small child at school, but also the etemal child in each
human being. Perhaps one of his own grandchildren, Fiona Durman can say
i t b e s t : , , .

"We all have a concept of the 'true grandfather', no doubt mstalled m us
through magical story books read to us when we were young. Real grand
fathers are often, quite naturally, far different from this image. But when 1 look
back to the grandfather I had, he seemed to be (seen through the eyes of a
young child) the living image of this concept.

Never passive, but always involved, he'd crouch down and squeeze
through the door of a playhouse, not just look in through the window,
and likewise with a new toy, he'd try it out and play alongside me. When 1
related to him a story or experience 1 remember an attennve man, bending
down to my level, with head bent slightly to one side in concentration. He'd
always respondeitherwithasetiouscomment,aUghtremarkorhearty laugh.
His laughter was frequent, his jovial nature a tome on otherwise dull
occasions. In the last five years or so, a time 1 felt he aged considerably, 1
noticedthebalancechangingandhisseriousnessconnngmoretothefore.But
he never lost his capacity to laugh, a hearty, merry laugh that came straight
"̂■"ne wL'̂ot an indulgent grandfather showering us with endless toys and
sweets, but he gave us the far greater gift of his time his attention ato his love.My strongest Lmory was of him taking us for ndes m m old wooden cart.It L nâw, but long enough for two of us to sit in, with a long pole to turnSie wheels and pull it by. 1 can still smell the hedgerow and the hîd air ofAe inhouse, as he pulled us through the scht̂nursejy near them house.1 câtill conjuie up the sound and feel of the wooden wheels creakmg over
gravel and stones. 1 couldn't have been more than eight yê  o dOfcourse he was a wonderful storyteUer.l recall a few Ctostmas Eves,
sittingroundthefire,thecandleson the tree Ut,KsteningtoaChrism̂?s a teenager, 1 was sometimes bored by the idea of a longjindto story 1
ending without me being taken in by it and the mood creat̂For all his abundance of good nature, humour and love he was notsomeone to be tampered with. Wrongdoings were reprimanded, and his
Zppioval greatly avoided. 1 looked up to him with great respect,Stion, love and a tinge of awe-inspired fear. In my eyes he really was a
*true' grandfather".
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Any life span of 86 years must be an immense journey of change and
transition, individual and unique, but perhaps one aspect that is remarkable in
connection with William is how he related to other people and the extent to
which he is still present in their experiences of him. Was it perhaps his 'all-
roundness', the 'whole human being' which made him accessible to so many?
Perhaps his warmth and youthfulness that gave each friend the certain
knowledge that they had his whole attention? For me he was and is the father,
teacher and friend whose example is impossible to live up to and equally
impossible to ignore, but whose quality of being lives with me in constant and
abundant joy. Each person who knew him would have a different word to
encompass their experience of William Mann; I would choose the word
"activity" — the kind of activity that is so needed to transform destiny into
freedom: activity of thought, of heart, of deed, bom of an inwardness of soul
to serve as best he could the high ideals he set himself, towards the well-being
of those he cared for and towards the future of mankind.

The College of Teachers in the Streatham days
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WILLIAM MANN — THE TEACHER

by Ted Roberts

My first meeting with William Mann was during an introductory talk ̂ven
by ̂cil Harwood in the autumn of 1962 at the then Michael Hall Teachers'
Trdning Course. We were twelve in all, meeting those who were to teachus in the forthcoming year. To this day, I remember a distinguished, white-
haired figure who sat quietly, carefully studying us during his introduction as
an art teacher and lecturer who owned what could be the largest private
collection of art slides in the country. His intent gaze could give William a
stem appearance at tinaes, and I was to find out later that this quality was
certainly an aspect of his character—but on this occasion, formalities over
one quickly discovered a warm and enthusiastic spirit at work behind this'
outer appearance.

During the year that followed, his courses on the study of art — as hepreferred to call them — were thought-provoking and pervaded by enthusi
asm bom of knowledge, something which I had not experienced before
Through his study of Anthroposophy he brought a profound and living
experience of the evolution of art to his listeners.

Some years later, I was to enter his study of art and architectuie main
lesson penods in both classes nine and twelve at Michael Hall. Here I had first
hand experience of his handling of pupils, and saw the way in which he was
able to enthuse a love for the great works of Egypt, Greece, Rome and the
Renaissance; then, later in twelve, his presentation of modem forms of
architecture. Pupils warmed to his descriptions that provided a seedbed ftom
which many things were to grow in the future. No one more than William
Mann knew how important the smdy of the cultural and aesthetic was for the
adolescent, and how it was to form not only a love for art itself, but a basis for
the religious and moral life of the pupils.

William Mann came to the study of art through his involvement in
religion teaching, and it was this aspect which was central to his lessons. I
remember clearly his presentation of such great individuals as Leonardo da
Vinci, whose tireless search for truth in all things led him to spend his life ina devotion to the exploration of nature. Through the knowledge he gained by
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his studies he was able to free the human spirit which was in danger of being
overwhelmed by the world of matter. Such profound study, and Umughts
which arose from his work, provided an inspiration and direction fw thore
pupils in class nine who were themselves setting out on their journey mto the

Illy Trip which was begun by William has, to this day, remained a
strongpartoftheUfeoftheschooLandeveryyearclasstwelvelô^fSvfrd to this crowning experience of their education I had the pn̂lege ofSg several of these trips and of experiencmg the ener̂  ̂lA wtachSam strode through the hot streets of Florence Siena, Urbî  and PadûrtSSsandmuseums curators andcustodîsĉetoknowhim̂^i n t n e c n m c n e s

Tstr̂wSmially closed to the general pubUc. The Italians were quicku s w h i c n w e r e n o n r ^ jto his love of die w^fe Of ^ ^
moved by the churches. WUUam knew that the experience
prepared pieces to be ^ complete by theof the forms andcoto ŵ ^̂ ^ ̂  ̂  impression for, years later,
human voree. Such e P carrying nressages

he developed and taught as a j . . ̂ jyyeare,Ididseehimattimes
haveanypersonalexpenenceofhiîtoeêlyĵat work, either carving or doing ̂  ̂
discussing the piece he ̂  were the best coUection than
spreadingwidehisfingerâ ^̂ ^̂  ̂ ,̂yany man could possess. T̂e awards creating an aestheticallyundertook putting his Md the P p practical did not remain in theartistic environment. For his loveof̂Ŵ^̂

and iirtask in the m̂em world. Although the education of children was a
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central Interest in his life, in later years his work took him to Emerson College
and art coiû s with adults; nevertheless, his interest in Michael Hall re
mained steadfast. On frequent visits to him after his letirement, his first
mterest was to have an update on school affairs, new teachers, classes, and
particularly in wanting to know how the children were responding to what the
teachers had to bring.

During our discussions, William never missed an opportunity to sharesome new ̂scovery he had made through his studies; always a constant
source of information and encouragement, he urged further and deeper studyof anthroposophical work. Despite the encroaching years, his youthful enthu
siasm grew ever stronger, and it was typical that, right until the end of his life,
he remained physically and mentally active, displaying unflagging energy
that much younger people envied.

Wirnam Mann was one of those rare souls who, having discovered his
path in life, foUowed it with his whole being and sought to give to those whocame his way the benefit of his interest and learning. Just as his phenomenal
memory of fliose who entered his life never left him, so the memory of himwi ve on m those of us who were privileged to have shared his life.

ADDICTION AS AN IMPULSE TOWARDS
THE RENEWAL OF CULTURE

by J. van der Haar

Looking at our present society, one often receives the impression that
taking drugs is a new phenomenon. However, when one reflects on this first
impression, it becomes clear that the use of intoxicMts is almost as old as the
world In the past each culture knew an intoxicant that had a relationship with
that culture. Retracing history, one can find the use of opium in the countriesof the golden triangle, the use of cocaine in South ̂enca and the use of
halluciLgens in Central and North Amenca (psylocibme and pyote). In this
connection the use of hashish in the Middle East and the l̂teiranean canbrconsidered to be very old. Europe, lastly, has known alcohol as her ownbe conside wBrious substances was embedded in the
ru™Lemandtherefore,tobeginwith,didnotgeneraUylêtoexcesrêmen the culture decUned. or when these substances appeared m anoAer
:fS:rare-==rn^^^^oi wnicn uicic ox nineteenth century led to opium addiction,

which ^ Anoiher cample is found in ihe
to chase out both the Indians by Europeans. It soon became
introduction of alcoho o and alcoholism followed.
clcmdmirnelndlmscoiM̂ eV̂ ^

« . " 1 • " "

over the world, appeared in Western Eur P • questions—the
a conscious introduction It turns out that we do not knoweffects are the ŝeasthosedeŝ^

Sttond abilityTo regulate the use of alcohol. This development has beenToterious that when one wishes to discuss the problems of aMction inWestern Europe one has to start with alcohol. It is a substance with which the
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people of Western Europe have a relationship but a more-or-less unfree one
and, in practice, it is a subject that is being avoided. People prefer to discuss
the abuse of illegal drugs, which is quantitatively much smaller. This is not
really surprising, for when one considers alcohol as a potentially addictive
substance one has to ask questions of oneself which can be unacceptable or
difficult for a lot of people. However, the situation indicates that it is no longer
justifiable to avoid these questions. The latest information in Holland shows
that there are forty thousand registered drug addicts, as against four hundred
thousand alcoholics. A further group of four hundred thousand people is
considered to be on the verge of alcoholism (an alcohol consumption of seven
units a day is taken as the limit ♦). The figures are comparable for Great
Britain. However, this is not all. It is not only alcohol which can lead to a
widespread addiction problem; it is well known that the use of tranquillizers
has also increased during the last twenty-five years. When one also realizes
that, during this period, ideas such as telephone chat-lines, gambling addicts,
workaholics, computer addicts, bulimia and anorexia have all become part of
the common language, one becomes aware of the whole problem. In fact
addiction, as a problem of modem culture, forces itself upon one's awareness.
Statistically, if one projects the increase of the last twenty-five years forwardsover the next twenty-five years, then before the middle of the twenty-first
century fifty per cent of people will show addictive behaviour.

From theforegoing,itwill be seen thatitisclearlynotrealistic to concen
trate one's attention solely on addiction to illegal drugs. Even if UegaT drugs
such as alcohol are included, the problem is still not fully addressed. Con
sciousness that addiction as such is becoming a common phenomenon
of our modem culture needs to grow. One person may be addicted to cocaine,
another to the 'social' contacts of telephone chat-lines, a third may not want
toeat: they are all addicted. The variety of possible addictions, substanceand
non-substance, shows that it is not the addiction itself that needs to be looked
at but rather what lies behind it and what is potentially common to all addic
tions. One might describe addiction as an expression of a strong need for the
compulsive repetition of a particular state of mind, which is experienced
initially as being pleasant, and is achieved by some particular act. Different
means — i.e., alcohol or not eating — can bring about this particular or
changed state of mind in varying ways; the choice is therefore an individual
expression of the desired state of mind. This need, which is not the same
* A unit is half a pint of ̂ r, a measure of spirits or a glass of wine. On average, in Great

Britain, each adult drinks 18 pints of beer per week!
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as the natural one. has clearly increased since the sixties. The question arises:
why is it that, since the middle of the twentieth century particularly, people
tend to create a pleasant or harmonious feeling in themselves bŷter mt̂s.
For an answer.onehas to goback to the beginningofthe sixties. Thatis where
the tendencies leadingtothepresentwaveof addiction wercbom.Atthat toe
individuals such as Timothy Leary and groups such as the Beaties and ftnk
Hoyd manifest something which is strongly conne«̂  with Ae will toch4e one's state of mind. They often spoke about substances like hashishand l̂D. and encouraged their use. Their starting point was certaîy not the
negative;ffectsofusingsuchsubstancesthatonecannowsee.Forthem.thesewere substances which brought about a revolution in consciousness so thatrmherbetter society could be cteated. So they encouraged their use as aTat towards a love of fellow men, a more humane society a release frotnm e a n s i o w < u d e v e l o p m e n t .

wav toT wtst but also another ttend occurred at the same time - a greatS?tSUmeditation.astmlogy.ancientreUgions,etc.IfoneconseSemSctivel̂^' Atte Steiner (the mau^or of

In this age. every individual is aware '>''̂®̂*̂'̂ '̂ êvencommun̂
panied by disharmony and discontent, as m self knowledge adequa-Lng-isusuallyunableasyettomeetAesetôfor̂^̂^̂tely. Such disharmony and disconten addiction, which is why thereiousness using external f This situation can only be over-is a potential addict in ̂verŷ ŜSoŵ^̂^̂  on one's own initiative,
come by the choice to' ® P . addiction may be seen as some-

One can take the a î of development. However,
thing that leads of the' seamh for self
SeveTopmlnt, without finding the entrance to it. This last approach creates
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an openness and is like an invitation to formulate a possible answer.

An answer to the problem of addiction—developing an addiction ther
apy—can, from the above, immediately be seen to go hand in hand with
the formation of so-caUed therapeutic communities. For the first time the
classical medical model, where thephysician makes an individual therapeu-
ac programme, is broken. It is the first large-scale development of social
therapy; with time it can be perceived that social therapy within this com-
mumtybecotnesmore and more prominent. During the last ten years a new
mtegration of the medical and social therapeutic approaches has taken place.However, the character of the community retains its essential importance.Tlus commumty impulse does not show only in the realm of therapies, revea-

'̂ih^ ̂  tieatment of addiction, but also lives stronglywithm the (sub)culture where drug taking first started. It seems right to
conclude that dunng the sixties a need arose for the forming of communities,
and this impulse has a strong connection with the phenomenon of addiction.

In view of the relationship between addiction and the theme of forming

Tnirri T to formulate a possible
I ^ '""S P^'t. One can think aboutthe twentieth century; one

ŝothinkofthemoreâculturally-basedthiee-generationfamilies,whofotmed commumties as weU. Historically, however, the religious communities ̂  the clearest examples of the traditional community. The characteristic
of ̂  these comtnunities is that they had hierarchical forms and there were
leaders to ̂i& the in̂viduals who lived in them. The things that could not
te earned by the individual on their own were taken over by the community
Recent examples of this can be found in religious communities in general and
particularly m the reUgious sects. For the leaders of these religious commu
nines turned out to be capable of leading groups of people to a common
experience of the source and meaning of life. By these means, the participants
were brought into a sphere where they could be free of earthly problems fora while. This experience was possible during the ritual, which lifted up the
human soul for an instant, and gave experience of the life before birth. Just as
after sleep one wakes refreshed, so the experience of one's origin by means
of ritual can strengthen the soul in its attitude to life.

However, these ritual or cultic acts have clearly changed over recentcenturies. Since the seventeenth/eighteen centuries, thinking has become
moreimportantwitiiinthereUgious life. This is mostnoticeable within Protes-tannsm, but also within Catholicism and other areas, and it is at the cost of the
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content of their rituals. Since thinking, from the point of view of the general
development of mankind, has taken its necessary place ivitlun religious com
munities it creates a more and more individual approach to reUgious matters,Tchcauses tremors withinthereUgiousworld.Theeff̂^̂^̂_ as we know it today - is. however, still an echo of what a rehpous
community could offer. Simultaneously, with the introduction in the middle
of the twentieth century of the search for new therapeutic and social com̂-
nities, the old communities seem to hold less interest for the young. ThechmchL are empty, faimly ties loose their hold, etc., so a lot of young peopleaJe searching, but do not find what they are looking for in t̂tional struc-mresreyartlookingforsomethingnew.Thesoulislôgforrefreshmê^ûtnULnetherituJcâbrî̂ ^̂̂ ^̂̂lllSLXlunity.whic^ftiilLchisstilldirectedtofindingthesoureeandmeanmgofMe,̂d
.tiiiscannotbefound̂ ^̂ ^
confronted by the ®"̂®̂untoVworld challenged men to study thisThe awareness of the s^unm g ^
world, and natmal sconce challenges men to discover and study it.
awareness of thetf own become aware of; these objects can be
But consciousness requires object
foundin people's—esu—source and meaning of life c , ̂  ĵ ew forms of community,
ness of self that can be found «
suitable to the twentieth cent^, honesty, clarity andindividuals strive to meet each fideas, thL people are
the overcoming of sympatĥy an ̂  P ̂^̂  jjjjjggovering the microcosm
S S K S S S " » • "

occult sciences. relevant to the specific problems of the twentieth

c—fthê^̂^̂^̂  he relates to the old pre-Christian schoolings
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through studying the connection between the perceptible world and its
spiritual principles. He also renews the meditative contents in a way that
makes them real in this century. In the spring of 1924 he introduced a third
schooling. He foresaw that the development of the twentieth century would
lead to the consciousness of man's inner world, and to the chaos and
ŝhaimony that goes with this consciousness. This completely new situation,in which every person will sooner or later find him- or herself, needs a

development of the ancient schoolings of study and meditation. Steiner callsthis new way the schooling of one's actions; the schooling which has a direct
connection to everyday life. Previously an inner schooling apart from the
practice of life was possible; in the twentieth century this schooling must be
acWeved with the intuitive action. It is, in fact, a way of looking back at the
action and its effects. That is how the individual can become aware of the
moral content of his deeds, which are a direct expression of himself. This is
the path of practical self knowledge.

For this new inner path, one needs a company of fellow human beings
who are also striving in this direction; they can support each other in
this process of consciousness. Together they can develop social structures
which fit their group / community and which are a support in this whole field
of development.

Forms of community that have such striving are the foundation on
which an answer to the phenomenon of addiction may be found. In fact the
experience of treatingaddictionindicates this. AlmostaUmodels are based on
confrontauonwithone'sownacts and the insight gained thereby. Although
the need for these new communities can be most clearly seen in the realm of
problems of addiction, it is also perceptible in a larger sphere. In this con
nection we need only look at parent groups in Waldorf schools or student
groups in anthroposophical educational institutions. There too one experien
ces a strong quest for social renewal; taking a closer look, itcan be considered
as a need for self knowledge. This need often expresses itself as a discontent
with the social structures of the organization concerned and as a rejection of
the (too) theoretical transfer of knowledge. In fact, a need of a search for a new
attitude to, instead of a transfer of a theory of, life is expressed.

Theories, dogmas, and leaders who are not felt to be real leaders, turn outto be of no true help to the generation that grew up in the second half of the
twentieth century. There is a concrete demand for a living, not an abstract,
attimde to life, and for exercises in everyday life. Although study and
meditation are still significant preparations, it becomes ever clearer that the
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indications Rudolf Steiner gave about development need further working out
to suit the actual social reality of 1990.

This search for the development of forms of living together, in which
individuals can get to know their own inner world by means of social
interaction with their fellow men, can be described as the development of so-
called 'islands of culture'. Uving with addicted people makes onereaUze that
if the therapeutic community does not carry an impulse for social renewal, it
will not really help the addict on his path of development

As long as the people who take on the task of forming the therapeutic
community do not themselves develop this attitû  to life - which îUes
followingtopath-theywillnothavetheimpulsefordevelopmenttopasson to thek addicted fellow-residents. In fact everyone who opens himself can
have this experience. For the moment one enters acommumty, ana health cenL etc one senses its atmosphere. This atmosphere can be cold,

,0 fo«ow . pih of self f wM*
d.iionon.hlch»na,.nB»iiddloli™c-b.ov«™^̂human bem̂oMlpi"

Will show Itself on a large Individuals can be helped through this
the ° time there is the opportunity to develop social
process , and a , jemands o f the fu tu re .
"̂"lS°r̂ ĉt the phenomenon of addiction which con&onts us today
can be seen as an impulse for the renewal of culture.
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ON THE DESTINY OF
THE AMERICAN INDIAN

by Brian Gold

Most archaeologists generally agree that the origins of the Red Indian
can be traced to a time some twenty-five to fifty thousand years ago. Global
temperatures were very much lower then, producing large amounts of pack-
ice with drastically lower sea levels. It is speculated that nomadic hunteî ,
following migrating herds of game, crossed the Bering Straits têeen Sibena
and what is now Alaska via a land bridge. In the centunes that followed, waveafter wave of various peoples found their way to North îenca, which has
resulted in the variety of Indian types found today The vmations arc
distinguishable, not only by height and build, but by shapes of head, as well
as skin-tones which are from fair to very dark.

RudolfSteinerprcsentsuswitharatherdifferentpicmrcoftheon̂nanddestiny of the North American Indian'. In the ancient past, when the rciimants
of the continent of Atlantis lay scattered across the Adantic
ships still braved those troubled waters. The black race «found their way to the West, leaving the warmth of
Africa far behind. It must be understood that t e na ure possible
is so constituted as to take in as much light an warmand in so doing .become black. In their new home West whereconditions of relatively restricted light t̂ e'vtecrmebecame copper-red. Tbis change stemmed from the fact 'ha 'hey ̂
obliged to reflect the light and warmth which gleamed aitself is a body which must reflect a little light and ;,f2
thischangethattheybecameadyingracebyvinueof̂efactt̂^̂^̂^received foo little light and waimth. It can also be said that ĥ  ̂y ei™in their namre, which is to say their desirc life, could ̂  P™
developed and this al. addedhowever, became ex ̂ ŷ̂
hirbonef to pieces. Certainly this predominance of bone in the
physiognomy may be cited as an identifying charactenstic among a vast
maioritv of the Red Indians today.

In the time before the fall of Atlantis, the impulses within the souls of men
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were turned to the "Great Spirit" ^ who was designated by a word or sound
of which an echo still exists in the Chinese "Tao". For the Red Indian, though,
the actual designation "Great Spirit" may be found in one form or another
throughout the six hundred and fifty dialects spoken by the descendants of the
first Americans.

Following the destruction of Atlantis, old Atlantean forces—along with
Luciferic and Ahrimanic forces—spread through the world. As a result, there
existed in the western hemisphere a variety of mystery centres long before the
rediscovery of America in the fifteenth century.

To this point, Rudolf Steiner goes to great lengths, in a series of
lectures given in September 1916 ̂  to describe an eminently important event
which occurred in Mexico and Central America in the year 33 A.D. It
is here that a solar being bearing the Christ impulse incarnated and caused the
crucifixion of "perhaps the greatest black magician ever to have trod the
earth" thereby countering an Ahrimanic attempt to prevent the course of
mank ind 's evo lu t ion .

If knowledge of this event ever travelled north to the American Indians
it has not survived into our times. An ancient memory does yet live amongst
the Hopi Indians still living on their traditional homelands in northern
Arizona. The racial memories to be found in the creation story of the Hopi are
well worth investigating, andean befoundin "The Bookof the Hopi"by Frank
Waters. In it, startling parallels can be found to certain of the stages of
development depicted in Rudolf Steiner's "Cosmic Memory".

In the Hopi creation story we find that, following the description of the
initial manifestations of creation, three consecutive world conditions leading
to our present world are described in great detail.

In the first world all matter is still soft and pliable, and mankind is in
communication with his Creator by the "open door on the top of his head". An
in-depth description is given of what Rudolf Steiner, in "Knowledge of the
Higher Worlds", refers to as the seven lotus flowers, or spiritual organs. Evil
enters into this first world when division and unrest are incited by "a
handsome one; in the form of a snake with a big head". The world is brought
to an end in a rain of fire and volcanic activity. A second, if less golden, world
follows, in which material greed threatens the development of man. This
world is brought to an end when the Creator causes the axis of the world to
change, continents rise and fall and the world is lost in the hoary grip of a
global ice age. In the third world, great cities rise up in association with
mankind's preoccupation with earthly life. At this time, it is said, there existed
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at man's command a knowledge of "creative" energies which feU into
decadence—one result of which was the creation of a shield that was made
tofly canyingmanypeopleonaUghtning-fastattackonaneighbonringcity.

In "Cosmic Memory" we find something which can shed Ught on this
nnevnerted tn.nge"The Atlanteans could control what one calls the life
forerSiey knew how one could change the energy of a pUe of grain into
technicalpower.TheAtlanteanshadmechanisms in which they—so to speak- b̂edTât seeds, transforming the life force into technically utilîble
Dower The vehicles of the Atlanteans, which floated a short distance above
the ground,were able tomovein this way.theyalsohadast̂gmecharusm
which allowed them to rise above mountain ranges as need be .

The third world, according to the Hopi creation story, was brought to m
endbvaereatfloodin which thefewremainingrighteous petite WW t̂edS lSby the doors in the tops of their heads which had remained openmlfrLtor Surviving the cruel waters, firstinside sealedreeds and later in
boats the voyagers pass by the scattered island remnants of the thirf worlib o a t s , w e v o y a g v /

S n g i t —A „l„hp<!visfiiveninwhichitisforetoldthatourpresentworldwiUpMS
be lnp »««« .«« wo r t d ««

no dooK, wooU tovowhich is to be understood as becorm g ̂  shadows of

S"S,"d̂netoawell-springofŵ^̂^̂^
• • !!3ngsofpower.ItwasthroughthesegiflsoftheGreatSpmtwhich

IS fouls that guidance and healing was acquired for the mbe as
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well as an individual. In the words of Rudolf Steiner: "The American Indian
had strange inner soul qualities, as a rule we fail to do justice to such things,
if we egotistically boast of our 'higher culture*, regarding all this as mere
barbarism. There was a certain quality in the souls which expressed itself in
a universal, pantheistic form of religion. Their hearts were turned in aspiration
to a great spiritual being and their religion was thoroughly monotheistic.
These people had a living and vivid experience of one great spirit universal
behind the world of nature and the deeds of men**.

Throughout the Red Indian world the wind was held in great reverence
as the breath of the universe; it was to be found in symbolic images and
gestures that became the visible motion of the power that imbued all creation.
Dance was understood as "the breath of life made visible**. From the Navajo,
living in the deserts of south-west America, comes this telling and potent
image: "In the skin of our fingers we see the trail of the wind, it shows us where
the wind blew when our ancestors were created**.

Perhaps a clue to understanding the awe in which the Red Indian held the
wind may be found in the following extract from Rudolf Steiner's "Universe,
Earth and Man" "In what we know as the airy element, and particularly in
our own air (the air we breathe) live the Beings we call Archangels. It is no
fairy-tale or mere legend when we see in the currents of air and the raging
storms, the bodily manifestation of spiritual realms...the peoples and races of
our earth are indeed guided by the spirits called Archangels or Spirits of Fire".
One could well imagine an awareness of just such "spiritual realms" lying
behind the feelings of the early Red Indians.

The special relation to nature previously mentioned went far beyond
what is understood today as interaction or even expression through art. In fact,
most American Indian tongues had no word for art as an independent concept.
A skilfully-constructed canoe, or a well-planted crop, was held in just as high
regard as a carving, beadwork or a beautifully-decorated piece of pottery. It
was indeed the living process rather than the end result that found value in the
hearts and minds of these people of the interval. In truth, there was no activity,
direction, colour, season or moment which could not be rightly grasped as
sacred by the Red Indian who followed upon the path of the Great Spirit.

It is perhaps fairly well known that hunters would, before setting out,
make offerings and praise the spirit of the animals in order to gain their
consent. What may be less well known is that the animals were considered to
be as much involved with their own capture and death, as were the weapons
used against them.
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"In ourin-between age",states RudolfStemer̂ "when men cannot know
verv much about the living soul relationships between themselves and the
world all kinds of substimtes have had to be created. Why is it that the initiates
of all ̂ges have urged people to pray before eating? The prayer ŵ^ to be an
affirmation that with the food spiritual substance enters into man .

The beginning of the end of the red man's world can. by spmmal
investigation! be traced back in a certain sense to the Luciferic imposeSng through the descendants of the old Atlantean teachers now wortagtorn ̂certain place in Asia ̂  Ghengis Khan received the comm̂d totrom a ce^ f ^ ^ influence that would lead
thrfito Post-Atiantean age back into a Luciferic form. This influence^ HpH to bring about a kind of buoyancy and lightness in the humanwas to bnnĝ^̂^̂^̂  Ae eith. America had to be discoveredrace that ̂ t m gmw closer to the earth, to grow more and
sothatmanm̂ghtbebmughuô^̂^

o f » » b o f t A M « » l c
Luciferic PO^ers. ^ y ^ Kh^n ^as also deeply under the

fascination with all the treasures of goU that were ,America. These impulses work̂  m Iscovery of
violent opposition to what was like Juan Ponce
America. And so it was that. .pn,,„,ain of Youth' while Coronado and
deLeoncameseekingthemytoĉ^̂^̂^̂^̂^others weredriveninthemsearchfê^
Mantrte™indan.L"moreô
of Rudolf steî m o relationship that had developed,
Tn'SŜbleen the American Indians and theirwhole environment.
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their native land, and on the other between them and the destiny they suffered
in being exterminated was decisive for their life between death and a new
birth. From this it has happened that the majority—no matter how paradoxi
cal it may sound, it is simply a fact — that the majority of western, middle,
even a portion of the eastern Europeans extending into Russia (not all, but a
great portion of them) have souls that once dwelt in the bodies of the old
American Indians...European life is not understood rightly if it is considered
only one-sidedly from a point of view lacking in reality, that is, according to
inherited characteristics. What has now become reality in European history
was formed only as a result of this co-operation between what the souls are
through their former earth lives and what they received in this life through
inheritance; also through education, but education in its broadest sense".

R e f e r e n c e s

"Colour and the Human Races". Domach, 3rd March, 1923.
"Inner Impulses of Evolution"; "The Mexican Mysteries"; "The Knights
Templar". Domach, 17,18,23 and 24, September 1916.
"Cosmic Memory — Prehistory of Earth and Man". Chapter IE.
"Universe, Earth and Man". Eleven Lectures given between 4th and 11th
August, 1908.

BOOK REVIEW

Mine der Erde—Israel im Brennpunkt nam- und kulmgeschichtttcher
Entwicklungen (Israel in the Focus ofNamal and Culmal Evolution).

Edited by Andreas Suchantke. Contribudons by A. Suchantke.
Hans-Ulrich Schmutz, Wolfgang Schad, Wolfgang Fackler.
Richly illustrated with colour plates and black-and-white draw
ings. Verlag Freies Geistesleben, Stuttgart, 1988.

"When Noah felt death drawing near, he instructed his eldest son Sem to go
with Melchizedek to fetch the body of Adam, which they had brought with
them on the Ark:

•nie Angel of the Lord wiU walk before you
and show you whither to go;
and he will bring you to the pla(»
where Adam's body should be laid down,
which is the middle of the earth.
There the four quarters joined together,
for when God crwted the earth
his micht strode in front of him,
and the earth parted before it to the four quarters
like a rushing of winds and breê ;
but there his might stood still and came to rest
It is there that the redemption of Adam ̂
and of all his chUdren will come to pass.

These verses ftom a coUecdon of Hebrew legends known as the
ure Cave" (firstrecorded in the 4th century B.C.) ® thm ato this monumental bookonlsr̂LForwhatseî ĥ̂^̂^
poetical metaphor, placing the chosen peop e i jyaamic flow ofLarystage.ItisanamazinglypmpheticdesmpûfAê ĉ̂^̂^̂^̂^evolutionary pHKessesonôplanê^̂^
of modem research. In the ^ L and spiritual historythose of geology, biolô , f̂ at of the drifting of the continents,of man. TOe ŝweŝf ff̂sLg of ̂nds and breezes". Yet it might be
may haray «««« 1̂® « thorns of processes and a stream-
hT'iS Ae?5termigrations of plants, animals andhuman beings take

by A. Suchantke, which com̂ses more
than Sf I bocfk, is devoted to the ecology, morphology and migratory



movements of plants and animals. The author's black-and-white drawings are
meticulous, and bear witness not only to a deep love for the phenomena, but
to a keen eye for what is essential. The "four quarters" of creation are
represented in Israel by four great continental influences: Asian, Mediterra
nean, African and Euro-Siberian. Thus the unique character of the landscape
lies not so much in its indigenous species as in the meeting and inter-
penetration of the floras and faunas of different continents.

The same fundamental theme is explored in its geological-geographical
dimensions in the article by H.-U. Schmutz. In his charts of the history of
continental drift, it becomes evident that it is not so much a flowing together
(as on the biological plane) as a drifting apart which has engraved itself into
the stones of Israel. The signature of this separation can be seen in the great
Rift Valley with the Jordan and the Dead Sea, which is morphologically more
characteristic of the ocean-floor with its trenches than of the continental
plates.

In W. Schad's chapter on the prehistoric human remains of Palestine,
many new and original perspectives are offered on the perennial question:
what makes the human being human? Not only inner evidence, such as the
study of the development and use of stone tools, but equally the changing
morphology of the skeleton suggests the paradoxical answer: we are human
as long as we are striving to become human.

And nowhere is this striving more in evidence than in the history of the
Hebrew peoples in their mission to prepare a physical chalice for the Sun-
Logos, the Christ. For anyone who would penetrate more deeply into the
history of the Old and New Testaments will soon discover that it is not a
continuum, but is punctuated by many abrupt passages to quite new levels of
consciousness. This human dimension is placed by W. Fackler into a still
broader perspective, which allows full scope for the meetings of cultural
streams from north, east, south and west

On behalf of our many readers who will not have access to the German
text, it seems only appropriate to plead for a translation in the near future, not
only into English, but also into Hebrew. For, as Suchantke is at pains to point
out, the efforts currently being made in Israel to preserve and restore the
landscape are as exemplary as they are unique. The hospitality which the
authors have been afforded on their many trips to Israel has now been
answered in the writing of this book. It is greatly to be hoped that the insights
it contains can soon be available to their hosts and to all their countrymen.

J . M .
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rSon College
A centre of adult education.^ training and research,
based on the work of
Rudolf Steiner

Foundation Year
Teacher Training for Waldorf Schools
Biodynamic Agriculture and Third World

Rural Development
Social Development
Artistic Training in Sculpture, Voice, Speech

a n d D r a m a

SHORT COURSES in the summer, and at
other times during the year, on such topics
as Music, Education, Peace, Family
Questions, Drugs, Money, Adult Education,
Taking Initiatives, Economics.

EMERSON COLLEGE
Forest Row, Sussex RH18 5JX

Telephone: 0342 82 2238

A N T H R O P O S O P H I C A L
B O O K S

A N D

R E L AT E D S U B J E C T S

- - - SECOND-HAND - - -

Latest catalogue sent upon request.

Stock available for viewing
by appointment

I am always interested in purchasing
libraries or small collections.

H e r b Ta n d r e e

9 Fosse Way

Nailsea - Bristol BS19 2BG

Phone, evenings only: (0272) 854598

J O H N S E A G O
Designer

Go ldsm i th !S i l ve rsm i th

1 4 G U I L D H A L L S T R E E T
BURY ST. EDMUNDS, SUFFOLK

Telephone: (0284) 4884

Gold and Silver articles and Fine Jewellery for all occasions
individually designed

Commissions Accepted
R E PA I R S

PUBLICATIONS FROM
HAWTHORN PRESS

TO A DIFFERENT DRUMBEAT
A practical guide to parenting children with special needs

P. Clarke. H. Kofsky, J. Lauruol

M o s t o f u s a s k i n s t i n c t i v e l y a t t h e m o m e n t o f o f
there?", wanting reassurance that to neŵ  is
parents receive positive answers. For those •nierecanalsobeagradualdiscovering
begins. There is uncertainly, bewilderment, ̂  imfividnality each child bringsof new forms of Wholeness, and to unique personahty and indiviauaniy- regardless of handicap. ^ difference. It is writtai by parents,

This IS a book on pracncal childcaie, . ^ feeding,parents, and offers sugg«tions (̂^ .°j!̂*'̂odiing, travel and more. It addresses toincontinence, play, behaviour, growth, sib g , Differott Drumbeat seeks toemotional needs and development of child ̂d atôoĵenhance to process of caring for children who have special needs.
1989,240pp., colour cover,manyUlustrations:1869890094:£7.95 (US$14.95).

S O U L W A Y S .
The developing soul - life phases, thresholds and biography

Rudolf Treichler
Translated by Anne Meuss

5o«/wnysofferstoightsintop̂n̂groŵ^̂^̂^̂ ,̂̂:̂e'̂ n̂tenl̂life. A profound picture of both are%ped. This challenges
needs, potentials and questions of each hfe phase ana pas«e
readers to reflect on their own b'osraptos- ̂ |̂yTreichl„exploies todevek̂ en-

Drawingonhisworkasapsyctowt,W^^^ ^ 3g^tal disorders of sotil hfe: e-S-anorexia, schizophrenia, d̂ iression and

and those doing biography work.
,989,320pp.. 24xl2cm,Social Ecology Series;I869 89013 2: m.95(US$25.00).



Tiptap the Gnome
A N D O T H E R T A L E S

(IN COLOUR)

Lucia Grosse, the author and illustrator of these six stories, died in 1981
at the age of81. The stories were written towards the end of her life, in the
first place for her own grandchildren. They always wanted Grandmother
to tell them a story — and there was nothing she liked to do better.

Each story is a little work of art, developed out of a rich experience
as a teacher of Eurythmy and painting at the Rudolf Steiner School in
Basel. The six stories take the child through some of the year's experiences,
starting with the joyful Spring festival and ending with the wonder and
peace of Christmas Eve.

Available through Rudolf Steiner Press, Mail Order & Book Shop
38 Museum Street, London WCIA ILP

£4.50 + p.p.

C e n t r e f o r
^ Social Development

offers the following courses:
ONE-YEAR SOCMt at the threshold

sSlIr" • encountering THE HUMAN BEING-Asî rfhealmg social lifeISmmerT̂rm ! VISION IN ACTION - Social Imaginatlor, and Social Practice
: FundLmenSs'ofiCUsopŴ^

(Yearly — new course starts January)
AffTHROPOSOPHICAL SCHOOLING COURSE
LIFEWAYS WEEKEND

Bioqraphy WorkshopsRewionships as a Path to Development & Love
Temperaments
Questions in Mid-Career
Coping with Work Pressures and Personal Stress

P»r further details pl°»«» conttct the Secretary, Centre lor Srotal Devetopment.
Old Plaw Hatch House, Sharpthorne, Sussex RH19 4JL, EnglandTelephone (0342) 810221

Rouiah m
The Triangle, Berkeley Place,
Bristol BS8 lEH. 0272 277030

Wholefood Caf̂ ^
|;iUI>OI.F £T€»N€R ̂
CHIUPRCMS BOg^HOP

f̂UDOUTSTONCR̂  US«ARy
e Established to support the Bristol Waldorf School »

ofO'Py"a'"i«

p r o m o t e s |
the agricultural impulse .|

founded by Rudolf Steiner ̂
i n 1 9 2 4 I

The Association stqjports and encourages tte
practice of this ecologically stable method of
cultivation in PRIVATE GARDENS m addition
to professional situations.
Ifyou have a garden, however, small, our
enviionmaitally sound, self-sustaining m ôd
of cultivation would be of immeasurable bMiefit
to it, and to you.
Find out more from the BDAA, Woodman Lane.
Clent, Stourbridge, W. Midlands DY9 9PX
(tel 0562 88 4933)

r 7 a n d o b t a i n y o u r
fi feES0̂  fruit juices, KWASZ (thefermented bread drink),
animal and plant care products, books from our
sister organization, BIO-DYNAMIC SUPPLIES
LTD. at the above address (tel 0562 88 6858).
Pricelist on request.



A centre of adult education,
training and research,
b a s e d o n t h e w o r k o f
R u d o l f S t e i n e r

F o u n d a t i o n Ye a r
Teacher Training for Waldorf Schools
Biodynamic Agriculture and Third World

Rural Development
Social Development
Artistic Training in Sculpture, Voice, Speech

a n d D r a m a

SHORT COURSES in the summer, and at
other times during the year, on such topics
as Music, Education, Peace, Family
Questions, Drugs, Money, Adult Education,
Taking Initiatives, Economics.

E M E R S O N C O L L E G E
Forest Row, Sussex RH18 5JX

Telephone: 0342 82 2238

A N T H R O P O S O P H I C A L
B O O K S

A N D

R E L AT E D S U B J E C T S

- - - SECOND-HAND - - -

Latest catalogue sent upon request.
Stock available for viewing

by appointment
I am always interested in purchasing

libraries or small collections.

H e r b Ta n d r e e

9 Fosse Way

Nailsea - Bristol BS19 2BG

Phone, evenings only: (0272) 854598

J O H N S E A G O
Designer

Goldsmith/Silversmith

14 GUILDHALL STREET
BURY ST. EDMUNDS, SUFFOLK

Telephone: (0284) 4884

Gold and Silver articles and Fine Jewellery for all occasions
individually designed

Commissions Accepted
R E PA I R S

PUBLICATIONS FROM
h a w t h o r n p r e s s

TO A DIFFERENT DRUMBEAT
A practical guide to parenting children with special needs

P. Clarke, H, Kofsky, J. Lauruol

Mostof us ask instinctively at the moment of giving birth-'Ts she all rigĥ" or'Ts he an
tee wanting reassurance that the newborn is a '̂ rfect" human being. The mâ  ofmr̂Wreceive positive answers. For those who do not, a life journey to uncharted places
Efrinr There iŝcertainty.bewildermenL or grief. XheiecanalsobeagtadualdiscovOTn̂
ofLw forms of Wholeness, and the unique personality and individuality each child brings

'̂^̂sTs°a book on̂practical childcare, with a difference. It is written by paraits, for
narents and offers suggestions (based on experience) in areas such as sleep, feeding,
incontinence, play, behaviour, growth, siblings, clothing, travel and more. It ̂ dressK the
emotional needs and development of child and adult To a Different Drumbeat seeks to
enhance the process of caring for children who have special needs,

1989,240 pp.. Colour cover, many illustrations; 1 869 890 09 4; £7.95 (US$14.95).

SOULWAYS
The developing soul — life phases, thresholds and biography

Rudolf Treichler
Translated by Anne Meuss

Soidwaysoffers insights intopersonalgnwth through theiAasesand̂ Î̂rf̂^

"̂^̂mifltfrauestionfhysteria, epUepsy. antnexia. schizqthietiia. depressirat andSSwTl-̂rdL are explored fiom a developntental and therapeutic viewpoint - as
questions which fnr resellers, narents. teachers, doctors, therapists
and those

)ns which may encourage individual growm.
Soulways will be a useful guide for counsellors, parents, teachers, doctors, therapists
)se doing biography work.

1989,320 pp., 24 x 12 cm, Social Ecology Series; 1 869 890 13 2: £12.95 (US$25.



HOW TO TRANSFORM THINKING FEELING AND WILLING
Practical exercises for the training of thinking, feeling, willing,

imagination, composure, intuition, positivity and wonder
Jdrgen Smit

Translated by Simon Blaxland - de Lange

A path of transforming thinking, feeling and willing is described in this book. Practical
exercises for the illuminating and strengthening of thinking are given. There are exercises for
the development of a living inner imagination, for concenu-ation, for vivid feeling and for
contemplating the day's events so as to deepen one's thinking capacities. The development
of inspiration and intuition is explored, as well as the qualities of composure, reverence, open-
mindedness and wonder.

JOrgen Smit aims to enable readers to follow a meditative path leading to deepening
insight and awareness.

The author works with young people from the Goetheanum. He was bom in 1916 in
Bergen, Norway, and he worked as a Waldorf teacher for thirty years and in teacher training.

1989,64 pp., 24 x 12 cm; 1 869 890 17 5: £3.95 (US$8.95).

H a w t h o r n P r e s s

Bankfield House • 13 Wallbridge • Stroud • Gloucestershire GL5 3JA




